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The study of collision processes is essential to 
develop a complete understanding of chemistry. Not only 
are collisions of fundamental importance in chemical 
reactions but they are also the mechanism of many 
physical processes. 
Elastic collisions determine the viscosity, diffusion 
and thermal conductivity coefficients of gases while 
inelastic collisions are of importance in such energy 
transfer processes as the quenching of fluorescence. 
Chemical processes have, until comparatively recently, 
been studied in terms of bulk properties, reaction 
mechanisms being inferred from reaction rates and rate 
expressions. 
Although kinetic studies of this nature have developed 
to a remarkable degree of sophistication, they are 
limited in that the systems under observation contains a 
Boltzman distribution of energy levels and quantum 
states. Thus even when employing complex statistical 
analysis it is impossible to 	 the 
dynamics of the interaction of two reactants in 'frf- 
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Such predictions can be made, however, by observing 
collisions in beam experiments where it is technically 
possible to select a specific energy distribution of the 
collision partners. 
1.2 	Review of Beam Studies 
Early History: 
The concept of generating atomic or molecular beams for 
experimental purposes was first developed early this 
century when Dunoyer (Dun-li) proved, in 1911, that it 
was possible to generate beam of sodium atoms in an 
evacuated flask. 
The first use of molecular beams as a means of 
measuring atomic and molecular properties followed in 
1936 with the introduction of the molecular beam 
resonance method by Rabi (Rc6-38). Initially, beam 
studies of this period were concentrated on the 
measurement of nuclear magnetic moments (Rcun. -56 ) however, 
in the 1940's the experimental techniques thus far 
developed were applied to the measurement of the physical 
characteristics of atomic and molecular interactions. 
Thus by 1949, data was being accumulated on elastic and 
inelastic collision cross-sections and other physical 
parameters affecting atomic and molecular interactions 
The systems under study at this time which involved the 
transfer or exchange° internal energy were resonant or 
very nearly resonant processes which could be described 
by the Near Adiabatic Hypothesis (Ma.-49) where the 
motion of the collision' partners 	within an energy 
range applicable tonormal or gas kinetic temperatures. 
In this case the approach of the two nuclei is 
sufficiently slow that the electronic motion can adjust 
to the perturbation without a transition resulting, 
unless AE, the difference in energy between the initial 
and final states is very small. This situation can 
simply be described by the Adiabatic criterion, or Massey 
equation. 
That is the adiabatic region is defined where 
aLE >> 1 
	 (eq. 1.2.1) 
hv 
where a is the range of interaction of the collision 
partners 
h is Planck's constant 
v is the relative velocity of the collision partners and 
E is defined above. 
To achieve a reasonable probability of a transition 
occurring 
aAE _ 1 
	 (eq. 1. 2.2) 
hv 
i.e. that the adiabatic criteria be of the order of 
unity. It is apparent then that the transitions, which 
may be described in these terms, will have a maximum 
cross section when AE = 0, for example in homonuclear 
charge exchange. In other cases where AE o 0, the 
maximum cross section will occur when the duration of the 
collision, defined by a/v, is of the same order as the 
time taken for a single fluctuation between the initial 
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and final electronic state. 
This description allowed some success in portraying the 
behaviour of the cross section for a particular 
interaction of a given system, however, it gives no 
information about relative or absolute cross sections. 
This concept was further investigated, largely in 
charge exchange processes by Hasted who estimated that 
this equation was most effective in describing collisions 
which occurred when the value of 'a' was around 7-8 A. 
Thus this description was limited in its applicability 
and indeed had been acknowledged as such on its proposal 
by Massey. It remained, however, an important method of 
characterising electronic exchange processes in 
collisions (Ste-66). 
A further development from this period,',..'which will be 
revealed to be of relevance to the subject of this thesis 
was the growing interest in collisions which resulted in 
the iukr of kinetic and electronic energy into 
vibrational and rotation modes. Observations of the 
quenching of fluorescence by molecular gases gave clues 
to the relative efficiency of such processes (Ols-47). 
1.3: Developments in Apparatus: 
One example of an experimental development that has had 
an enormous influence on the range and efficiency of 
atomic and molecular beam studies and of particular 
relevance to our present study was the development of the 
supersonic nozzle beam. 
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Up until mid-fifties particle beams had been generated 
by means of effusive sources, however, in 1951 Kantrowitz 
and Grey suggested the use of a supersonic jet (Ke-51). 
Such a source could provide atomic and molecular beams 
of intensity orders of magnitude greater than is possible 
with the best of effusive source. In a supersonic nozzle 
source, a gas at high pressure is forced through an 
aperture into a volume of) relatively, very low pressure 
towards a skimmer, a slit of dimensions similar to the 
mean free path of the gas in the free stream. Under 
these conditions, there results a high density of mass 
flow in the axial direction from nozzle to skimmer (Arc( - 
66). 
It is this effect that is the principle agent of the 
increased beam intensity compared to an effusive source. 
This, however, is not the only advantage to be gained. 
At high Mach numbers an increased proportion of the 
molecules will be found to be within a given fraction of 
the m;ew molecular velocity, moreover, under the condition 
of expansion the internal degrees of freedom which may be 
excited at the source temperature undergo relaxation, 
further limiting the total energy states of the beam. 
This development, not fully exploited until the mid to 
late-1960's, when among other factors, cheap efficient 
pumps of sufficient pumping speed became available, has 
greatly enhanced the experimental possibilities in 
molecular beam studies. 
The experiments reported in this thesis have in common 
the use of this type of supersonic nozzle beam without 
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which a study of this nature would be virtually 
impossible. 
1.4: Violation of the Adiabatic Criteria: 
The next important development of relevance to our 
present work involves a study of charge exchange 
processes in collisions between He and the rare gases 
made by M. Lipeles, R. Novick and N. Talk (L,-65) in 
1965. They observed the relative efficiency of the 
excitation of a number of ion states in the rare targets 
as a result of charge exchange. At low relative kinetic 
energies, below 20 eV, they recorded a dramatic increase 
in the excitation cross section which could not be 
explained in terms of adiabatic criteria discussed 
previously. This violation focused attention on the 
effects of internuclear separation on the energy defect 
(AE) and the change in the effective interaction distance 
proeedsAq 
when the process is considered aspvia 'a molecular ion 
complex (JQ-67). Further studies revealed similar 
behaviour for atomic excitation in the rare gases on He'' 
impact (Dek-69). Furthermore Lipeles et al. had carried 
out speculative experiments using molecular gases as 
targets, N2 , H2 and CO and had observed similar effects. 
These results generated considerable interest in 
non-adiabatic processes both in the theoretical 
description of their mechanism and in the development of 
experimental techniques through which complete and 
accurate data on their nature could be elucidated 
71) (II:.-74). 
1.5: Development of Theoretical Models for Excitation 
Notably, the case of rare gas collisions was 
investigated and a considerable amount of data 
accumulated. This brought about the development of 
qualitative models interpreting the mechanisms inducing 
inelastic processes. The most useful of these was the 
quasimolecular model where the atomic wave functions are 
transposed into molecular orbitals and ultimately into 
the atomic orbitals of the united atom at R = 0 where R 
is the internuclear separation. This concept was 
originally used as a model to interpret the excitation of 
core electrons in hard collisions of rare gas atoms in a 
symmetric system by Fano and Lichten (Fa-65) in 1965. 
This idea was further developed by Barat and Lichten 
(Li-67) (Bctr-72) who applied it to core electron 
excitations in asymmetric collision systems. This 
successfully resulted in a qualitative understanding of 
inelastic processes in terms of electron promotions with 
transitions at molecular orbital (MO) crossings. 
The concept of using molecular state crossings in this 
1.14 
was not new and indeed had been applied as early as 1932 
(weL:-32) to interpret Auger electron emissions. However, 
Barat and Lichten made the first detailed application of 
the electron promotion to a complex heavy particle. 
collision system. They developed this phenomenological 
model of diabatic molecular states, generated by 
consideration of one electron MO wave functions, which 
could cross other molecular states given appropriate 
symmetry requirements were met. They concentrated on the 
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effect of electron promotions where the principle quantum 
number of an electron in the separate atoms is raised in 
the united atom limit. 
This model was then applied to valence electron 
excitation in symmetric collisions at low key energies in 
1975 byBrenot et al (Bre-751) with considerable success. 
Asymmetric systems were also investigated by the same 
research team and again, experimental observations could 
largely be interpreted in terms of this model (Bn2-7511) 
though modifications of the usual diabatic correlation 
rules were required and some details remained obscure. 
1.6: Diabatic I and Diabatic II Mechanisms: 
The development of this model continued throughout the 
1970's, notably Barat Brenot et al (B.r-76) who applied 
it in investigating direct and charge exchange processes 
in He-Ne collisions, a system of particular interest as 
the He ion forms a core vacancy in the quasimolecule and 
united atom limit and was found to be responsible for 
many excitations in soft collisions. Thus two principle 
mechanisms were identified to be operating in inelastic 
processes. The first designated diabatic I was a result 
of electron promotion of the type we have already 
discussed. The second, diabatic II, generated 
excitations by means of a core excited incident channel 
(due to the vacancy in the He is orbital) which is 
promoted and crosses a series of Rydberg states. 
This stage represented a considerable step forward in 
the understanding of the mechanisms of collision 
processes although a rigorous theoretical treatment 
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remained extremely difficult. However, a clear picture 
does emerge of the development of interest in 
non-adiabatic processes in collisions and it is from 
these considerations that this thesis arose. 
1.7: Molecular Target Species: 
Not only were atomic collisions subject to study, in 
his paper which first drew attention to the violation of 
the adiabatic criteria (L-65) Lipeles also noted that 
similar effects in molecular collisions, in particular 
collisions of He and H21 02 Co and B2 . Later that decade 
in 1969 Moore and Doering (Mw,-69) published a paper on 
vibrational excitation of N 2 by collisions under a variety 
of conditions. Other studies had of course been made 
prior to this however this paper was notable in the 
variety of collision partners considered. What was being 
investigated was the effect of collisions between ions 
and molecules on the vibrational energy of the target 
species. The nature of such distributions can be very 
informative with respect to the dynamics of the 
collision. 
In particular the relationship between a vibrational 
distribution produced by ion impact compared to the 
Franck-Condon distribution can give insight into the 
degree of distortion of the target species in collisions. 
1he case of N 2 and N 2+ emissions 	will be 
c:t i1jck 
investigated in this thesis, g'are of importance in auroral 
emissions and other areas of atmospheric chemistry. N2 in 
particular has been subject to detailed investigations 
from the sixties up to present publications. Rather than 
give a thorough account of this work at this stage, it 
would be more productive to mention the general 
considerations affecting molecular studies as opposed to 
atomic collision system. 
Molecular systems are complicated by virtue of the fact 
that they posses additional degrees of freedom of. 
vibration and rotation. These motions can be 
greatly simplified in fast collisions. For incident 
light projectiles at key energies, it is commonly the 
case that the duration of the collision will be of the 
order of 
+ lO' - 	secs, i.e. faster than the period of 
vibration, typically i' secs, or rotation (_ lO's). 
Thus, the collision dynamics can be greatly simplified by 
this 'clamped model' in what is called the sudden 
approximation. 
At lower projectile energies this may not be the case 
and the possible effects on the observed vibrational 
distribution of an excited target must be taken into 
account. 
Another problem arising from molecular vibration and 
rotation is that not all the target molecules will be in 
the same quantum distributions, unless special 
precautions are taken, for example the use of supersonic 
expansion beams rather than gas cells. 
Finally the complexity of molecular electronic states 
with which a projectile particle: 	interactsmakes a 
rigorous treatment of the electron dynamics extremely 
difficult. The number of possible excited states 
available for molecules compounds this problem, for 
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example, the density of states available to the N 2 
molecule gives it the richest of diatomic spectra. 
Fortunately, however, it is possible to treat molecular 
inelastic collisions in a qualitative way similar, in 
principle, to that discussed for atomic systems. State 
correlation diagrams can be constructed and excitation 
treated in terms of electron rearrangements at MO curve 
crossings (Db-81). Indeed the electron promotion model, 
with the same type of mechanisms (Diabatic I, 
Diabatic II) can be seen to be operating in the triatomic 
quasimolecule formed in an atomic-diatomic collision. 
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1.8: Experimental Techniques: 
So far the study of collision processes has been 
discussed in terms of the developments in interpretation 
of the dynamics of the collision. It must be remembered 
that each stage of advancement in understanding of 
collision processes has been preceded by innovations in 
experimental apparatus and technique. Indeed in the 
field of molecular beam studies it would be difficult to 
overestimate the effect of the startling level of 
imaginative invention and innovative experimental 
development that has taken place, the extraction of data 
from events occurring at a molecular scale is not easy 
and the experimental method applied has a fundemental 
influence on the success or failure of an experiment. 
The problem of defining the level of excitation in a 
molecular target species has been approached in the main 
in two ways. First, fluorescence emitted from the 
excited target may be collected and analysed using, for 
example, a narrow slit monochomator (MO-69) , (Me- 
74). The second common method involves direct 
measurement of the energy of the incident ion atom after 
collision. In the case of ions, this can be done by 
allowing the ions to enter an electrostatic analyser. 
The ions can then be turned through a given angle onto a 
detector, the voltage applied to the analyser will 
determine which energy band of ions will be detected. 
Thus, by tuning the analyser voltage the energy spectrum 
of the ions can be scanned (Moo-74),(Dow-81),(Dow-
83),(Dhu-85). Alternatively where the scattered species 
is a neutral the incident beam can be pulsed (typically 
by means of a rotating chopper, or by delivering a pulse 
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of charge to deflector lens plates) and the total flight 
time of each pulse measured. 
Accelerations or delays due to the gain or loss of 
kinetic energy as a result of inelastic interactions with 
a target species can be measured and correlated with 
specific processes (Br-75I),(Bre-75II) ,(B&-76),(Be.- 
75111). 
Though there are many refinements to these techniques 
these are the basis of the vast majority of molecular 
collision studies to date. Both methods have, however, 
serious drawbacks in terms of the full exploitation of 
the experimental data. The spectroscopic method, in 
failing to measure the energy of the scattered incident 
particle may be subject to error through the interference 
of cascade effects and other relaxation routes to which 
an excited target may be subject. On the other hand the 
energy loss method is more restricted in resolution, 
allowing changes in kinetic energy due to electronic 
excitation of the target to be observed but not in 
general allowing individual states, and certainly not the 
vibrational distribution of the excited target, to be 
resolved. 
1.9: Summary: 
Therefore this thesis will report on the development of 
an original and ambitious experimental technique which 
has been used to study the excitation of N 2 by low energy 
(1 00 eV - 1 keV)He ions. This will be achieved by 
incorporating fluorescence and scattered ion detection in 
a coincidence method. Thus, simultaneously recording the 
target emission spectra, the angular scattering pattern 
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of the ions and the energy loss in terms of flight time 
of those ions. The subject material this thesis can be 
seen to rest solidly on the brief history preceding. 
In chapter (2) I will describe a new experimental 
apparatus giving a general outline of the overall 
construction and operational characteristics, and a 
rather fuller characterisation of areas of the apparatus 
with which I have been specifically involved. 
This will be followed in chapter 3 by the description 
of an experiment designed to demonstrate the accuracy 
with which well established results can be reproduced. 
This involves the observation of fluorescence from the Ar 
4p2D° and 4p2P° states, excited as a result of the I1e 
impact on Ar gas over the 100 to 1000 eV energy range. 
The observation of molecular electronic and vibrational 
excitation will be described when we report original data 
on the He/HCl charge exchange process resulting in 
excitation of the HCl A2E. 
Finally we shall describe observations of the 
vibrational distribution of excited N 2 and N2 states, 
produced again by He collisions over the same energy 
range. This work was carried out as a preliminary 
investigation prior to executing a coincidence experiment 
on the excitation of the N 2 C 3irstate in that system. 
We will report on the development and execution of that 
coincidence experiment whereby a full analysis of all the 
data which can be extracted from N 2/He collisions, 





2.1 The Overall Configuration 
The overall configuration of the experimental apparatus 
is shown in Fig. F2.1.1 and a photograph of the equipment 
is also supplied, Photo P2.1.1. It can be seen to be 
constructed as nine separate differentially pumped 
chambers. They are described as follows: 
Assigned Chamber 	Description 
1 	 source chamber 
2 energy analyser 
3 	 ion optics 
4 compressor 
5 	 collision chamber 
6 nozzle chamber 
7 	 optics chamber 
8 field free region 
9 	 detector chamber 
A brief description of these chambers; their function 
and contents will be discussed. 
Vacuum and Pumping: 
Each of the chambers noted above is differentially 
pumped a schematic layout of the diffusion pumping system 
is given in fig.F2.1.2 . Mechanical rotary pumps are of 
course used to back up the diffusion pumps, the two 
groups being backed by seperate lines, the nozzle pump 
and detector pump being backed seperatly by dedicated 
rotary pumps. Finally the head, ie the top, of each 
diffusion pump was fitted with cooling vanes in order to 
16 
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The Source Chamber - Extreme Left 
The Analyser - The Small chamber in Front of 
the Source. 
The Ion Optics - To the Right of the Analyser 
The Nozzle Expansion Chamber- The Cylindrical 
Chamber in Center 
of the Picture 
Photo P2.1.1 
I, 
prevent the ingress of oil to the vacuum chambers. 
Cooling of these vanes was supplied by a Freon based 
refrigeration system. Table (T2.1.1) lists the pumping 
equipment used and the pressures normally achieved in 
each of the relevant chambers. 
TABLE T2.1.1 
	
























Pump size Pressure (mBar) 
6" 
	
2 X 106 
111 
	
4 X l0 
6 11 
	
1.5 X 106 




2 X 106 
12" 5 X 10 -7  
6 11 
	
1 X 10 -  
2" 8 X l0 
18" 
	
5 X 10 -5  
Backing Line 
	 Pumps 	 Pressures 
Group 1 	Edwards E2M12 + Speedivac 
Group 2 	 2 X Edwards Speedivac 
Nozzle Edwards E1M80 
Detector 	Edwards E1M18 
12.0 X 102 mBar 
5.0 X 102 inBar 
8.0 X 102 mBar 
5.8 X 102 mBar 
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2.2 	Ion Beam Generation 
The nature of the experiments described herein requires 
the use of a highly reliable and efficient ion source. 
The basic requirements were as follows: 
That the source be capable of delivering a high beam 
intensity. That the spread in extracted ion energies be 
small compared to the total beam energy and, finally, 
that the beam should be highly directional with low 
angular divergence. In summary: 
AE 
Width at Collision Zone 
Height at collision Zone 
Intensity at Collision zone 
Angular Divergance 
= 0.2 eV 
= 0.3 mm 
= 10 mm 
= 1 x 10Amps 
0.3° 
The apparatus was designed to produce an intense 
monochromatic ion beam by means of an electron 
bombardment and extraction system. The source unit 
itself was constructed so as to be easily removable as it 
was envisaged that alternative source systems could be 
used as dictated by experimental requirements. For the 
purposes of this thesis, however, the ion beam required 
was 	He. 
In the following section the ion source, the 
electrostatic lens system,the beam detection apparatus 
and finally the ion beam calibration and characterisation 
will be discussed. 
21 
Ion Production - The ion source: 
The source employedwhich was capable of fulfilling 
these requirements, was based on a design first reported 
by Menzinger in 1969 (Menz-69). Basically the source 
consists of two sections. First, the main body for the 
production of ions and secondly a series of lenses for 
the extraction and focusing of those ions. 
The main body of the source was positioned on a 
three-part mounting stage which could be moved laterally 
and axially with respect to the beam direction, in the 
horizontal plane to achieve optimum positioning. 
This stage was constructed from aluminium block, the 
lowest section was fixed and rested in the source chamber 
on a pair of stainless steel bars, adjusted to the 
optimum height. The second section was fitted with a 
micrometre thread connected to a stepper motor and thus 
ccL:be positioned remotely in the horizontal plane 
parallel to the beam direction. The final section was 
again fitted with a micrometre thread allowing accurate 
positioning in the horizontal direction perpendicular to 
the beam direction. This, however, had to be done 
manually. 
The main body of the source was fixed directly to this 
third section. Accurate positioning of the source was 
achieved by shining a CO2 laser through a small port 
window on the analyser chamber, through a set of narrow 
slits at the entrance between source and analyser 
chambers, and finally through the extraction lens system. 
The image of the emerging beam on the source body was 
then used to achieve accurate positioning. 
The source body consisted in most basic terms of a 
positively charged ion containment cylinder within which 
was positioned a filament wire carrying a high current, 
on the rear of this cylinder was fixed a gas supply line. 
Gas introduced in this way was subject to electron 
bombardment and an ion plasma was thus generated. 
The ion containment volume was constructed as a large 
anode. The anode volume is seen in Fig.F2.2.1 as a small 
cylinder protruding from a larger flat stainless steel 
plate. A positive voltage is supplied to the anode body 
by simple wire connections from a vacuum feedthrough. 
The end of the ion containment volume was formed from a 
molybdenum disk, with a narrow slot cut vertically in its 
centre, molybdenum was required to withstand the intense 
heat generated by the plasma, and it is through this slot 
that ions are extracted as a tall narrow beam. The slot 
is 10 mm high and 0.25 mm wide. The filament within 
the ion containment volume is made of tungsten, 0.25 mm 
diam. It is wound to maximise the filament to anode 
discharge current and hence ion production. Several 
design of filament were used in an attempt to optimise 
beam current and stability, see Fig.F2.2.2, however, in 
long term observations no one design was particularly 
outstanding and in the main a 	 circularly wound. 
filament (Fig.F2.2.2, No. 1) was used. The filament was 
spot welded to a pair of molybdenum wires which were in 
turn set into a plug of boron nitride, such that when the 
insulating plug was screwed into the rear of the anode 
plate the filament would be positioned approximately 2 mm 
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volume parallel and opposite the slit. The gas supply 
line which consists of a length of stainless Od 
:flexible tubing was then screwed into the rear of 
the boron nitride insulator, which was drilled through 
the centre, forming a gas tight seal, thus supplying the 
required source gas directly to the ion generation and 
containment volume. Boron nitride was 	-- 
selected as an insulator for its properties as an 
accurately machinable material and for its thermal 
properties. The current supply to the filament was 
achieved via connection to the molybdenum wires which 
were allowed to protrude from the rear of the insulator. 
On the front of the flat circle of the anode plate is 
is 
connected a copper plate over whichpa fixed radiator 
arrangement through which cooling water is passed.. The 
water is again supplied via k 11 stainless steel flexible 
hoses with standard swagelok fittings. This cooling 
plate is insulated from the anode by a mica wafer. 
The source body as a whole is then attached to a flat 
base plate. Isolation of the anode from the rest of the 
source body is achieved by the use of a three point 
securing arrangement employing ceramic ball bearings. 
The base plate is then bolted to the top plate of the 
mounting stage. The source may then be introduced to 
the source chamber, connected to the power, gas and water 
supplies, and finally positioned. 
In operation, under vacuum, the anode is floated to the 
beam energy, normally between 100 and 1000 V while the 
float voltage of the filament is offset from this value 
normally by -150 to -170 V. A voltage is then applied 
across the filament, (8-10 V) resulting in a filament 
current of approximately 6 amps. With the introduction 
of a source gas into the anode chamber at a pressure 
typically of 1.8 to 2.0 Torr. The resulting electron 
'boil off' from the filament results in ionisation of the 
source gas as electrons collide with the gas molecules or 
atoms as they accelerate towards the anode. The positive 
ions thus generated are then 'trapped' within the 
confines of the anode until they are extracted by the 
extraction ions system. 
Ionisation by electron bombardment: 
Since the efficiency of the ion production and the 
nature of species produced is of primary importance to 
these experiments it is worthwhile considering at this 
stage the theory of the ion generation processes. 
The bombardment of atomic and molecular species in the 
gas phase by energetic electrons has long been known as 
an effective means of generating ionic species. The 
first experimental measurements made on the cross section 
for ionisation of He by fast electron collisions were 
carried out in 1932 by Massey and Mohr(Mas-32). 
The design of the ion source used in the experiments 
described herein exploits the relative efficiency of 
these processes as a means of producing a stable and 
intense ion beam. 
As has been described the source operates by the 
application of a potential between a current carrying 
filament and a nearby anode plate. The potential 
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difference between the filament and anode sets up an 
electric field such that 
VA - VF = E.d 	 (eq 2.2.1) 
where V a is the anode voltage, VF is the filament voltage, 
E the electric field and d the distance between the 
filament and anode. 
If dis small then E.will be large for a given voltage 
difference, thus enabling the stripping of electrons from 
the filament and accelerating them towards the anode such 
a =a E 	 (eq 2.2.2) 
m 
a = acceleration and q and m representing the electronic 
charge and mass respectively. As the electrons are 
accelerated in this way they gain energy 
KE = q.E.d = q (Va - Vf ) 	 ( eq 2.2.3) 
Taking the charge of an electron as unity, thus 
expressing energy in terms of electron volts, the energy 
gained by the electrons is numerically equivalent to the 
potential difference between filament and anode and the 
energy of an electron at any given time depends linearly 
on the distance it has traversed between the two. Thus 
there will be a 	:1 spectrum of electron energies 
between the initial and final values and thus .the 
efficiency of the ionisation process depends on at what 
point the accelerating electron and the gas atom collide. 
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The final energy of the electrons is not dependent on 
the distance between filament and anode, however, the 
field strength clearly is and the filament to anode 
distance is a crucial factor in determining the ultimate 
emission current attainable. 
This must be balanced against the mean free path (A) of 
an electron in a gas of a given pressure. If d is 
greatly reduced relative to A then the total number of 
collisions between atoms and electrons will be reduced 
although the total number of electrons travelling through 
the gas increases. The estimation of this factor is 
complex, the mean free path being strongly energy 
dependent, increasing the source gas pressure can 
increase the number of collisions observed but can also 
lead to instability in the plasma thus generated, and 
breakdown through arcing. Thus, the optimum conditions 
for the generation of a sufficiently intense and yet 
stable ion beam were determined experimentally, although 
the variable parameters are broadly dictated by source 
design and experimental criteria. 
Fig.F2.2.3 depicts the variation of total cross-section 
for ionisation of He by fast electrons with incident 
electron energy (that is the cross section for ionisation 
to all states in He and for ionisation to He 1 ) as 
determined experimentally by Wetzel et al. (Wet-87). For 
the purposes of this experiment it is required that only 
singly ionised helium, in the ground state, be present in 
the ion beam. Clearly the cross section for ionisation 
rises rapidly from threshold at 24.56 eV to a maximum at 
126 eV, the cross section subsequently decreases as 
electron energy rises. This behaviour is typical for the 
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ionisation of atomic species where the cross section 
rises rapidly above threshold energy VT to a maximum at 
3 VT to 7 VT 
Thus we can expect that a maximum in ion current to be 
extracted from the source when the anode voltage VA is 
greater than Q maximum voltage for He, i.e. greater than 
126 eV (so that electrons not only attain this energy but 
also have a reasonable probability of encountering a He 
atom having reached it). Clearly this energy is above 
the threshold of a variety of other, undesirable, 
processes and thus there is competition between these 
processes resulting in the production of doubly ionised 
or metastable or otherwise excited ions and neutral 
species. The majority of these processes do not affect 
the energy distribution of the ion beam after analysis 
and, therefore, are of no interest beyond their effect on 
reducing total ion production. 	One process which will 
affect the characteristics of the final ion beam is the 
production of metastable ion species which can be 
transported in the same manner as ground state ions. 
Clearly a significant population of such inetastables in 
the ion beam will have a profound affect on the processes 
observed in collisions with target species. Thus the 
production of metastable species must be characterised 
and their numbers must be reduced to an insignificant 
level or preferably eliminated entirely. 
The main process induced by electron impact which 
result in the production of He metastables is the He 2S 
(1s) 0 (2s)' state excitation by & impact upon previously 
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The threshold for this process is approximately 40.8 eV 
with Q max at 48 eV (that is 48 eV above the ionisation 
threshold), Fig.F2.2.4 depicts this experimental 
cross-section variation with incident electron energy as 
determined by Dance, Harrison and Smith (Dan-66). Clearly 
this process has a much smaller cross section than the 
main ionisation process . Were the anode-filament 
voltage VA reduced below the value of threshold for this 
process then it would be ensured that no excited ion 
states were present, the (2s) 
2 being the lowest lying 
excited state. However, at this potential difference the 
cross-section for ionisation to the ground state of He is 
impractically low. Thus during the experiments described 
herein, except where otherwise stated, a compromise was 
reached whereby the anode-filament voltage was set to 
maximise the ionisation to the He ground state, but at 
sufficiently low voltage to minimise the cross section 
for ionisation to metastable states. From the two graphs 
F2.2.3, and F2.2.4 it can clearly be seen that the 
maximum cross section for ionisation of He+ is at an 
incident electron energy of between 120 and 150 eV, while 
the maximum cross section for metastable excitation 
occurs at some 50 eV above this value. Thus if VA is 
maintained between 120 and 170 V metastable production 
will be minimal. That this is the case is further shown 
by the experimentation of Hagstrum (Hag-56) who showed 
that although metastable formation as a result of 
electron impact ionisation at energies above threshold 
was significant (around 2%) for the other noble gases the 
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presence of such excited states in an identically 
produced beam of He could not be detected and thus was 
judged to be experimentally insignificant. 
2.3 Electrostatic Lens System 
A considerable amount of work was carried out on the 
design and operation of the electrostatic lens systems, 
used in this apparatus, by I.Abbas and a full description 
of the modelling, calibration and operation of these lens 
systems is contained in his thesis (Abb-89). The 
following description of the ion optics is therefore 
intended to serve as a general overview of the principles 
of the experimental system and its specifications. A 
schematic of the ion optics discussed herein is given in 
fig F2.3.1 and a schematic of the power supplies and and 
their interconnections is given in fig. F2.3.2 
The ion extraction system 
The ion extraction system consists of a series of four 
lenses positioned immediately in front of the source 
body. These are designed to extract ions from the anode 
chamber and direct and focus them on the entrance slit of 
the analyser. The four main lenses, designated V 0 , V 11 V2 
and V3 are constructed from stainless steel and are 
suspended from a frame with a baseplate, designed as with 
the source body mount, to rest astride the two 
positioning bars in the source chamber. The lenses are 
again insulated from ground by three point securing using 
ceramic balls. Voltages are supplied from a vacuum 
feedthrough directly to each lens via ceramic insulated 
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The purpose of these lenses is to introduce a negative 
potential gradient extending into the anode chamber 
slit.Thus positive ions can be accelerated out of the 
plasma, as u parallel beam. The lenses V 0 and V 1 form a 
pair of slits, V 0 the closest to the source body is 
positioned 2 nun from the anode slit. The slit in V. is 
40 mm long and 0.25 mm wide. V 1 is set to the rear of V 0 
1.8 mm away. The dimensions of the V 1 slit are identical 
to those of V0 . V2 is positioned 14 nun behind V1 and this 
lens is formed as a circular aperture 15 mm in diameter, 
V3 is identical to V2 and is set a further 14 nun back from 
V2 . Finally, there is a pair of opposing plates denoted 
V35 and V3 , which are used to adjust the beam position 
laterally, i.e. the position in the horizontal plane 
perpendicular to the beam direction, and to 
simultaneously compress the beam width in that dimension. 
The distance from the rear of the V 3 lens to the 
entrance slit of the analyser is approximately 745 mm 
(±3 nun) at the focal point of the lens system. 
Energy Analysis: 
The second chamber of the system contains a pair of 
hemispherical analysers designed to selectively reject or 
transmit ions depending on their energy. This design was 
based on that outlined by Brown et al in 1951. (Bro-51). 
The construction of the analyser also allows it to act as 
a light baffle between the source and the main body of 
the apparatus. The analyser also operates by turning the 
beam through 90, in the horizontal plane, by the use of 
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an attractive potential on the hemisphere on the 'inside' 
of that angle, and a repulsive potential on the outer 
hemisphere. The two hemispheres used to achieve this 
were formed from a solid 118th segment of a sphere with a 
channel cut into this solid shape centred on one half of 
the radius of the total spheroid. The shape of this 
channel is such that the outer hemisphere is equidistant 
from the inner hemisphere over the entire curved surface 
area inner radius = 74 mm outer radius 96 mm. A 
photograph of the analyser hemispheres is supplied, see 
P2.3.2. 
This design has the advantage that the ion beam is 
focused not only in the horizontal plane but also in the 
vertical plane. Thus, the beam height, which naturally 
tends to increase, can be compressed in the analyser and 
thus focused on the exit slit of the analyser. 
When a potential is applied to the analyser hemisphere 
system, negative to the inner, positive to the outer, ion 
of the desired energy are able to turn through 900  and 
exit through the slits into the ion optics chamber, 
however, ions which have excess energy or insufficient 
energy will collide with the outer or inner walls of the 
analyser, as will any doubly charged ions, effectively 
removing them from the beam. Thus the energy 
distribution in the post analysis beam is considerably 
narrowed and may effectively be considered monoenergetic. 
A further advantage of this method of energy selection 
is that the potential field between the two elements of 
the analysis lens acts upon any excited ion states 
present such that the lifetime of these otherwise 
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metastable states is considerably reduced, further 
removing abberrant energetic states from the principle 
beam. 
The voltage required to produce effective analysis may 
be calculated thus: 
The electrode radii are R1 (ier) = 74 mm 
R2 (outer) = 96 mm 
The mean Beam Radius is 
Rinean 	= 85 ITUfl 
now if the mean beam kinetic energy at the analyser stage 
is 
E (eV) and the potential on the mean beam radius is V 3 
with respect to the source, then E =V 3 	where ,is 
the energy spread at the source. This being the case and 
ignoring for the moment the effect of e then the required 
gap voltage is given .thus: 
V6 = V 1  - VR2 = V3 ( /
R1 - Ri, 
= 0.5265 x V3 
Having found the reqired gap voltage it is 
straightforward to translate this into the required 
voltages for the outer and inner electrodes as they refer 
to V3 Thus: 






( 1- /R2 )= 
0.2292 x V3 
V3 - ( 0.2292 x V3 ) 
-0.2973 x V 3 
.•. Vouter 	 V3 + ( 0.2973 x V3  ) 
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Thus V is divided as the ratio R1, 
i.e. for a beam energy of 1000eV (V 3 = -1000 V) 
= 	-770.8 V 
and 
= 	-1297.3 V 
Analyser Chamber: 
The entrance slit 1 and exit slit 2 to the analyser 
chamber are formed by two adjustable slits, these serve 
two purposes, primarily they are designed to collimate 
the ion beam as it enters and leaves the analyser thus 
removing ions which diverge from the intended beam path. 
However, they also serve as differential pumping slits 
allowing efficient independent evacuation of the three 
neighbouring chambers. 
The slits are formed each from two independently 
adjustable plates connected to a pair of 10 mm micrometre 
screw threads. These plates are set over a circular 
aperture 10 mm in diameter. They are manually adjusted 
and may leave the aperture completely open or may be 
screwed together effectively isolating the adjoining 
chambers. Both plates have sufficient travel to move 
1 mm beyond the midpoint of the aperture and thus the 
central position of the slit may itself be controlled. 
The slit position and width may be ascertained directly 
from the scale of the iuicrometre screws. 
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These slits as well as the analyser chamber itself are 
floated at the V3 voltage thus ensuring that the ion beam 
sees no grounded point. The chamber being isolated from 
ground by a layer of mica insulator. 
There are two points at which the ion beam current may 
be monitored in the analysis chamber; first of all a 
small hole was drilled in the outer lens at the point 
where the ion beam would travel to in the absence of a 
repulsive potential and a faraday cup was inserted into 
this channel within an insulating sheath. In normal 
operation this cup was charged to the V 3 voltage and thus 
was not 'seen' by the ion beam. In the absence of an 
analysis potential, however, this could be connected to a 
Keithley 602 Electrometre via a vacuum feedthrough and 
thus the pre-analysis beam current could be ascertained. 
The second beam monitoring position was positioned just 
prior to the analyser chamber exit slit allowing the post 
analysis beam current to be measured. The monitor at 
this position was in the form of a rod which could be 
pushed into the beam path manually when the measurement 
of the post analysis beam current was required. 
At the final stage of the analyser chamber just prior 
to the ion optics chamber there was a simple manually 
operated gate valve to allow the isolation of the source 
and analysis chambers from the rest of the system. 
The Ion Optics Chamber: 
After energy analysis, the ion beam enters the first of 
two chambers containing the ion optics lens systems. 
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These lenses, two sets of three elevents denoted V' 31 V4 
V 5 and V' 51 V61  V71 elements of the same operating 
potential being denoted by the same numerical subscript 
but distinguished as a separate element the dashed 
superscript. 
The function of these lenses is to collect ions from 
the analyser and accelerate them onto a focus on the 
intermediate slit (slit 3) on V' 5 . The second set of 
lenses then de-accelerate the ions and focus them through 
the compression lenses V onto the collision zone. 
V' 3 , V4 and V5 are a set of accelerating lenses 
positioned via a mounting rack on a pair of permanent 
locating bars in the first ion optics chamber beside the 
energy analysis chamber. They are insulated from their 
mountings by three point locating ceramic bearings. 
These lenses are pictured in P2.3.3 
The construction of these lenses is as follows; they 
are made from seamless stainless steel cylindrical tubing 
64in diameter, the internal surface area is featureless. 
V4 and V 5  are identical and are fully open at both ends. 
The separation between elements was 6 mm. The main body 
Of V3 is identical to V 4 and V5 and is fully open at the 
rear, lie front face of the lens, V' 3 however is covered 
with a circular plate from which a smaller cylinder 
protrudes. This is positioned in the aperture of the 
analyser-ion optics chamber as close to the analyser exit 
slit as is possible (within 10 mm). 
V 1 3 also features a pair of flat elements mutually 
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the ion beam direction. These are designed to allow 
deflection of the ion beam in the horizontal plane, thus 
producing transverse modulation for velocity compression 
time of flight experiments. 
To the rear of V 5 is V' 5 the first element of the 
second 3 element lens. The design of V 1 5 V6 and V 7 is 
similar as that just described all three being of 
stainless steel cylindrical tubing. V 6 and V2 are again 
open ended and featureless internally while V' 5 once again 
features an end plate. Centred on this plate is an 
adjustable (Manually) slit (slit 3) which serves to 
collimate the ion beam and incidentally acts as 'a 
differential pumping slit separating the two ion optics 
chambers. The overall size of V' 5 V. and V7 is however, 
very much greater than V' 3-V5 , all three being 135 	in 
diameter. They are mounted in a similar fashion as that 
previously described. V 5 , however, is positioned in the 
centre of a large aperture in the wall separating the 
first and second ion optics chambers. This lens element 
is isolated from the chamber all and sealed against any 
pressure differential by a silicon rubber 'o' ring which 
fits tightly between the external circumference of the 
lens and the wall aperture. 
After leaving the containment of V 7 the ion beam enters 
a compression lens system consisting of a series of 
stainless steel rings of decreasing diameter placed in 
series in the beam direction. These were fitted to 
enable the ion beam to be 'chopped' should future 
experiments require the acquisition of time resolved 
scattering data. This would be achieved by enabling a 
computer to control the application of a pulsed repulsive 
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voltage to the lens system. Element separation is 15 mm 
with the internal diameter of the rings varys j from 
100 mm to 50 mm. This was not required within the 
experiments and thus this lens system was normally 
grounded and thus acted as a field free region. 
On ex-iting this compression lens system, the ion beam 
enters the collision chamber and the final lens system 
prior to intersection with the target beam. The lenses 
in this region consist of a three element einzel lens 
system V81 a fine positioning lens D.-D.1  and a final 
collimating lens V 9 . 
V81  the transport lens, is designed a 3 element 
cylindrical einzel lens of stainless steel 20 nun in 
diameter. Elements 1 and 3 are grounded, the central 
element has a voltage of approximately -2 x the beam 
energy, depending on the required focal length.This lens 
serves to adjust the final image projected onto V 9 , the 
slit lens, introducing or adjusting a degree of 
astigmatism. 
The final lens prior to the collision zone is V 9 , a 
slit lens, the voltage normally being in the region of 
0.4 x beam energy. 
The elements are constructed from thin sheets of 
stainless steel 24 mm by 12 mm,. each having a rectangular 
aperture 2 mm wide by 14 nun. This lens system operates 
to perform the final focusing of the ion beam allowing 
some astigmatism at the final focus point, at or beyond 




The Beam Energy voltage was supilied by an E.M.I. 
photomultiplier supply, type PM28A. 
The voltages which are supplied to the source and 
extraction lens system, that is V 0 , V11 V21 V31 V35 , V3 ,, 
and also V10 and V11 are generated by a Brandenberg o11 
2707 0-5 kV power supply. Normally 4 kV is supplied to a 
dividing chain of resistors (divided into ±20V units) and 
the required supply voltages are sourced from the 
appropriate point in the chain. The anode supply is a 
KM.Hertz Series 4000 power supply, and the filament is 
powered by a Hewlett Packard 6263A d.c. supply. The 
Energy analysis is controlled by another HP d.c. supply 
this one being a model 6515A. As can be seen in fig 
F2.3.2 all these supplies are gouped together and the 
reference voltage for this group is the beam energy 
voltage. 
The other power supplies used were a second Brandenberg 
supply in this case a type 2707 0-30kv model which 
powered the ion optics lenses, that is V 41 V51 V6 , and V81  
and a Brandenberg type 472A photomultiplier supply which 
provided the voltage for V. and the beam steering lenses 
in the collision chamber. These supplies shown as group 
two in fig. F2.3.2 had a ground reference voltage. 




Beam Energy 	EMI PM28A: 0-3kv 
Filament 	 HP 6263A: 0-20V 0-1A 
Anode 	 K.N.Hertz: 0-200V 0-400mA 
Extraction 	Brandenberg Alpha II: 0-5kv 
Analysis HP 6515A: 0-1.8kv 0-5mA 
Ion Optics 	Brandenberg Type 2707: 0-30kV 
V. and Steering 	Brandenberg Type 472A: 
Voltages: 
Finally to complete the description of the ion beam 
generation and control system the typical voltages 
supplied to the lenses will be described. 
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Table T2.3.2 	- 	Lens Voltages (Typical at B.E.= 500V) 
LENS VOLTAGE At Other Beam Energies 
V0 -140 V 100-300 V 
V1 -260 V 2 x V0 approx 
V2 -3.5 kV 3-4 x V3 
V3  -1.0 kV -1 kV 
V3 V3 ± 20V V3 ± 20V 
V3AS ,Ap V3 ± 150V V3 ±100 - ±300 V 
V8 -1.0 kV -2 x Beam Energy 
V10 -300 V 200 - 300 V 
V11 -1 kV -2 x Beam Energy 
V4 	- 9.5kv 	10 xV3 
V5 -1.0 kV -2 x Beam Energy 
V6 	-12 kV 	-25 x Beam Energy 
V 7 0 V Always OV 
V9 	 250V 	 0.4 - 0.5 x Beam Energy 
Lens Voltages have been seperated into two groups (as in 
Fig F2.3.2) in the first group, V 0 to V11 , the voltages 
given are with respect to the beam energy while in the 
second the voltages are with respect to ground. 
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2.4 Characterisation of the Ion Beam 
Having now described the ion beam source and the system 
of electrostatic lenses used to transport the beam 
through the vacuum system we must now consider the 
characteristics of the beam itself. 
As has been stated the requirements were for an intense 
ion beam with a low spread of ion energies that is highly 
directional and has a low angular divergence. 
Specifically the aim was to attain the following 
Energy Spread 	 - 2 eV 
Angular Divergence 	 - 0.2 - 0.3 0  
Width of Beam at Collision Zone - 0.3 mm 
Height of Beam 11 	II 	 if 	- 	 10 mm 
No Photons or Metastables in Beam 
There were three separate positions at which the ion beam 
intensity could be measured within the vacuum system. The 
first two have already been mentioned and were simple 
faraday cups set in the analyser chamber which allowed 
the ion beam current to be measured both before and after 
energy analysis. Typical ion beam currents at these 
points were as follows: 
Monitor Position 	Ion Beam Current 
Entrance to Analyser 	- 	 2.4 - 2.8 x 106  Amps 
Exit of Analyser 	- 	 1.6 - 1.8 x 106  Amps 
Two ion beam monitors were positioned immediately after 
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the collision zone where the ion and target beams cross. 
The fir-st monitor was again a simple faraday cup which 
could be driven into the ion beam from below by means of 
a stepper mater drive controlled from outwith the vacuum 
system.This monitor was 3mm wide and therefore allowed 
the entire ion beam current to be measured. A second ion 
beam monitor could also be used at the post collision 
zone position. This monitor not only allowed the ion beam 
intensity to be monitored but could also measure the 
lateral beam profile. 
The collision zone monitor (a photograph of this 
monitor is supplied P2.4.1) consisted of a series of 
three parallel metal foil plates positioned so that their 
edges faced the incident ion beam. Each plate was 0.1 mm 
thick. The two outer plates were connected to each other 
and to ground while the central strip was isolated from 
the others by thin polyethylene shims and was connected 
to a Keithly 610B Electrometer via a vacuum feedtrough. 
The monitor plates were fixed in position in the vertical 
plane on a pair of stainless steel rails, the assembly 
could however be moved in the horizontal plane 
perpendicular to the ion beam direction by means of a 
plunger system operated by a stepper motor which could be 
controlled externally to the vacuum system. 
This system allowed us to monitor the ion beam strength 
and to obtain a profile of the ion beam. Typically the 
ion beam intensity at the collision zone was found to be 
thus: 
Ion Beam Inensity at Coil. Zone - 1 - 1.2 x10 6 Amps 
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The Collision Zone Ion Beam Monitor 
Photo P2.4.1 
Finally of course the ion beam intensity could be 
monitored at the partical detector by measuring the 
current produced on the 00 scatter position. The beam 
intensity developed at this point was typically thus: 
Ion Beam Current at Part. Detector - 0.5 - 0.6 x10 6 Amps 
2.5 The Target Beam. 
The design of the target beam system was based on the 
requirement to produce an intense and well collimated 
atomic or molecular neutral beam sufficient to result in 
10% attenuation of the ion beam. The cross-section of 
the target beam at the collision zone was required to be 
0.3 mm with a height of 10 mm, the same dimensions as the 
ion beam, thus giving a sharp collision zone. Secondly, 
it was required that the pressure in the collision 
chamber should not exceed 5 x 10 6 mBar (equivalent to a 
mean free path of 10 3 cm), in order to maintain both 
distinct beam properties and dimensions, and to ensure 
single collision conditions. The problems of generating 
beams of neutral species at sufficient intensities, and 
the solution to these problems has already been 
mentioned, see introd., (Kant-Si), and in these 
experiments the solution of using a supersonic nozzle 
beam was used. In order to overcome the difficulties 
resulting from our limited pumping capacity the target 
beam was pulsed, allowing a low collision chamber 
pressure to be maintained. 
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Construction: 
There are two main pieces of apparatus required in the 
production of supersonic or hydrodynamic flow sources, 
first some form of gas jet delivery system is required 
and secondly, some distance in front of the jet source, 
there must be a narrow slit or orifice which defects a 
large percentage of the total gas delivered by the jet 
source while collimating the remainder into a sharply 
defined beam. In this experiment, the jet source was 
required to be pulsed, also a very high degree of 
reliability was required both in terms of consistency of 
performance and freedom from mechanical failure. For 
these reasons, a commercial fuel injection nozzle was 
used, (a Volvo component). This was mounted on a 
precision table fitted with stepper motor driven 
microinetre screws allowing the nozzle to skimmer distance 
and the transverse (to beam direction) position to be 
adjusted remotely. The position was monitored by a pair 
of high accuracy linear potentiometers allowing the 
degree of expansion to be controlled. The nozzle to 
skimmer distance is an important factor as it has an 
effect not only on the expansion effect as will be 
explained but also it affects the target beam intensity 
as detected beyond the collision zone, Fig F2.5.1 depicts 
the variation in intensity of the target beam with 
respect to this factor. 
The nozzle orifice was formed by a small aperture into 
which a needle point with a minimum volume turbulator 
ensuring even illumination of the nozzle slit. The width 
of this nozzle is 0.1 mm. Pulsing of this nozzle is 
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controlled by signal input from a pulse generator, the 
frequency and duration of the target gas pulses are 
controlled by the characteristics of this input pulse 
which in turn may be adjusted as required. The skimmer 
slit design is quite simple, two razor blades are fitted 
to a prefabricated aluminium mount, the mounting allows 
fine, manual,, adjustment of the slit width, for these 
experiments this width was 0.04 mm. This was measured by 
mounting a laser on the nozzle bench, focusing through 
the slit and measuring the number of steps of the 
transverse stepper motor required to move the beam across 
the slit width, the lateral motion per step of the motor 
being known to be 2.27x10 3 nun. 
Having detailed the physical design of the target beam 
apparatus it is now worthwhile to consider the 
theoretical aspects of generating a nozzle expanded beam 
and its characteristics. 
Theory: Mach Number and Beam Temperature. 
The theory of operation of this type of beam source is 
quite complex. For a review of this subject a basic 
guide may be found in "Methods of Experimental Physics' 
7(A)" (Bed-68) and (Lar-74). However, it is worth 
discussing the general points of this complex subject as 
the results have a fundamental bearing on the nature of 
the experiments described herein. 
The basic theory may be seen to rest on the concepts of 
the first and second laws of thermodynamics and on the 
principles of the kinetic theory of gases (Atk-82). The 
important results being the observation of a gas cooling 
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effect on expansion with a corresponding increase in the 
most probable velocity of the gas beam particles over 
that which would be observed in an effusive source. 
Consider the effect of gas cooling on nozzle expansion: 
from the conservation of energy principle 
H0 = H + ½v2 
	
(eq.2.5.l) 
where H is the enthalpy per unit mass of the gas in 
question, the subscript o referring to the initial or 
stagnation conditions prevailing in the source and v is 
the local velocity. 
Now assuming the source gas to be perfect we find from 
basic thermodynamic considerations that C, = 7R/7-1 
where -y is the specific heat ratio of the gas in 
question, this will have a value of 5/3 for a monatomic 
gas and a value of 7/5 for a diatomic gas. 
From these equations and given that the Mach number for 




where C is the local speed of sound. 
It may be shown that the ratio of gas temperatures 
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From this result we can estimate the degree of gas 
cooling we are likely to observe. For example, assuming 
a Mach number of 50 could be achieved if two conditions 
are met, namely 
P.O 	> 	iO 4 
	
(eq. 2. 5.4) 
P 1 
where P0 and P 1 are the stagnation pressure and nozzle 
chamber pressure into which expansion occurs 
respectively., the importance of this factor is that it 
determines the position of the Mach disc, a shock wave 
which disrupts the expansion, - . eliminating the useful 
features we wish to retain. At this value of pressure 
differential we can be certain that the Mach disk will 
notbetween the skimmer and the nozzle, a process known 
as 'detatchment', and cause disruption of the beam. The 
second factor required is the orifice to skimmer ratio 
thus if: 




where D 5 is the distance from the nozzle orifice to the 
skimmer and A is the aperture diameter. This is readily 
achieved as the value of A n is 0.1mm and thenfore a nozzle 
to skimmer distance of 5mm is required, which is well 
within the range which we normallyuse, see fig 2.5.1. 
Assuming these criteria are achieved a Mach number of 
50 may be obtained; putting this value into equation 
(eq.2.5.3) in order to find a first order estimate of gas 
temperature drop we find 





= 1.20 x 10 	 (eq.2.5.7) 
T. 
for a monatomic gas such as argon. 
If the initial temperature under stagnation conditions 
is 293 K then 
T = 293 x 1.20 x 10 
= 0.35 K 
	
(eq. 2 .5.8) 
More importantly, the value for a diatomic gas will be 
identical within minor rounding errors (the value of the 
Mach number being determinant). 
The implications of this degree of cooling on the 
population of the available levels of internal energy, 
rotation, vibration etc., will be profound, and we would 
expect to observe under these conditions significant 
quenching of excitation in these degrees of freedom in a 
diatomic gas species. 
Turning to the problem of velocity spread it may be 
shown, again from consideration of kinetic and 
thermodynamic theory we can compare the velocities of 
particles in a beam produced by a supersonic nozzle with 
those of particles resulting from an equivalent effusion 
source, the latter depending solely on the temperature of 
the gas in the source. It may be shown that the ratio of 
these velocities is given thus: 
1S 	= M5 1I1 
Vmp 13 T0J 
(eq.2.5.9) 
where V is the beam velocity at the skimmer and M 5 is the 
Mach number at the skimmer where expansion is generally 
taken to be comPlete1tdV.1 ; is the most probable velocity 





~ 	 (eq.2.5.lO) 
V1 , 	3 + 3/2 (y-l) 142 J 
The maximum velocity gain possible using a supersonic 
nozzle system may be found by putting M 5 - 
Thus 
I L_i 	= I 2 	-Y 	 (eq.2.5. 11 ) 
I Vrp Jrnax 	1. 3 i - i J 
= 1.53 for -y = 2 (for diatomic) 
5 
or 
= 1.29 for -y = .. (monatomic) 
3 
Furthermore, the effect of lowering the local 
temperature of the target gas results in a narrowing of 
the distribution of velocities in the beam 
1__ = 	Y12 
V 	I-yJ 	M5 	vii 
(eq. 2 .5. 12) 
the same approximation also represents the ratio of 
velocity component V 4 normal to the beam direction to the 
longitudinal velocity component V 11 . This of course 
represents not only a narrowing of the velocity 
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distribution compared to an effusive gas flow but also a 
considerable increase' in the directionality in the nozzle 
expanded beam, both of which are a considerable advantage 
in terms of final target beam intensity and our ability 
to select a narrow range of energies of the species 
therein. Again, both these properties are a function of 
the local Mach number. 
The calculation of the likely Mach number from first 
principles is extremely complex, fortunately, we only 
need to consult the data of Owens and Thornhill (Owe-52), 
to obtain a graph relating the physical properties of 
stagnation and expansion pressures and the ratio of 
nozzle aperture to skimmer distance to obtain a 
sufficiently accurate estimate of the Mach number M 5 for 
our purposes. In the graph reproduced here (Ash-66) 
(Fig. F2.5.2) the experimental Mach number resulting from 
the experimental conditions is given by the intersection 
of the L/D value of the beam source with the plotted 
curve. Note that the curve for a diatomic gas, 7=7/5, 
always results in a lower Mach number for identical 
conditions than that obtained for a monatomic gas, and 
that under the conditions discussed earlier the Mach 
number obtained for a diatomic target species would be 
approximately M8=20; as opposed to M 5=50 for a rare gas. 
Thus, the reduction in gas temperature for a diatomic gas 
such as nitrogen would be 
1N2 
=[ 1 
	7/5 - 1) 	(2 0)2 ) -1 	(eq 2.5.13) 
T0 	 2 
= 2.08 x 10 
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For 	T0 = 293K 
TN2 = 0.61 K 
as opposed to 
T= 0.35 K 
Internal Energy: 
We must now consider the effect the cooling has on the 
internal degrees of freedom. The principle that 
vibrational and rotational relaxation would occur was 
predicted early in the study of supersonic beams (Kan-51) 
but calculation of the degree to which this occurs has 
proved difficult (Tre-65). Consideration of the same 
problem with respect to rotational motion has proved even 
more difficult due to the smaller energy scale. In 
particular the degree of coupling between rotational and 
translational motion remains difficult to accurately 
predict. Experimental evidence that such relaxation 
processes do occur is available and a variety of 
techniques including IR vibrational spectroscopy (Ros-
68), vibrational analysis or ,electronic spectra (Pet-65) 
and similar methods (Din-75). Nonetheless, a 
satisfactory model has been developed called the "sudden 
freeze" model (Gen-78) (Liv-79) (Beh-79). This model 
being further developed for pulsed supersonic expansions 
by Saenger (Sae-81). 
From comparison with the experimental observations of 
these researchers there is little doubt that in the 
molecular targets generated by the apparatus described, 
attaining temperatures in the region of 1 Kelvin, the 
electronic and vibrational levels will be highly relaxed. 
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It is not possible, in the absence of a detailed and very 
high resolution spectroscopic study to predict the degree 
of relaxation in molecular systems, however it is 
apparent that the characteristic tempetures of the 
internal degrees of freedom will follow the trend: 
T0 > TVjb > Trot > Ttrs 
where To is the stagnation temprtture, Tjb and Trot are 
the characteristic vibrational and rotational temp!tures 
after expansion and Ttrs is a temperature characteristic 
of the velocity distribution after expansion. Note that 
the rotational tempt. ture is lower than the vibrational 
temperature, this is a result of more effective coupling 
for the former, this implies a very low degree of 
rotational excitation will be observed in the nozzle 
expanded beam of most species. Experimentally it is found 
that near complete quenching of rotational excitation 
occurs although it is true that some rotational levels, 
particularly in the case of nitrogen where the rotational 
spacing is only 1.8cm' will remain excited. Vibrational 
excitation is not so effectively quenched (T Vjb > Trot) due 
to less efficient coupling however we can still 
reasonable expect to observe only the lowest vibrational 
levels present in the expanded beam. 
Experimental Observation of the Target Beam: 
As has been noted the target density required to 
achieve 10% attenuation of the incident ion beam is 3 X 
1016 mol cin 3 . That this is the case may be shown as 
follows: 
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It can readily be shown that the the degree of 
attenuation may be given thus: 
I. = exp ° 	 (eq 2.5.14) 
I. 
Where 1/10 =0.9 i.e. 10% attenuation 
n is the target number density 
= 10 16cn1 2 the collision cross section 
x = 0.3mm 	the width of the collision zone 
thus n may be calculated to be = 3x10 16  mol.cir(3. 
The conditions under which this could be achieved were 
demonstrated by the early experiments of G.Keenan, post 
doctorate research assistant. It was shown that the 
required densities in general could be achieved at target 
stagnation pressures of between 1 and 5 Bar , and at pulse 
rates of between 10 and 40 Hz. This of course is 
dependant on a wide range of factors including pumping 
efficiency, target flow, nozzle open times and skimmer 
apertures and indeed the target species. To ensure that 
this low level of ion beam attenuation is maintained 
under a wide variety of possible conditions it was 
necessary to maintain strict control over the nozzle and 
the expansion and collision chamber conditions and 
pressures. In particular it was required that the mean 
free path for the target gas in the expansion chamber be 
greater than the nozzle to skimmer distance. This in turn 
required that the pressure of the expansion chamber be 
maintained at a low level (of the order of 10 Torr). Our 
ability to maintain this pressure during the process of 
M. 
pulsing the taget gas depends critically on the rate at 
which the excess gas may pumped away between pulses i.e. 
on the pumping half life. It is this criteria which is 
the greatest factor in determining the rate at which 
pulses of the target gas may be introduced to the vacuum 
system and indeed it is ultimately the reason why we are 
forced to employ target pulsing rather than a continuous 
target flow. That this is the case may be shown thus. 
Under the conditions required to achieve the target 
density in the collision chamber of 3X10' 5 mol cm 3 , 
typically using a nozzle stagnation pressure of 2 Bar, it 
can be shown that the pressure in the expansion chamber 
resulting from a pulse of gas of ims duration will be in 
the region of 5X10 2 mBar. Since there is requirement to 
maintain a mean free path in excess of the nozzle to 
skimmer distance then it can be shown that the pressure 
in the expansion chamber should not exceed lx10 3 mBar. 
The maximum pulsing rate under these conditions can 
therefore be calculated since the pumping speed of the 
nozzle pump is known to be 6000 ls' for H2 (see table 
T2.1.1) and the pumping half life can be calculated thus: 
In 2 	 (eq2.5.15) 
T112 = 	speed / volume 
Now the expansion chamber volume is known to be 50 litres 
so: 
T 112 = 	6X10 3 Sec. 
If the expansion chamber has a pressure, as stated above, 
of 5xl0 2 mBar after a pulse of gas has been introduced 
then it will require six half lives for the pressure to 
return to less than lX10 3 mBar. This determines the 
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pulsing rate for the target beam, in this case the 
maximum would be one pulse every six half lives of the 
pumps which is equivalent to a pulsing frequency of 28Hz. 
The Dump Tank. 
Similar restrictions apply to the pressure control of 
the collision tank where if the target beam profile is to 
be maintained and background scattering of the ion beam 
is to be avoided the pressure must not exceed 5X10 6 mBar. 
This required that an efficient means of removing the 
target beam gas after it had passed through the collision 
zone be found. This was achieved by using a dump tank. 
This dump tank was essentially a vacuum chamber within a 
vacuum chamber which allows a separate volume of 
differential pumping to be maintained solely for the 
removal of the target gas after its usefulness had 
ceased. 
The position of the dump tank in the collision chamber 
can be seen in fig F2.1.1 and fig F2.6.1 . The chamber 
has an entrance slit positioned opposite the skimmer 
slits of the nozzle so that the bulk of the target beam 
gases pass straight into the dump tank and are removed 
from the collision tank after crossing the collision 
zone. The entrance slits to the dump tank are baffled in 
order to prevent, as far as possible, gases from leaving 
the tank after colliding with the inner tank walls. 
Positioning of the slits relative to the skimmer slits 
was carried out by shining a laser through the skimmer 
and positioning the dump tank slit by hand until the beam 
was observed to pass through it. The width of the slit 
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was adjustable but for the duration of these experiments 
was maintained at a width of 0.6mm. Pumping of this 
chamber was supplied by a 4" Edwards diffusion pump 
(table T2.1.1). The efficiency of the dump tank can be 
estimated from measurements of the rise in the collision 
chamber while a target gas is being pulsed into it. Fig. 
F2.5.4 shows the measured collision chamber pressure as a 
function of pulse rate for two target gases used in these 
experiments, two pulse durations are shown for each gas, 
the target stagnation pressure in each case was 2 Bar, 
the effect of the same conditions on the collision 
chamber backing line pressure is also depicted in fig. 
F2.5.5. 
Independent measurement of the pressure in the dump 
tank was not possible, however the tank was fitted with a 
differential ion gauge detector which allowed the target 
beam profile to be measured. This monitor was the 
principle means of characterising the target beam. The 
gauge itself was designed to operate as a matched pair of 
ion gauges with a common central filament but independent 
electron focus, grid and collector plates. As in a normal 
ion gauge this target monitor operated by applying a bias 
between the filament and the collector producing a flux 
of electrons between the two, these electrons would then 
produce ionisation in any gas present in the path. The 
ions are then attracted to the collector and the 
resulting current can then be used as a measure of gas 
density. In this case the monitor was so positioned in 
the dump tank that one side of the gauge was opposite the 
entrance slit through which the target gas flowed while 
the other was situated a significant distance away. This 
meant that while one side measured the target gas density 
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as it entered the dump tank while the other measured an 
effectively constant background. By supplying the output 
of the two sides of the monitor to a differential 
amplifier (response time=lps, gain=1000) an accurate 
measurement of the beam intensity could be achieved. The 
amplified output was normally fed to an oscilloscope and 
beam intensity displayed as a voltage difference. This 
monitor proved extremely useful in a number of 
applications. It was first of all used to set the lateral 
position of the nozzle pulser, obtaining the most intense 
and well defined beam possible and it was also employed 
as an aid to the setting of the position of the optics 
cone (see section 2.6). Most importantly however it 
allowed us to determine the optimum pulse duration which 
gave both a clearly defined beam and a rapid pulsing 
rate. Experimentation showed that, because of limitations 
in the design of the nozzle pulser itself, there was only 
a narrow range of pulse widths which we could use, 
although we could obtain a reasonable degree of 
flexibility in terms of pulse rate. 
Figure f2.5.6a is a reproduction of a photograph of the 
target beam intensity as displayed on the oscilloscope 
screen. The upper trace is the target beam intensity 
depicted as a negative voltage against time, the lower 
trace is of the nozzle valve control signal depicted as a 
positive voltage. The time scale is implied by the width 
of the nozzle control pulse, the width of this pulse is 
equal to the open time of the actual nozzle valve which 
in this case is 0.96 ins. Fig F2.5.6b shows the effect of 
too short a nozzle pulse in this case 0.85 ms, the 
solenoid on the nozzle valve forces the pulsing needle 
out but begins to retract it again before it is fully 
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Fig. F2.5.6 a 
Target Beam Intensity Vrs. Time 
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Fig F2. 5.6b 
Fig F2.5.6c 
Target Beam Intensity Vrs. Time 
released this causes the needle to bounce in its housing 
resulting in the double pulse of target gas observed in 
the photograph. In the final picture F2.5.62c the effect 
of a nozzle open time of 1.2 ins is shown, here the target 
pulse is no longer sharp and the nozzle begins to operate 
almost as an effusive source. Thus by use of the dump 
tank and target beam monitor we were able to optimise the 
conditions in order to achieve maximum pulse rates and 
maximum target beam intensities while minimising the gas 
load on the rest of the system. 
Summary of Normal Target Beam Conditions 
Stagnation pressure 	- 
Nozzle To Skimmer Distance - 
1 - 2 Bar 
zo - 50 
< 1K (after expansion) 




Target Pulse Width 
Expasion Chamber Press. 
Collision Chamber Press. 
- 	0.9 - 1.1 ins 
- 5 X 102  mBar (max) 
- 	5 X 10 mBar (max) 
2.6 The Optical Detection System 
The experimental apparatus employed to detect and 
record fluorescence occurring in the collision zone is 
made up of three distinct elements, the general layout of 







Fig F2.6.1 Optical System General Layout 
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Optical Cone and Slit 
First of all there is an optical slit, the position and 
width of which may be adjusted by various mechanisms 
attached to the optics cone of which the slit is the 
apex. 
Briefly the slit width is adjusted by means of a 
flexible vacuum feedthrough which is attached to a 
dovetail slider, this in turn is attached to a arm which 
holds one side of the slit mechanism in place. The slit 
width is monitored by means of an inexpensive linear 
position sensor fixed to the dovetail slider, Fig F2.6.2 
shows the calibration graph of slit width against the 
output voltage of the sensor. The lateral position (i.e. 
parallel to the incident ion beam) of the optics cone may 
by adjusted by means of a remotely controlled stepper 
motor, the position being monitored by the same linear 
sensor arrangement previously described. Finally the 
transverse position is adjusted by. the use of shims when 
the cone is initially fitted. 
The slit, cone and their attached mechanisms were all 
specifically designed for these experiments and full 
details and diagrams of this equipment are contained in 
appendix 1 and a photograph of the entire structure is 
supplied in fig. F2.6.3 
The slit width used in any particular experiment was 
selected according to the particular requirements at that 
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The Optical Cone and Slit Mechanism 
Fig F2.6.3 
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The Diffraction Grating 
The next main feature of the optics system is a 
commercial holographic diffraction grating (Jobin Yvon 
#020832), this collects light from the optical slit and 
disperses it according to wavelength, allowing specific 
wavelengths to be detected by the photon detector. The 
grating is mounted on a bracket which, by means of 
stepper motor drives, may be rotated varying the 
wavelength region observed by the detector. Thus the 
grating acts as a inonochromator. The mounting may also be 
moved laterally towards or away from the detector head 
allowing fine focusing of the reflected image. 
The efficiency of the optical data collection system 
depends very strongly on the physical properties of the 
diffraction grating, the main features of which are 
listed in table 2.6.1 
Table T2.6.1 
Characteristic Properties of Holographic Grating. 
Lines per mm 	- 	1484 
Diameter of ruled area 	- 	145mm 
Diameter of blank 
	
150mm 
Aperture 	- f2 
Spectral Range - 200-800nm 
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The efficiency of the grating itself depends largely on 
the number of lines inscribed on its surface, and on the 
wavelength region in which it. is employed. For example 
the grating used here has 1484 lines per mm over its 
145mm diameter, and it is being used largely in the 300-
400nln region. The efficiency factor may be evaluated 
thus: 
Efficieny Factor = A/a 
Where a is the groove spacing, in this case: 
a = 1/1.484 x 106 = 6.739 x 10 
Thus: 
A/a = 300 X 10/6.739 x lO 
A/a = 0.45 
This is in the intermediate range of grating efficiency 
where 0.2 < A/a < 0.8 in this region we can expect to 
observe grating efficiencies in the region of 30-50% 
depending on the precise circumstances of use. The 
manufacturers certificate of calibration confirms this 
calculation recording a diffraction flux of 44% for the 
first order at 220nm. Although the efficiency will vary 
with wavelength it is very unlikely to be reduced below 
the minimum assumed for the feasibility calculations for 
the coincidence experiment of 20%. Finally the signal to 
noise ratio of a holographic grating, where the rulings 
are produced by a lithographic type approach rather than 
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by mechanically ruling a master die, is very much more 
favourable that of conventional gratings, thus the 
relative efficiency is likely to be higher than the 
absolute efficiency. This is because the highly accurate 
production process avoids the random flaws which produce 
ghosting and stray light scatter in conventional gratings 
reducing noise levels to negligible levels. 
The degree of resolution which can be achieved using a 
holographic grating also depends on the number of lines 
on the grating surface. The ultimate achievable is 
calculated thus: 
R = A/txA 
A being the minimum difference in wavelength between two 
peaks which may still be resolved by the grating at the 
wavelength of operation A. 
The resolving power R may also be expressed thus 
R = k.N 
where k is the order of diffraction being considered and 
N is the total number of lines on the grating. In these 
experiments: 
R = 1 x 1484 x 145 
= 215,180 
Implying that at 350nm peaks just 0.002nm apart should be 
resolved. In these experiments this degree of resolving 
power was not achieved (nor was it desirable), as the 
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overall resolution of the photon detection system 
depended not on the grating but on the dimensions of the 
focused image. 
In ideal conditions the collision zone , from which 
photons are emitted, will have the dimensions of the 
volume of overlap of the ion and target beams i.e. 
0.3 x 0.3 x 10 mm 
there are a number of reasons why the observed source of 
photons appears larger than this minimum collision 
volume. For example the variation in lifetime of many of 
the excited states observed as the result of collisions, 
produces a smearing effect as the excited species leave 
the collision zone before emitting photons. Similar 
effects can occur when charging up of the ion optics 
lenses can cause the normal position of the ion beam to 
move again broadening the observed collision zone. It was 
for these reasons that the adjustable slit was first 
installed in the system allowing the size of the source 
image observed by the grating and hence the resolution, 
to be determined. Since the effect of the holographic 
grating is to collect the image of a light source and to 
disperse it as a series of replicas of that image, one 
for each wavelength of light present in the source it is 
the dimensions of the source image which determines the 
experimentally achievable resolution. 
Fig. F2.6.1 shows the layout and dimensions of the 
photon collection system, from this it can be seen that 
the width of the source image is crucial in determining 
resolution. Fig. F2.6.4 shows the variation in 
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resolution in terms of FWHH of an atomic line peak at 
different slit widths. The optimum resolution achieved by 
this system was obtained by shining an atomic lamp onto a 
very fine thread suspended as a plumb line through the 
collision zone. The high photon flux and the very narrow 
thread gave a very well defined source image and an 
example of the resolution obtained in this way is given 
in fig. F2.6.5, (an example of the display observed on 
the detection system oscilloscope during this measurement 
is also shown, see fig F2.6.7). This lamp and thread 
system was used to calibrate the grating rotation. Table 
T2.6.2 lists the wavelengths of lines emitted by the lamp 
used. Fig F2.6.6 shows a graph of atomic line 
wavelengths against the grating rotation, the later 
represented by the output of a rotational sensor read out 



































































557nin and 559nm Hg lines as observed on 
oscilloscope during grating calibration. 
Fig F2.6.7 
Table F2.6.2 
Characteristic Emission of Calibration Lamp 
Wavelength (nm) Intensity 	Element 
579.0 Weak Hg 
577.0 Weak Hg 
546.1 Hg 
508.6 strong Cd 
480.0 Cd 
472.2 Zn 
468.0 Weak Zn 
435.8 Weak Zn 
404.7 Strong Hg 
366.3 Hg 




The final element in the optical detection system is 
the imaging photon detector , manufactured by ITT. This 
commercial unit consists of an 18mm diameter photocathode 
head. Electrons ejected from the photocathode are 
amplified by a series of stacked channel plates and are 
then focussed on to a resistive anode. Four discrete 
collectors on this anode collect the amplified charge 
resulting from each photo-electron burst and, by 
ratioing, the x,y co-ordinates of its impact are 
recorded. Thus not only is the time of arrival of a 
photon recorded in time, its position of arrival may also 
be recorded. The rise time of this positionally encoded 
signal was 80ns, too slow for our purposes in a 
coincidence experiment, the head was therefore modified 
all 
(by Edinburgh University electronics workshop Dept. of 
Chemistry) so that a faster (20ns rise time) signal could 
be output via a fast amplifier for timing purposes only. 
The other, positionally encoded outputs are fed to an 
interface box which processes the data and sends the new 
output to a DEC PDP11 computer for data storage and to an 
oscilloscope for visual monitoring. Fig. F2.6.7 shows the 
image of the 579 and 577 nm Hg lines from the calibration 
lamp as observed on the oscilloscope screen during the 
calibration of the grating rotation as previously 
described. 
2.7 	Signal Collection 
As has been described in the section discussing the 
generation of the target beam a pulse generator was used 
to initiate and control the duration of the nozzle open 
time. It is also this pulse which acted as the basis for 
photon signal and noise data collection. 
Since the target beam is pulsed it follows that in 
order to achieve the optimum signal to noise ratio it is 
required that data collection be synchronised with the 
arrival of the target beam in the collision zone, 
similarly the collection of noise or background data 
should be carefully timed so that collection occurs when 
a minimum amount of target gas species is present in the 
collision chamber. These requirements were readily be met 
in the following way. The pulse generator, which 
initiates the opening of the nozzle valve in the target 
beam apparatus and determines its open time, was designed 
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so that a further two outputs were available both of 
which could be independently delayed with respect to the 
nozzle control pulse for times between 0 and 1 second, in 
steps of 001 ins. The duration of both delayed pulses 
could also be varied independently again in steps of 0.01 
ins. These pulses, the first of which will be referred to 
as the signal gate pulse and the second as the noise gate 
pulse, could then be fed to the variety of equipment used 
to record photon or particle collection signals. 
Primarily the two pulses were used as gate signals for 
the DEC PDP11 computer which as has been described was 
used to record the spectral information collected by the 
imaging photon detector, however they were also used as 
gates on two scalar recorders, both Nuclear Enterprises 
model 4687, which recorded the total number of signal and 
noise photons and/or particles as required. Similarly the 
signal and noise gate pulses could gate a pair of rate 
meters so that the signal collection rate could be 
monitored when required. Finally the signal gate pulse 
was frequently used to initiate a sweep of a multi 
channel analyser, Ortec Electronics, operating in multi 
channel scalar mode, which allowed us to observe the 
development of the signal from the Imaging Photon 
Detector or the particle detector as a function of time. 
This function proved useful on several occasions and 
aided accurate determination of the different signal and 
noise delay times required under various circumstances. 
For clarity a schematic diagram of these various 
functions being used as part of the photon detection 
system is supplied Fig. F2.7.1 . Similar functions are 
possible with respect to particle detection. 
In Fig F2.7.2 an oscilloscope trace of the signal and 
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noise pulses can be seen under typical conditions, the 
duration of both pulses is exactly the same and equal to 
the nozzle open time which is normally 1 ms, the lower 
trace shows the noise pulse and the delay of that pulse 
with respect to the upper trace of the signal pulse is 
clear. Under normal conditions this delay is in the 
region of 10 - 20 ins but will vary depending on the 
target pulse rate, the signal gate pulse is itself 
delayed with respect to the nozzle controlling pulse by 
slightly over 1 ins, most of this time represents the 
period required for the nozzle solenoid to operate before 
any gas is released. 
Fig F2.7.3 depicts a series of photographs of the 
display recorded on the multi channel analyser when 
operating in multi channel scalar mode as described 
above, each channel, of 1024 total channels, has a 
residence time of 10 jis and any photon arriving in that 
time will be recorded as a single count on that channel. 
After 10 ps has elapsed the MCA will move to the next 
channel and recording continues. This-gives a very 
life p41f7 
accurate measure of the time interval over which,signal 
is at its most intense. In Fig F2.7.3 the scan sequence 
of the MCA has been initiated by the leading edge of the 
signal pulse and we can see how the total signal develops 
as recording proceeds 1FigF2.7.3a depicts the recorded 
signal early in the experimental observation of collision 
induced emission. It can readily be seen that the signal 
is developing within a period of 1 ins of initiation of 
the scan, but that the signal to noise ratio is still 
very poor. Fig F2.7.3b shows the data collected later in 
the same run, herethe signal to noise ratio is much more 
distinct and the time span in which the useful photon 
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signal can be recorded is considerably clearer. 
The final picture in this series, Fig F2.7.3c, shows the 
total signal collected near the end of the run, not only 
are the important features previously mentioned now 
obvious but the cursor in this picture has been moved to 
a position on channel 100, this is equivalent to a time 
of urns after initiation of the MCA sweep. It is obvious 
from this picture that all the useful data which can be 
recorded arrives within the first millisecond after the 
leading edge of the 'signal' gate pulse, giving us a very 
accurate measure of the optimum gate width for the 
various other signal recording and processing equipment. 
Finally notice the speed with which the signal 'dies' off 
leaving a continuous background level. The full width of 
the MCA screen is equivalent to slightly over 10 ms and 
the noise level recorded can be seen to have decayed to a 
minimum well before this (after approx. 2.5 ins). The 
noise gate pulse however is normally delayed with respect 
to the signal gate pulse by between 10 and 20 ms. Thus it 
is clear that the data recorded during the noise gate 
will genuinely represent a typical background level. 
The primary result of being able to record both signal 
and noise levels for these experiments is that by doing 
so we could use the DEC PDP11 computer to automatically 
subtract the background photon level from any spectra 
which were recorded. This ability maximises the useful 
information collected and serves to improve spectral 
resolution. A second use was to calibrate the intensity 
of a collision induced process. By determining signal and 
noise collection rates the feasibility of particular 
experiments could be evaluated. This was of particular 
importance to the coincidence study of N 2 excitation by 
excitation by He which will be described later. The 
intensity, particularly with respect to photon detection 
rate as opposed to scattered particle counts, of any 
given process is highly dependant on the experimental 
conditions. Such factors as the ion beam intensity, 
target density, the optical slit width and of course the 
chemistry of the process being observed all have a 
significant effect on the photon detection rates and 
therefore on the signal to noise ratio. Detection rates 
for photons can vary between a few tens of counts per 
second and several hundred counts per second, it is 
therefore impossible to give general values for detection 
rates and such data has been included, where required, 
with the information relating to each particular 
experiment. 
2.8 particle Detection 
The experiments described in this thesis, with the 
exception of the coincidence experiment which will be 
described later, made little or no use of the ion 
detection facility of the apparatus. The calibration and 
testing of this system was carried out by I. Abbas and 
G.Keenan and the details thereof may be found in the 
thesis of the former (Abb - 89), along with details of a 
number of experiments based on the use of the particle 
detector. Thus I will provide here only the briefest of 
descriptions of this system for completeness. 
The particle detector operates over a scattering angle 
range 
of 0 - 8 0 with a resolution of 0.18 0 . Photo P2.8.1 shows 
the complete detector arrangement. The detector operates 
by rapidly accelerating ions, by means of a 50kV 
potential, from the entrance aperture and bending them by 
900 out of the horizontal plane and down onto an aluminium 
plate where secondary electrons are ejected. These 
electrons are then focused by another series of lenses 
onto an array of 45 scintillator elements, thus each 
incident particle brings about a rapid burst of photons 
in a scintillator element at a position corresponding to 
the angular displacement of that incident scattered 
particle. The photon burst of each scintillator element 
is collected by a fibre optic cable which is eventually 
split with each half of the fibre bunch of the cable 
being linked to a different photomultiplier tube. In this 
way each of the 45 scintillator elements can be 
multiplexed to a unique pair of photomultipliers thus all 
45 angular elements can be observed by using only 12 
photoinultiplier.tubes. In this way the location and time 
of arrival of a scattered ion can be recorded as a 
coincidence in a particular pair of photomultipliers. 
From this stage the signal can be processed, recorded and 
rate sampled in the same way as the photon signal 
















As an initial test of our experimental apparatus and 
data collection technique, it was required that our 
initial investigations be concentrated on a relatively 
straightforward experimental system. Thus allowing us to 
compare our results with those of previous studies. 
The choice of the incident ion beam species was 
governed by the need to produce a strong and stable ion 
beam in the required energy range of 100 to 1000 eV with 
minimum possibility of interference from the production 
of excited ion states. Given these factors He was 
clearly an obvious choice as our incident ion species. 
He has a high cross section for ionisation by electron 
bombardment, however, the energy of the first excited 
state is so high, 40.8 eV above ground, that is unlikely 
that a significant proportion of this 2 2S state will be 
present in the beam. 
The criteria governing our choice of a target species 
were that it should have a high cross-section for 
excitation by He in the energy range relevant, and strong 
emission to maximise the detectable photon signal. Also 
it was essential that the target states excited have a 
short lifetime, again to maximise the detected photon 
signal. Furthermore, the emission spectra should be 
relatively uncluttered and therefore easy to resolve and 
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interpret. However, there should be sufficient structure 
in the spectra to simultaneously observe two or more 
different states and thus increase the possibility of 
observing variation in excitation probabilities over the 
energy range under study. 
Finally, of course, it was essential that the system 
should have been the subject of previous studies, 
preferably by more than one group of experimentalists, 
for the purpose of comparison. 
These criteria led us to select Argon gas as a suitable 
target species. As an atomic gas the emission spectra is 
of course free of the complicating effects of vibrational 
and rotational structure. Other rare gases could have 
been used, however, neon is excluded as the energy of its 
lowest excited states are so much greater than the 
initial state of the HeNe/NeHe system that only a very 
small cross-section for excitation is expected. 
Conversely the energy of the excited states of Xe are 
relatively low and the initial state HeXe is near 
resonant with the most important HeXe+*  states, thus this 
system represents a special case and it is reasonable to 
expect that excitation will be governed by particular 
rather than general effects. The use of this gas has none 
the less been the subject of detailed study (Lip-65). 
Thus, we are left with a choice of Ar or Kr as target. 
Of these the former has been the subject of considerably 
more detailed study being of historic interest in the 
field of non-adiabatic processes (see introduction). 
This, of course, allows us a greater case of comparison 
when we come to compare the results of our experimental 
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system to known data. 
3.2 Experimental Conditions 
The first investigations of excitation in He/Ar 
collisions which we made were a search of the spectral 
region between 300nm and 700nm. Several short 
observations were made in this wavelength region at a 
variety of ion beam energies in order to identify a 
suitable window of intense emission resulting from the 
decay of Ar or Ar states excited by collision with He. 
Our attention was rapidly focused on the 466 nm to 490 nm 
region where three bright lines representing emission 
from Ar states could be observed. Reviewing the available 
literature revealed that while these states had been 
observed previously, and therefore allowed the 
possibility of comparing our experimental observations 
with those of other research workers, no fully 
satisfactory explanation of the mechanism by which they 
were excited could be found. Thus we were in a position 
to not only carry out the comparative work required but 
it was possible that by a detailed study of these 
features we could contribute new data to that already 
available on the He/Ar collision system. 
Thus it was decided that a serious investigation of the 
nature of the emission between 466 nut and 490 nut should 
be carried out. 
The conditions under which the observation of emission 
from Ar was carried out were very much in line with what 
has been described as typical in chapter 2. In setting up 
the experimental apparatus the conditions described in 




He Source Gas Line Pressure - 1.86 Torr 
Filament Current 	 - 5.3 Amps 
Bias Voltage 	 - 180 V 
Discharge Current 	 - 63 mAmp 
Typical Ion Beam Current at CZ- 	1 x 108 * 
* This very low current should not be considered as real, 
normally ion beam currents were found to be of the order of 
lx10 6 at the collision zone (CZ) however at the time these 
experiments were conducted only a very simple wire ion 
detector was in use prior to fitting of the more 
sophisticated and accurate ion beam monitor described in 
section 2.4. 
Ion Optics Power Supplies: 
Extraction Lens system - 4.5 kV to chain 
Ion Optics System 	- 	12.4 kV to chain 
V3 	 - 1000 V wrt Beam Energy 
* All lens voltages were varied individually according 
to Beam Energy as required and as detailed in 
section 2.3. 
Target Beam Settings: 
Target Gas 	 - Argon 
Target Gas line Pressure - 	2.2 Bar 
Target Pulser Frequency - 28 Hz 
Pulse Open Time 	 - 	1.00 ms 
Spectroscopic Recording Settings: 
Slit Width 	 - 1.6 mm 
Grating Rotation 	 - 575 DVM* 
Equivalent Central Wavelength 	 - 480.5 nm 
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Focus Position (DVM* Position Sensor) 	- 0 V 
Width of Spectral Window 	 - 29 nm 
* DVM refers to the digital output of the digital volt meter from 
which all linear and rotation position sensors associated with 
the optics cone and the grating were monitored 
Data Collection Control: 
Signal Gate Open Time 
Signal Gate Delay wrt Nozzle pulse 
Noise Gate Open Time 
Noise Gate Delay wrt Nozzle Pulse 
Typical Observation time 
Signal I Noise Rates 
Signal Collection Rate (real time) 
Signal Collection Rate (live time) 
Noise Collection rate (real Time) 
Noise Collection Rate (live time) 
- 	0.95 ins 
- 1.05 ins 
- 	0.95 ins 
- 20 ms 
- 	7-8 mins 
- 100 - 120 Hz 
- 3700 - 4500 Hz 
- 10- 15 Hz 
- 375 - 560 Hz 
These setting were maintained for the duration of the 
data collection described in this section. Only the ion 
lens voltages were altered as required according to the 
beam energy used for a particular run. The precise voltages 
used can in each case be extrapolated from the data given 
in section 2.3. 
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Data Collection. 
Data collection was carried out in the following way. 
As has been described in chapter 2 a spectra is built up 
by the recording of the positionally encoded output of 
the imaging photon detector (IPD). This achieved by 
storing the processed output on an DEC PDP11 computer. In 
fact when, as is normal, the recorded data is gated by 
using the signal and noise gates described in section 2.7 
two separate spectra are accumulated the first 
representing the emission present while the target beam 
is present in the collision zone the second representing 
a period where little or no target gas is present each 
gated by the signal and noise pulses respectively. When 
data storage on the PDP11 computer takes place the 
background spectra is automatically subtracted from the 
argon emission spectra. Thus clarifying the spectra by 
removing the baseline of noise. That this feature 
operated correctly was proved by making a normal 
observation with the target pulser disabled, thus leaving 
only the background noise level present. When storage of 
the data collected took place the subtraction feature 
operated and the resulting spectra depicted a near zero 
baseline. 
Data recorded on the PDP11 computer in this way can 
readily be stored on floppy discs for future reference 
or more commonly is be transferred to the Edinburgh 
University mainframe Amdahl system for hardcopy output or 
for further processing as required. Plotting of spectra 
was carried out on the mainframe system by using a 
previously prepared program called 'Manip.' This program 
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carried out not only the functions of scaling the spectra 
to suitable axis but also allowed the selection of plots 
of various resolutions. This was achieved by adding the 
counts of neighbouring channels of the raw spectrum in 
pairs, groups of four, eight and so on. This feature 
proved very useful on occasions when only very low photon 
counts were recorded as it allowed the plottinglow 
resolution spectra which in spite of the relatively low 
photon counts would clearly demonstrate the existence of 
peaks where none were readily obvious to the eye at high 
resolution. 
The spectra recorded in the series of experiments 
described here were processed in this way and therefore 
represent a true depiction of the Ar emission signal 
subsequent to background noise subtraction. Further 
processing of the raw data was also applied in this case 
and the spectra obtained were subject to a curve fitting 
process, which will be fully described, in order the 
obtain data free of errors due to random fluctuations and 
peak overlap. 
3.3 observing He - Ar Collisions: 
The first experiments conducted after initial trials of 
the beam and data collection systems were a series of 
fifteen individual observations of the emission resulting 
from He/Ar collisions with incident ion energies of 
between 300 eV and 1000 eV. Starting at the lowest value 
the beam energy was increased by 50 eV at each subsequent 
observation. After this first series was completed a 
second series was carried out this time beginning at an 
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incident beam energy of 275 eV and again incrementing 
the beam energy by 50 eV for each subsequent run up to 
975 eV. Thus we built up a detailed body of data for 
He/Ar collisions between the energies of 275 and 1000 eV. 
Any random error resulting from unknown fluctuations in 
the apparatus behaviour would be expected to become 
apparent in comparison of the two sets of data recorded 
on different occasions, no such abberation was observed. 
During each run the emission signal originating in the 
collision zone could be monitored visually on an 
oscilloscope screen where the IPD output was displayed 
according to its X,Y co-ordinates )Fig 3.3.1 shows a 
photograph of the emission so observed for Ar+*  between 
466nm and 490nin. 
Also, for each run, the total signal and noise counts 
recorded by the computer was measured and displayed on 
gated scalars. This data is tabulated in table 3.2.2. 
TABLE T3.2.2 TOTAL SIGNAL AND NOISE COUNT FOR He/Ar 
Beam Energy 	 Signal 	 Noise 
(eV) (Photon Counts) (Photon Counts) 
275 54262 4687 
300 51665 4658 
325 56092 4254 
350 59198 3997 
375 63492 3906 
400 49564 6350 
425 59930 3809 
450 53850 4631 
110 
475 59194 3867 
500 54719 4026 
525 52787 4428 
550 52159 4555 
575 54742 4597 
600 57920 3764 
625 53689 4873 
650 
____* 
675 52497 4381 
700 51073 4450 
725 52410 4286 
750 51520 4425 
775 54876 4267 
800 65954 4888 
825 61176 3710 
850 57577 4085 
875 58852 3942 
900 57130 3949 
925 60977 3706 
950 51839 4343 
975 47150 4837 
1000 
* 
data not recorded 
Figs F3.3.2 -F3.3.31 show each of the spectra 
accumulated as a result of the observation of He - Ar 
collisions over this energy range. The collision energy 
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Fig. F3.3.32 shows atypical example of the spectra, 
for the collision energy of 900 eV, on an enlarged scale. 
The centres of the expected emission peaks are marked 
from the wavelength scale. Three main peaks are self 
evident, however from consultation with published data on 
Ar and Art, spectroscopy it is found that a fourth peak 
could reasonably be expected to be observed in this 
wavelength region. The position of this peak, 
representing the 2P ° 11 - 2P 112 transition of Art , although 
not immediately apparent in the spectrum, is also 
highlighted in fig F3.3.32. 
It is now necessary to look in greater detail at the 
transitions each of these peaks represents before going 
on to look at possible mechanisms whereby the states from 
which they originate may have become excited. 
3.4 Emission spectra of Ar in the region of 466-490 nm. 
The spectra observed consists of three resolved peaks 
occurring at 472.7, 476.5 and 488.0 nm. There is also 
some evidence of an emission occurring at 488.9 nm. 
Although this peak is not fully resolved, a slight 
broadening of the 488.0 nm line on the high wavelength 
side appears to be present, measurements of this 
broadening suggests only a negligibly small contribution 
from the 488.9 nm line occurs and it is apparent that the 
intensity of this line is small compared to the peak 
observed at 488.0 nm. All these transitions originate 
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The lines observed in the spectra represent the 
following Ar transitions. 
[Ne] 3s' 3p4 ( 3P) 4p - 2D ° 312 - [ Ne] 3s 2 3p4 ( 3P) 4s - 2 P312 
at 472.7 ma 
[Ne] 32  3p4 ( 3P) 4p - 2P ° 312 -+ [Ne] 3s 2 3p4 ( 3P) 4s - 2 P112 
at 476.5 nm 
[Ne] 32  3p 4 ( 3P) 4p - 2D ° 52 - [ Ne] 3s 2 3p4 ( 3P) 4s - 2 P312 
at 488.0 ma 
[Ne] 3s' 3p 4 ( 3P) 4p - 2P ° 1,2 -* [Ne] 3s 2 3p4 ( 3P) 4s - 2 P112 
at 488.9 flirt 
These emissions have been widely observed in previous 
studies (Lip-65)(Deh-68)(Lip-70)(Bre-75)(Sid-77). 
However the details concerning the origin of these 
excitations have not been fully examined. 
3.5 Curve Fitting the Spectra 
Because of the overlap of the observed lines it was 
decided to evaluate absolute intensities by using a curve 
fitting program. This program was written and appended to 
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the main data processing program, 'Manip' described in 
section 3.3, as a subroutine 'strip'. 
This program was designed to minimise the effect of 
noise fluctuations and peak overlaps by fitting a given 
function to the spectral data. This function contained 
parameters relating to the characteristics of the peaks 
observed, the program was able to vary the absolute value 
of these parameters in order to provide an optimum fit to 
the real spectra. In the case of the Argon ion spectra 
it was found that a gaussian function provided the best 
fit to the peak shapes. 
The calculated function was described thus. 
-Aa)2 	(),,_,\b)2Y ( A) = Xae (Ai 	+ xbe 	
+ Xe (Xi-Ac2 + xde (Ai-Ad)2 
where: 
1 1 (A) is the ordinate value, ie peak height, of the 
calculated function at wavelength A 1 . 
X is the height of peak z. 
)6 Z 
 is the central wavelength of peak z. 
x i  is the wavelength at which Y(A) is being evaluated. 
w is a factor related to the width of the peaks. 
The value of Y 1 (A) is evaluated at as many values of A as 
required from i=l to i=H. 
The values of X, the peak height, and w, the width 
factor, may be varied within the function by the computer 
until an optimum fit is achieved. The accuracy of the 
fitting is then estimated by summing the squares of the 
residuals. Thus: 
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F(A) = iE (f1{A))2 
i=1 
where 
f(,\) = (calculated function intensity) - (real intensity) 
i.e the difference between Y 1 (),) and the actual spectral 
intensity. This value is evaluated for each point, from i=l 
to i=M, at which Y(A) is calculated. 
The fitting is deemed to have converged and the ideal 
values for Xi and w to have been found when the value of 
F(A) is minimised. 
The program employs a NAG fortran routine (E04FDF) to 
evaluate by an iterative method the optimum values of the 
variables which provide the fitting of the function to the 
experimental data. 
An estimate of the accuracy with which a fitting can be 
achieved is included in the output. This value, designated 
IFAIL has a range of 0 to 8, 0 corresponding to a 
successful fitting, 1 to an input error, and values 3 to 8 
corresponding- to increasing uncertainty in the accuracy of 
the fitting. 
Peak heights evaluated in this way are tabulated in table 
T3.5.1. Values for the peak at 488.9 nm have not been given 
since the curve fitting program estimates only a negligibly 
small contribution from this line, typically X 4889 is output 
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Table T3.5.1 
PEAK HEIGHTS AS EVALUATED FROM CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
Heights of each peak given in photon counts. 
Wavelength 	472.7 (Error) 476.5 (Error) 488.0 (Error) 
Beam Energy(eV) w 
1000 .22 130 (± 2) 233 (± 3) 145 (± 2) 
975 .22 287 (± 3) 512 (± 4) 285 (± 3) 
950 .24 236 (± 3) 411 (± 4) 249 (± 3) 
925 .23 336 (± 3) 635 (± 4) 323 (± 3) 
900 .27 370 (±  677 (±  327 (± 3) 
875 .27 381 (±  709 (±  336 (± 3) 
850 .26 354 (± 3) 688 (± 5) 320 (± 3) 
825 .27 391 (±  739 (±  340 (± 3) 
800 .27 246 (± 3) 469 (± 4) 229 (± 3) 
775 .28 357 (± 4) 704 (± 5) 308 (± 3) 
750 .29 343 (± 3) 667 (± 5) 296 (± 3) 
725 .29 339 (± 3) 670 (± 5) 289 (± 3) 
700 .31 239 (± 3) 477 (± 4) 212 (± 3) 
675 .28 352 (± 3) 699 (± 5) 313 (± 3) 
650 .30 347 (± 4) 715 (± 5) 289 (± 3) 
625 .23 323 (± 3) 647 (± 5) 281 (± 3) 
600 .30 378 (± 3) 755 (± 4) 307 (± 3) 
575 .31 363 (± 4) 748 (± 5) 300 (± 3) 
550 .29 340 (± 3) 703 (± 5) 302 (± 3) 
525 .27 337 (± 3) 683 (± 5) 288 (± .3) 
500 .28 367 (± 4) 715 (± 5) 314 (± 3) 
475 .29 402 (±  766 (±  327 (± 3) 
450 .29 407 (± 4) 755.(± 5) 355 (± 4) 
425 .30 448 (± 4) 841 (± 5) 379 (± 4) 
400 .30 322 (±  616 (±  284 (± 3) 
375 .33 428 (±  791 (±  393 (± 4) 
350 .28 427 (± 4) 766 (± 5) 377 (± 4) 
325 .31 409 (± 4) 709 (± 5) 356 (± 4) 
300 .30 389 (± 4) 674 (± 5) 359 (± 4) 
275 .24 378 (± 3) 561 (± 4) 363 (± 3) 
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as < 10 counts i.e approx 3% of X 4880 after the effect of 
peak overlap is subtracted from the spectrum. This is taken 
as evidence that the emission at 488.9 nm is not observed 
at a significant level above the remaining background noise 
level, and that this state is not excited in the collision 
process. 
The error values given in table T3.5.1 are estimated from 
calculation of the error values for the total number of 
photon counts represented by each peak. The method by which 
this error evaluation is made is given at the end of the 
following discussion of the calculation of the total photon 
counts. 
Using the function and the values of the variables in 
that function as output by the computer we can calculate 
the total number of photon counts which contributes to each 
peak, this gives a more accurate measure of the peak 
intensities than measuring their height alone (which is 
essentially a measure of the total number of photon counts 
at the central wavelength alone). 
This is achieved by calculating the integral of the 
fitting function, e.g. for a single peak: 
Y(fl = Xe -wCXi-Az) 2 
which is a function of the general type; 
F(x) = C ( e_ 
22 
Where C and a are constants. 
The generalised integral for this type of solution is: 
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C. J e a2x2 
=> 	C.('/2 a )•,/1t 
Expressing this in terms of our original function we 
see a = jw thus the integral of the original function is: 
=> 	X.( 1/2j).,/ir 
This gives the integral from 0 to A z as our peaks in 
principle first arise at A = 0 and terminate at A = w we 
must multiply by two to obtain a true area for each peak 
in units of counts per nm. 
To convert this area measurement into total counts we 
multiply by the number of channels per nm. 
No. of nm in spectra 	 = 29.0 
No. of channels into which photon data is stored = 1024 
No of channels per nm 
	 = 35.3 
However the graphing of each spectra is carried out via 
a routine which allows the summing of adjacent channels in 
order to select a resolution appropriate to the peak 
intensity observed for a given spectra. This routine gives 
the option of selecting resolutions which result in the 
addition of the counts of neighbouring channels in pairs, 
sets of four, eight, sixteen etc. 
Graphing of the spectra without summing neighbouring 
channels is possible however in this case only half of the 
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the spectrum (i.e. half of the full wavelength scale) an 
be graphed at a time. All the spectra collected in the 
He/Ar experiments, that is those shown in Figs F363.2 to 
F3.2.33, were plotted and subjected to curve fitting at 
resolution 4, i.e. the counts of each set of four 
neighbouring channels were summed together prior to 
plotting and curve fitting. Thus instead of having 1024 
channels across the full wavelength scale we have 256. 
Dividing this value by the width of the spectrum gives a 
value of 8.83 
Number of channels per mu at resolution four = 8.83 
It is this multiplication factor which must be used 
along with the integral of the function describing the 
fitted curve in order to convert the data on peak heights 
into total numbers of photon counts thus: 
total no. counts in peak z = 8.83 {2[X2 .( 1/2j}.uir]} 
The percentage error in the total number of counts can 
then be estimated as: 
N'12 	x 100 = % errortotal counts 
N 
where N is the total number of counts. 
The absolute error in peak height is then given by 




PEAK AREAS AS EVALUATED FROM CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
Areas of each peak given in total photon counts. 
Wavelength (nm) 472.7 	 476.5 
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The results of these calculations in terms of the total 
numbers of photon counts for individual lines in each 
spectra recorded are given in table T3.5.2 . Again 
calculations for the line at 488.9 nm have been omitted 
(since the values for the maximum intensity of this line 
are negligibly small). 
3.6 	The Implications of Basic Data 
Under the particular conditions governing the 
observation of spectral emission in this experiment the 
lifetime of a given state may be crucial to the 
appearance or non appearance of a particular line. As the 
target species excited in a collision have a 
translational velocity in the region of 3x10 3 ms'. They 
will remain in region from which photons may be collected 
for between lO and 106 sec. Any transition with a 
comparable lifetime is unlikely to be observed. 
The transition probabilities for the (4p) 2p0 2D° state 
transitions we are concerned with are as follows (Wie-80) 
(nm) 	A (10 8s 1 ) 	 Transition 
487.98 	0.78 	 2D° 512 - 4s 2P312 
476.49 0.575 2 - 4s P 112 
472.69 	0.50 	 2D° 312 - 4s 2P 3 ,2 
Therefore, the transitions occur rapidly with respect 
to the period spent in the observable collision zone, and 
the observed intensity of each line reflects the 
population of the upper state accurately, with each 
species remaining in the observable region for over SO 
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lifetimes. 
Thus the relative intensities of the three emission 
lines can provide us with information on the relative 
populations of the upper states. For this reason the 
ratios of the total photon count ascribed to each 
transition were calculated and are tabulated in three 
tables T3.6.1, T3.6.2 and T3.6.3 each table give the 
intensity ratio of a different pair of transitions. For 
ease of reference the three transitions were assigned 
labels thus: 
The 2D ° 312 - 2P312 transition is assigned as peak a. 
The 2P03,2 -+ 2P 112 transition is assigned as peak B 
and 
The 2D ° 512 -+ 2P312 transition is assigned as peak A. 
The values of the line intensity ratios are plotted as 
three graphs; Figs. F3.6.1, F3.6.2 and F3.6.3. Graph 
F3.6.1 shows the line intensity ratio for lines a and A. 
It is apparent that, excepting a small drop off over 
900 eV, the ratio of line intensity is constant and equal 
to 1:1, i.e. the transitions 
- 	 (a - transition) 
and 
5/2 	
2P 312 	(A - transition) 
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are of equal intensity and therefore the populations of 
the two upper states are equal. 
Examining the two other graphs we see from F3.6.2 that 
the line intensity ratio for lines B - a is approximately 
2:1 
i.e. the transition 
- 	 (B - transition) 
is twice as intense as the transition 
- 	 (a - transition) 
implying that the population of the 2P ° 312 state is 
approximately twice that of the 2D ° 312 . 
A similar conclusion may be drawn from the state ratio 
depicted in graph F3.6.3, i.e. that the 
-, 	 (B - transition) 
is twice as intense as the 
- 	 (L - transition) 




Relative intensities of 2D03/2 - 2P 312 and 2D ° 512 - 2P312 emission 
Ratio of Line Intensities a/ 































































































Relative intensities of 2P ° 312 - 2P 112 and 2D 312  - 2 P3/2 
Ratio of Line Intensities B/a 
Beam Energy (eV) Ratio Error 
1000 1.79 0.03 
975 1.78 0.02 
950 1.74 0.03 
925 1.89 0.02 
900 1.83 0.03 
875 1.86 0.03 
850 1.94 0.02 
825 1.89 0.03 
800 1.91 0.03 
775 1.97 0.03 
750 1.94 0.03 
725 1.98 0.03 
700 2.00 0.03 
675 1.99 0.03 
650 2.06 0.03 
625 2.00 0.03 
600 2.00 0.03 
575 2.06 0.03 
550 2.07 0.03 
525 2.03 0.03 
500 1.95 0.03 
475 1.91 0.03 
450 1.86 0.03 
425 1.88 0.02 
400 1.91 0.03 
375 1.85 0.02 
350 1.79 0.02 
325 1.73 0.02 
300 1.73 0.02 
275 1.48 0.02 
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Table T3.6.3 
Relative intensity of 2P ° 312 - 2P 112 and 2D ° 512. - 2P312 emission 
Ratio of Line Intensity B/ti 
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Fig F3.6.3 
There are two particularly striking features of the 
appearance of these three levels. First of all the 
relative intensities of the emissions are not as we would 
expect to observe according to previously published 
observation of Ar spectra, (Str-68), (Bas-75), (Rud-67), 
(Wie-80), (Rea-80), (Gar-85), furthermore the ratios are 
clearly not statistical (in terms of the number of states 
contributing to each line 2J+l) in particular there 
appears to be an excess population of the 4p 2P ° 312 level 
while there is the notable absence of the 4p 2P ° 112 level. 
Secondly it is notable that the ratios of the strengths 
of the three lines vary very little over the observed 
collision energy range. This supports the implication 
that some common mechanism must be operating in the 
population of all three levels. The data published 
relating to the excitation cross section of the 476.5nm 
line and the 488.0 line in He collisions (Lip-72) shows a 
considerable amount of structure in the 100-1000eV energy 
range, however the absence of any variation in the 
relative population of these levels over that energy 
range strongly implies that a common mechanism is 
operating. We must therefore examine the evidence 
available to us to determine what that mechanism is. 
There are two possible routes whereby population of 
these particular levels can occur; first by direct 
excitation due to collision with He and secondly as a 
result of cascade from a higher state excited in a direct 
process. 
The most recent study of this system (Sidis 1 77) 
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suggested that from consideration of the diabatic state 
diagram of the (ArHe4 ) quasiinolecule the latter cascade 
process was the most probable route, however, the nature 
of the higher state from which cascade occurred was not 
identified. This was because the resolution required to 
identify individual level populations from which is 
possible to infer likely parent states, could not be 
achieved in their experimental system, based on energy 
loss measurements by time of flight. 
From our measurements based on spectroscopic data it 
should be possible to further test the validity of the 
cascade hypothesis, and suggest if necessary, likely 
parent states. 
Cascade: 
It is possible that higher states excited directly in 
the collision rapidly decay to the 2P ° 2D ° states which 
subsequently emit at they in turn decay to the (4s) 2P 
state. This cascade process must be considered as a 
source of population of these states. 
Our review of states which may contribute in this way 
is necessarily speculative. The spectra of Aril is very 
dense with many overlapping lines. In the experimental 
apparatus described herein it would be impossible to 
carry out a complete and accurate survey of all of the 
emissions which may be observed, indeed was it never 
intended that such an undertaking be attempted. Even 
were it possible to overcome the problems of limited 
resolution the difficulties of correcting for variations 
of detector sensitivity over the wide wavelength range 
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involved would make accurate assessment of the relative 
strengths of widely separated transitions impossible. 
We are fortunate however, in that the spectrum of Ar II 
is relatively well characterised (Str-68), Bas-75) (Rud-
67) (wIe-80) (Rea-80) with fully detailed analysis of 
transitions occurring between 1125 nm and 49 nm with 
transition probabilities available for the most important 
of these. The spectra of Ar II may be best described by 
the IC, (intermediate coupling) scheme (Kuh-69) and the 
normal transition rules for such a scheme apply although 
of course under special conditions a number of 
'forbidden' transitions may be observed. These rules can 
guide us to likely cascading states. Furthermore, under 
the particular conditions governing the observation of 
spectral emission in this experiment the lifetime of a 
given state may be crucial to the appearance or non 
appearance of a particular line. This is because the 
target species excited in a collision have a 
translational 	of the order of 10 3 ms -1 . They will 
remain in region from which photons may be collected for 
around 10 6 sec. Thus any transition with a comparable 
lifetime is unlikely to be. observed. 
(Note the transition probabilities for the (4p) 2p0 2D0 
state transitions we are concerned with are as follows 
(Wie-80) 
A (nut) 	A (10 8s 1 ) 	 Transmit 
487.98 	0.78 	 4p 2D° 512 - 4s 2P312 
476.49 0.575 4p 2P ° 312 - 4s 2P112 
472.69 	0.50 	 4p 2D ° 312 - 4s 2 P3/2 
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Thus, the transitions occur rapidly with respect to the 
period spent in the observable collision zone, and the 
observed intensity of each line reflects the population 
of the upper state accurately, with each species 
remaining in the observable region for the order of 50 
lifetimes. 
Consider the basic rules for allowed spectral 
transitions in this system. 
Parity - transitions are only possible between states 
of opposite parity, parity being even or odd according to 
whether the sum of 2 k , the orbital angular momentum 
numbers of each electron, is even or odd. Odd parity is 
denoted in the term symbol by the addition of a zero in 
superscript, even parity terms have no special symbol, 
thus the parity of the (4p) 
2p0 and 2D0 state is odd. It 
is this rule which results in transitions from these 
states to the (3p4 ) ( 4s') configuration rather than the 
ground state of 3p5 ) configuration which also had odd 
parity (3p5) 2p0312) 
Spin - spin is, of course, conserved s=o, this follows 
from the Wigner spin rule, thus transitions from quartet 
states to doublet states are forbidden, such transitions 
may be observed, however, though typically they are weak 
and have long lifetimes. 
Typically, the lifetime for such a forbidden transition 
is ten to one hundred times longer than for transitions 
of the same configuration for which s=o. Thus, we could 
not expect quartet states to contribute significantly to 
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the population of the (4p) doublet states. In any case, 
it seems unlikely that any significant population of 
quartet Ar II states as a result of charge exchange with 
He would be observed, the same Wigner rule of spin 
conservation applying (though this rule would not be 
violated if the He* resulting was a triplet species). 
Another type of transition which occurs in Ar II, and 
one in which we must deal with very carefully for reasons 
which will become clear, are transitions accompanied by 
core adjustments. That it where not only does the outer 
excited electron relax to a lower level, but there is 
also relaxation of the core where a 'D core adjusts to the 
3P state for example at 254.5 ma there is a transition 
(4d') 2P ('D core) - (4p) 2P° ( 3P core) or from 1-S core to 
as occurs at 214.3 nm with the transition (4p") 2P° 
('S core) - (3d) 2P ( 3P core). Normally such transitions 
are inherently weak (Rud-67), however, in this system 
there is clearly strong excitation of 'D and 'S core 
states and we must carefully assess the possibility of 
cascade from such states to the (4p) 2P0 , 2D states. 
Finally, another rule which may help in identifying 
contributory cascade states, (or indeed a direct or other 
secondary mechanism for the population of the states of 
interest) is the J sum rule, briefly stated, the rule is 
as follows: 
"The sum of the strengths of all transitions from any 
one level of given J to all levels of another 
configuration are in the ratio of the statistical weights 
(2J+1)... It holds for transitions to any level in the 
same way as for transitions.from any level." (Kuh-69). 
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The relative intensities of the three principle 
transitions we have observed clearly violate this rule. 
If we assume that population of all the 4p levels 
considered results from the same higher levels as is 
implied by the constancy of the relative line intensities 
over the collision energy range. 
A 	 Transition Stat Weights Spectral 1* Observed 
I 
(at 800 eV) 
488.9 4s 2P112-4p 2p0112 	2 	2 - 	15 	 - 
488.0 4s 2P312-4p 2D0512 	4 6 30 229 
476.5 4s 2P112-4p 2P° 312 	2 	4 	25 	 469 
472.7 4s 2P312-4p 2D0312 4 4 25 246 
*(Str-68) 
There is an apparent excessive population of the 4p 
2p0312 level while a marked absence of population of the 4p 
2p0,2 level, this of course would be consistent with 
cascade from a higher state with J=5/2. Transitions 
being allowed only for i= 0,±l. 
At the same time, if we compare the reported relative 
intensities (I) (Str-68) with the intensities observed 
here, the population of the 2p0312 level compared with the 
2D0512, 3/2 levels again seems excessive. Thus, if we wish 
to find a higher term from which cascade is likely to 
these levels we must account for these observations. 
By using the most complete review of Ar emission data 
available to us a table was drawn up detailing the 
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Table T3.6.4 
Transitions of Ar terminating at 3p4 , 	
4p 2p0 
from higher doublets. 
Lower State 	Upper State J A 	(mu) I 
3p4 3P] 	4p 2O 3d' 2D 
1/2_3/2 761.8 1 
3d' 2 1 	3, /2/1 661.4 6 
3d' 2r /2/2 705.5 3 
3d' 2 1/2_3 , 12 769.9 3 
3d" 2D 1/2 494.3 6 
3d" 2D /2/2 516.6 8 
5s ' 1/2-1/2 2/2 413.0 4 
5s 2P 1 /2/2 422.3 10 
5s ' 1 	3, /2 	12 427.5 8 
5s 2P /2/2 437.5 6 
3d 2S 1/2-1/2 2/2 409.9 2 
4d 'F /2 	/2 365.5 12 
4d 2P 1/2 323.7 6 
4d 2P /2/2 329.4 10 
4d 2p 1/2-1/2 2/2 330.7 9 
4d 2P 1 /2-/2 336.7 6 
4d2D 1  /2- 
3 
 /2 302.9 8 
3 	5 
/2/2 309.3 10 
5s12D '/2 
3 
/2 276.5 4 
3 	5 
/2/2 280.61 5 
3 	3 280.59 1 
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Table T3.6.4 cont. 
Lower State 	Upper State J 	 A (nm) 
	
I 
3p4 [ 3P] 4p 2p0 	4d' P 	/2/2 	 251.1 
	
3 





























































All values of I derived from (STR-68) 
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possible transitions from higher states which could 
result in population of the 2P° and 2D0 states of the 3p 4 , 
3P 4p configuration. 
Table T3.6.4 gives a complete review of all the 
observed transitions to the 3p 4 [ 3P] 4p 2Po state of argon 
from higher doublets with relative intensity ratios of 
observed lines to and from the various J multiplet 
levels. 
Similarly, table T3.6.5 gives the same data for 
transitions terminating in the 3p 4 [P] 4p 2D state. 
Given the assumption, based on the consistency of 
relative line strengths observed in our experiments, that 
both of these lower states must be populated from the 
same upper state in the case of cascade we may eliminate 
from tables T3.6.4 and T3.6.5 those states which can 
cascade to only one of the 2p0  and 2D0 states. There are 
four such upper transitions and these are shown in table 
T3.6.6. 
Now considering the relative populations of the 
multiplet levels we have observed we can eliminate 
further upper states i.e. those that fail to populate the 
multiplet levels we have observed or populate them in 
ratios markedly different to those we observe. First of 
all we observe effectively no emission from the 2P° 112 
multiplet at 488.9 nm thus higher levels which cascade 
predominately or exclusively (Str-68) to this multiplet 
may be eliminated. Such levels are listed in 
table T3.6.7 and these are eliminated from consideration 
as contributory to cascade. Likewise we have observed 
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Table T3.6.5 
Transitions of Ar terminating at 3p 4 , 4p 2D ° 
from higher doublets. 
Lower State 	Upper State J A 	(nm) I 
3p4 [ 3P] 	4p 	3d' 2D 5 / 	3 /2 /2 709.1 1 
5 	5 
/2/2 734.8 7 
3 	3 
/2/2 744.0 4 
3d' 2p 5  /2/2 637.6 3 
3 	1 
/2/2 648.0 2 
1, 
/-1 2/2 661.4 6 
3 	3 
/2/2 665.7 2 




 /2 486.7 5 
3 	5 
/2/2 494.9 5 
5s2P 3 	1 /2/2 407.7 9 
5 	3 410.3 20 
3 	3 
/2/2 421.9 11 
3d' 2S /2- 
1 
 /2 404.7 1 
4d 2p 
5 	' 
/ /22 313.8 3 
3 	3 
/2/2 320.4 9 
3 	1 327.3 6 
4d 2F /2/2 346.4 10 









 /2 	295.5 	 10 
3 	3 








 /2 302.9 	 8 
4d' 2F 241.4 	 5 
3 	5 244.8 	 2 
5s'2D 
3 	3 274.09 	1 
3 	5 
/2/2 274.10 	2 
4d' 2P 3 	
3 / 
/2 	/2 249.1 	 4 
3 	1 
/2/2 249.6 	 2 
4d' 2D 
3 
/2/2 242.3 	 5 
5/2_5 
/2/2 244.1 	 2 
3 	3 246.3 	 2 
/2/2 248.2 	 4 
6s 'P 
5 	3 242.0 	 6 
242.5 	 4 
A 	 A 
7s 'P 
5 	3 
/2/2 201.9 	 2 





 /2 218.0 	 2 
222.0 	 2 
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All values of I derived from (STR-68) 
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Table T3.6.6 
States which do not populate both 2p0  and 2D0  State 
4d' 2F - 	No Transition to 2p0 
6d 2F 	- 	No Transition to 2p0 
6d 2P 	- 	No Transition to 2D0 
5d 2P 	- 	No Transition to 2D0312512 
These states can be eliminated as a source of cascade. 
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Table T3.6.7 
States which Populate 2P 112° only (0) and not 2P312 or 
predominatly populates the former (P) : 
For states where there is a contribution to both j levels 
of this state the relative intensity ratio of the line 
intensities is given in brackets in the right column as 
an approximate guide to the predominance for a particular 
level. 
Lower State 	Upper State Ratio of intensities 2P1/2/2P3/2 
2 P01/2,3/2 	 3d' 2D - 0 
3d, 2p - P 
	
/3 
3d' 2S - 0 
4d 'P - P 	 15/16 
4d 2D 	- P "/ 10 
5d 2D - 0 
5d 2D - 0 
These states are also considered 	Iiminated from any 
common cascade process. 
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two equally strongly populated multiplet levels of the 2D0 
state, i.e. those multiplets with J=5/2 and J=3/2. Thus 
we can eliminate any upper dates which makes a cascade 
contribution to only one of these two inultiplets, or 
indeed make contribution which is strongly biased to 
either one of the two multiplets. (Str-68). 
Such levels are indicated in table T3.6.8. 
Now having eliminated a great many transitions, which 
previously appeared to represent the source of possible 
cascade population, we are left only with states from 
which cascade could result which would even approach 
explaining the observed population of 2P° and 2D0 
multiplets. These are noted in table T3.6.9. 
If we consider each of these upper states in turn, 
however, we find there remains problems with the cascade 
mechanism. The first upper state which has not been 
eliminated is the 3d" 2D state, (the double prime 
indicates an excited ['S] core). However, the relative 
intensity ratio (Str-68) of transitions to 2p0312  and 2P°112 , 
and to 2D0312 are 8:6 and 6:10 respectively whereas the 
expected ratio to comply fully with our observations of 
relative multiplet populations would be 2:0 for the 
former and 1:1 for the latter. Furthermore as has been 
noted transitions involving relaxation are typically both 
weak and slow (Rud-67) 
Thus, although this upper level was not eliminated from 
consideration previously on grounds of failing to satisfy 
relative multiplet population of either state 
individually, when taken together with the requirement 
for core relaxation,its failure to satisfy those 
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Table T3.6.8 
States which do not populate both 2D0312 and 5/2 
3d' 2 	Transition to j = 3/2 only 
5s' 2D 	Transition to j = 3/2 only 
4d' 2P Transition to j = 3/2 only 
5d 	2P 	Transition to j = 1/2 only 
States which populate predominantly /2  or 
State 	(ratio = 3/2/5/2 ) 
3d' 2D 
4d 2P , 	 , 	 •. 15 /3) 
4d 2F 8 ( " /35) 
4d' 2F (2/) 
4d' 2D (2/) 
5d 2F (6/) 
These states are considered unlikely to be involved in 
a common cacade process 
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Table T3.6.9 
Réøczinaing states from which a cacade process common to 






criteria in both cases must make us unwilling to identify 
this 2D state as being a common source of cascade. 
The same arguments may be applied to the next of our 
remaining potential upper states. The is the 4d 2P state, 
the single prime superscript indicating an excited ['D] 
core. Here the 2P to 2p0312 - 2p0, ratio of intensity is 
7:4 and for 2D0512 - 2D0312 the ratio is 7:2, and again a 
core relaxation process would be required, thus by the 
same reasoning this state is rejected as a source of 
cascade common to all three lines. 
The three remaining states which could make a cascade 
contribution all have triplet cores. This reintroduces 
the problem of how an excited state with a ground state 
core [ 3P] could be brought about in terms of the 
quasimolecular model under which we are working. It was 
after all this problem which forced us to consider the 
possibility of cascade in such detail and thus the 
emphasis must return to consideration of primary 
mechanisms resulting in excitation as a result of charge 
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exchange. However, for completeness let us consider the 
possibilities of cascade from each of these three upper 
states. In all three cases there is no transition to the 
2P° 1 , 2 multiplet level, this accords well with our 
observations however for both the 4d 2F and the 5d 2F 
states the ratio of transitions to the 2D0512 and 2D0312 
multiplets is approximately 2:1 and this is less 
encouraging. For the final state 75 2P the ratio for these 
transitions is 1:1, again in accordance with our 
observations. We must, however, remain unmoved by this 
long awaited success in identifying a satisfactory state 
from which cascade could occur for it is very unlikely 
that such a high state could populate the 2P° and 2D0 
states sufficiently strongly to result in a sufficient 
population to explain the high intensity of the 2p0_42p 
and 2D0_452D transitions we have observed. Furthermore it 
seems that transitions between 7s 2P and 4p 2p0 are 
approximately half as intense as 7s 2p-4p 2D0 transitions, 
which is the converse of our observations an the total 
intensity of these transitions is very low. 
Finally, it must be emphasised that this analysis 
depends heavily on two assumptions that initially may 
seem arguable. First is the assumption that cascade 
could occur from a single state only. This at first 
appearances seems an unlikely proposal. However, the 
strong constancy of the relative populations of the four 
multiplets we observe (the 2P°112 multiplet is included in 
being conspicuous in its absence), argues strongly that 
this is the case if cascade is the mechanism by which 
these states are populated. At the very least, if more 
than one cascade state is involved then the cross-section 
for excitation by He impact between 100 and 1000 eV for 
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all upper states involved must be almost identical. Such 
evidence excludes the possibility of cascade from states 
of differing core configuration. Thereafter, the same 
arguments of eliminating states on the basis of their 
contribution to the population of various niultiplet 
levels still apply, although greatly complicated 
considerations must be used, but the same result is 
obtained. 
Our second assumption has been that the population of a 
cascading upper state resulting from excitation in the 
He-Ar charge exchange collisions will be satisfactorily 
represented by the tabulated reference data derived from 
optical and plasma spectra. For it is on this assumption 
that our proposals with regard to the likely contribution 
of various upper states to the multiplet levels with 
which we are concerned are based. That such an 
assumption is not rigorously valid is fully admitted and 
accepted. indeed, by using it, we have proved that is the 
case, i.e. we have assumed that normal multiplet 
populations result from collisions thus we disprove 
cascade as a factor, leaving us to explain the anomalous 
population of 2p0312  and 2p0112 multiplets in terms of a 
collision mechanism. 
Our assumptions are valid, however, in as much as they 
achieve the aim intended that is that in this case, 
cascade processes may not be readily invoked as a way 
round the problems of explaining this particular 
observation of 4p 2p0  and 4p 2D0 excitation as a result of 
a charge exchange process in He-Ar collisions. We do not 
say on the basis of this treatment that cascade 
definitely does not occur or make a significant 
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contribution to our observations rather that whether it 
does or does not the problems posed by excitation of Ar 
with a [ 3P] ground core and anomalous preference for 
particular multiplet configurations either between 2 P031 
and 2p0112,  or in a similar fashion for a higher state, 
must be addressed. This survey of possible cascade from 
higher excited states therefore achieves that which was 
intended. That is that invoking cascade as an explanation 
for the presence of these states subsequent to collision 
between Ar and He provides no easy solution and it is 
therefore necessary to look in greater depth at the 
fundamental mechanisms occurring during the collision. 
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Chapter 4 
Discussion and Interpretation. 
4.1 Introduction. 
Before going on to look at the principles of the 
diabatic correlation diagrams which will be used as an 
aid to the interpretation of the He' - Ar collision 
process and excitation mechanisms it is worthwhile to 
consider the basic concepts of non adiabatic 
interactions. 
The basic premise of the quantum mechanical description 
of the interaction of two nuclei and the subsequent 
behaviour of the electrons associated with those nuclei 
is that the motion of these two elements, the nuclei and 
the electrons, can be treated separately, due to the very 
substantial difference in their mass and velocity. This 
is the basis of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and it 
is from this premise that the concept of adiabatic and 
non adiabatic behaviour arises. 
Consider the quantum mechanical description of the 
interaction of two particles. 
H .1 = E w 	 (eq. 4.1.1) 
The Hamiltonian in this expression can be broken down 
into the components which describe the condition of the 
particle as a whole thus: 
H = 	+ T 	 (eq. 4.1.1) 
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Where H j is the Hamiltonian describing the electronic 
component and T is the kinetic energy operator which 
describes the motion of the nuclei. The electronic 
Hamiltonian can be. further simplified thus: 
Hei = T. I. + U 
	 (eq. 4. 1. 3) 
where T. IS the kinetic energy operator which describes 
the electronic motion and U represents the sum of all the 
attractive and repulsive interactions between the 
electrons and the nucleus. Thus by considering the energy 
of the electrons and the nucleus to be unaffected by 
small variations in the position or motion of the othe5 
by virtue of their greatly differing mass and velocity, 
the problem of describing their behaviour as two such 
aggregate particles interact is considerably simplified. 
This is the basis of the Born - Oppenheimer 
approximation. 
Such a separation of the electronic and nuclear 
components requires the expansion of the wavefunction 'I' 
this is less easily described but the resulting set of 
coupled equations describing the nuclear motion are 
readily available in the relevant literature (Oma-71). 
The resulting set of Born - Oppenheimer coupled equations 
can be further expanded into a set of coupled equations 
representing the radial wave functions for any value of 
A, the angular momentum quantum number. This requires 
solving the equation; 
He i 	( t;R) = E(R).1(r;R) 	 (eq.4.l.4) 
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where R represents the internuclear distance and r 
represents the electronic co-ordinates, O i is the 
wavefunction for state i, and E1 (R) are the interatomic 
potentials. The states defined by this equation 
(eq.4.1.4) are adiabatic and as such cannot cross each 
other when they are of the same symmetry (Lan-67) leading 
to avoided crossings at the approach of two symmetric 
potential curves. This treatment is however a 
simplification (r,R) are not eigenfunctions of H which 
y 
implies that the individual states are coupled
b
the 
nuclear energy operator T, which has been neglected in 
the standard treatment. Clearly where the the states 4 
are directly coupled by nuclear motion then transitions 
between states can occur, and the Born -Oppenheimer 
approximation is violated, where they would otherwise be 
fully adiabatic. This coupling is found to be most 
significant where the wavefuncti'on (r,R) is most 
strongly dependant on R, i.e whre the state energy is 
changing most rapidly with respect to R. This of course 
is what occurs in the region of an avoided crossing of 
adiabatic states. In the evert that two particles 
approach each other on one o,f these c-'_-: with a 
sufficiently high velocity it may be the case that the 
time spent in the region of an avoided crossing is very 
short. Since the energy of the electrons is changing very 
rapidly in this region the electrons may have 
insufficient time to readjust their position. In this 
event the rule that stateof the same symmetry do not 
cross will be violated and the system will best be 
decribed by diabatic potential curves (Lic-67). 
This situation may be interpreted visually as shown in 
fig. F4.1.1 where two potential curves 1 and 2 are shown 
as solid lines with an adiabatic avoided crossing at R. 
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The adiabatic pathway for a collision between particles A 
and B is shown as a solid line, at low velocity A 
approaches B on potential curve 1, at the avoided 
crossing region, R, the electrons have time to relax to 
the new conditions and continue to follow the solid curve 
along potential 2. At high nuclear velocities however 
there is insufficient time for the electrons to readjust 
to the rapidly changing potential at R thus they may 
follow the same route as in the adiabatic case, or there 
is a finite probability that they may continue on 
potential 1, thus following a diabatic crossing, the 
dashed lines in fig. F4.1.1. Likewise as the particles 
separate at high velocity there is the possibility that 
either exit curve may be. followed although in fig F4.1.1 
only the exit to potential 2 is shown, dashed line, where 
the exit channel result in charge exchange. Thus in the 
diabatic case the exit species may be A+B or A+B while 
only the former will be observed in an adiabatic 
collision. 
The complete mathematical treatment of diabatic states 
and the coupling. between them is considerably more 
complex than for-adiabatic states and it is unnecessary 
to detail this here as the primary importance of the 
diabatic case is in the visualisation that the model 
provides of the interactions leading to CoiljSlOfl induced 
excitation an-d charge exchange. For a more rigorous 
treatment the reader is referred to the relevant papers 
(Smi-69),(Lic-67),(OMa-71) or to the review articles of 
this field (Bae-75),(Chi-79). The most important 
consequence of the more rigorous treatment is that two 
distinct types of diabatic coupling are encountered. The 
first, and the most important, is radial coupling, 	. 
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V( 
Diagram of Adiabatic Potential with 
Avoided Crossing at R (Solid Line) 
Diabatic Crossing at R is Shown Also, 
as Dashed lines. 
Fig F4.1.l 
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resulting from non diagonal elements in the potential 
matrix [H 3 ] which are non zero where states i and j have 
the same symmetry (hence the diabatic crossing of 
symmetric states). This type of coupling 	, in the 
general case of Hunds (a) type coupling, results in the 
conservation of parity, g or u symmetry, A the orbital 
angular momentum along the internuclear axis and E the 
spin quantum number. From consideration of these 
selection rules this type of coupling is clearly 
restricted to states of the same symmetry. Coupling can 
and does occur between states of different symmetry where 
AA = ±1 by means of the second type of coupling which 
results from consideration of the angular momentum 
operators. This type of coupling, rotational coupling, is 
generally weaker and of less importance than radial 
coupling but can and does play a significant role in the 
excitation observed in many systems. If both states in 
the collision system belong to Hunds case (c), i.e. the 
interaction occurs at very large internuclear distances, 
then the selection rule for the total angular momentum 
(Ci) takes precedence over A and E and the combined 
selection rule for radial and rotational coupling gives 
1) = O,±l. 
The development of these concepts of state coupling 
allow to some extent the prediction of the probability of 
a curve crossing, and therefore excitation, occurring. 
Thus theoretical treatments of collision processes such 
as the Landau-Zener model have been further developed. 
The success of such models in predictive terms is limited 
as there are many factors which affect the suitability of 
a particular model to specific cases, however the general 
principles of such theories can provide a useful basis - 
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for the interpretation of experimental data and as such 
can be very revealing. A full description of any one 
model or variation of the LZ scheme would be of little 
value here, although the implications of such theories 
will be applied where relevant, and the reader is 
referred to the relevant review articles (Bae-75),(Chi1. 
It is of basic importance, in the use of diabatic 
crossing in complex systems for the interpretation of 
experimental data, that correct and accurate diabatic 
correlation diagrams be drawn. This is not straight 
forward when many electron systems are the subject of 
investigation and the problem is further complicated by 
non symmetric systems, i.e. where the colliding particles 
are of different species. Thus it is necessary to 
consider in detail the treatment involved prior to 
drawing up the diabatic correlation diagrams required for 
interpretation of the He - Ar collision system 
observations. 
4.2 The Argon Diabatic Correlation Diagram 
4.2.1 Development of Molecular Orbitals 
The construction of a diabatic correlation diagram 
according to the rules proposed by Barat and Lichten 
(Bar-72) can be of considerable value in understanding 
excitation processes in collisions. Although detailed 
diagrams have been drawn previously for the He/Ar system 
(Sid-77) it is of value to examine, from first 
principles, the way in which these diagrams are 
constructed. 
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Consideration of the Schrodinger equation, in 
elliptical co-ordinates, for the one electron - two 
centre problem; i.e. a single electron within the field 
of two nuclei, generates solutions from which three 
quantum numbers arise (Mor-29). 
(,'i,q') = X () Y (si) e' 	 (eq 4.2.1) 




(r.-rb )/R - 1 5 	:5 + 1 
= The azimuthal angle from the internuclear axis 
ra  = distance of the electron from nucleus a 
r, = distance of the electron from nucleus b 
R = internuclear distance 
SoLit,,of the Schrodinger Equation 
An exact solution can be achieved for the Schrodinger 
equation describing the wave function of electronic 
motion of a single electron around two protons, i.e. a 
hydrogen molecular ion. 
The Schrodinger equation in this case is as follows: 
I h2 V, 2 - 	e2 	- 	e 2 	+ 	e2 	- E 5) 	= 0 
I 2m 	 (41r O )rA 	(41rE 0 )rB (4ir€0)R 	J 
(eq 4.2.2) 
where R is the internuclear separation, and rA rB and r 
are the position vectors of the electron with respect to 
proton A, B and the midpoint of the internuclear axis as 
depicted below. 
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in atomic units (eq. 4.2.2) becomes (eq. 4.2.3). 
Ii Vr 2 - 	1 	- 	1 	+ 	1 	- E s O S = 0 
12 	 rA rB R J 
(eq 4.2.3) 
This can be written in terms of confocal elliptic co-
ordinates (, r, ) where 
R 
R 
= is the azimuthal angle measured from the 
internuclear axis. 
in this case V2 is written as 
V 2 = 	I A— 1(2 - 1) A-.J) + (l_2) A- 
	
R2 (e 2-2 ) I 6 	I I 
22 	 2 + 	9 	- 	 6 
(E2 - 1) (_12) 	 62 
(eq.4.2.4) (Bra-83) 
Thus equation (eq 4.2.3) becomes 
L_ I (e2 - 1) 	+ .L. I (l_2) £.S') + 1_1 	+ 	1 	
•620 




4 (eq 4.2.5) 
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The solutions of this equation are of the form 
	
(, ,, 4)) = X () Y (ti) e, 	m=o, ±1, ±2... 	(eq 4.2.6) 
where X () is the normalised solution of the equation 
I 
(2 - 1) fl + _R2 (El' - 11 e2 + 2R - f_in2 + 
j
X() 	0 
dE 	 dJ 	2 	RJ 	 I 
2_ 
 j  
(eq 4.2.7) 
and Y() is the normalised solution of the equation 
d f (l_,72) 	1 - 1R 1 E - fl 	17 2 + 	in2 	) + p) Y(n) = 0 
di7 	 dJ 	12 	RJ i- j 
(eq 4.2.8) 
This treatment has achieved a complete separation of 
the variables; p is a separation constant. 
As a result of the above treatment, each electronic 
term for the one electron - two centre system can be 
described by three quantum numbers n, n47 and fl4), each 
representing the number of nodal surfaces, or zeros of 
their respective functions in equation (4.2.6). These 
nodal surfaces are conserved as we move from the united 
atom (TM) states at R=O to the separate atom (SA) limit 
at R=. This is shown in fig F4.2.1 for the case of the 
united atom He as the internuclear distance increases to 
give H2 . In F4.2.1 (a) the wave function of an electron 
in He is shown in its ground state, where there are no 
nodes and all quantum numbers are zero, as the 
internuclear separation R increases the isa state of H 2 
develops but again no nodal surfaces are required and all 
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the relevant quantum numbers are zero at the UA, SA, and 
molecular seperations. In (b) the upper drawing 
represents He with an electron in the 2s orbital, in this 
case UA radial quantum numbers flrUA = , UA = o and m = 
0, i.e one radial node is present. In the diagram the 
nodal surfaces are represented by shaded spheres. As the 
UA is separated into a H 2 molecule the spheres develop 
into ellipsoids (lower diagram) and the elliptical 
quantum numbers are n = 1 (n4 7 = n = 0). As R-'co the wave 
function is assumed to go to one centre and the 
equivalent separate atom quantum numbers are n,= 1 and 
le SA = mf = 0, thus the number of nodes is conserved 
throughout. In F4.2.1 (c) the UA limit depicts the 
electron in a 2p orbital. The nodal surface is 
represented by the shaded area, here the radial q.n. is 
zero so there are no radial nodes (T1r ' = 0, and m,2 = 0) 
however €=l which results in a single node in a plane 
shown. As the UA separates into a molecular state a pa 
molecular orbital is formed with the single node 
remaining halfway between the nuclei and perpendicular to 
the internuclear axis. The molecular quantum number in 
this case is n47 = 	= no = 0) in the separate atom 
limit this plane will remain but will be infinitely 
distant from both nuclei - the separate atom quantum 
numbers are fA=1  and nr = MR = 0. Finally in fig F4.2.1 
(d) the nodal surface for a He ion is shown when the UA 
quantum number m?=i, (nruA = UA = 0) as the atoms 
separate the 2pir state is formed and the nodal surface 
remains in the plane of the nuclei, in this case nS=l 
(n=n=O). The surface remains as the nuclei separate to 
the SA limit where m=l (fl SA = 2SA = 0). 













Schematic representation of nodal surfaces of united atom He and molecule H 
Shaded surfaces are the nodal surfaces and small circles are nuclei. Also 
shown as curves is the value of U. 
Fig F 4.2.1 
allows the connection of separate and united atom states 
via molecular orbital states. It is possible, therefore 
to connect the ellipsoidal quantum numbers with atomic 
quantum numbers, (as has been shown graphically in fig 
F4.2.1) a more detailed description of how this may be 
carried out will now be given. 
As has been seen the united atom state of the single 
electron system can be described by the three quantum 
numbers n r? 2UA and m (spin is ignored for the moment). 
Similarly in the SA limit it may be assumed that the 
wavefunction goes to one of the two centres A or B with 
quantum numbers, n r , 2 and mesA 
 
in the intermediate 
molecular range as we have seen these to extremes must be 
connected by the molecular orbital quantum numbers ne,  n. 
and 
The radial quantum T1rA represents the number of 
ellipsoidal nodes and this value must be conserved from 
R=O-co thus 
= fl = flrSA 
	
(eq 4.2.9) 
note that the principle quantum number n is given by 
UA =n. + 	+ 1. 	 (eq 4.2.10) 
The magnetic quantum number MIUA  represents the number 
of planar nodal surfaces passing through the internuclear 
axis again this is conserved thus. 
I 	UA' I 	SAl = n 	= ,iu (eq 4.2.11) 
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The parabolic quantum number n4 7 gives the number of 
parabolic nodal surface, relating this value to the UA 
and SA quantum numbers is complicated by the possible 
occurrence of an extra node between the two atoms. This 
is brought about thus: The nodes described by fl47 are 
hyperboloid with the nuclei as foci, and these surfaces 
sep-rate between the two nuclei as nuclear separation 
increases. Thus if n,7 is an even number half the nodes 
stay on one nucleus and half on the other: 
ri,7 =2 (A) + fA (B) = 1UA - ml 	 (eq 4.2.12) 
However, if this n,7 is odd, one nodal surface stays 
halfway between the two nuclei and as R = m it is an 
infinite distance from either nuclei. Hence, in this 
case 
SA (A) + .2 	(B) + 1 = 	UA - MR 	 (eq 4.2.13) 
the former case represents a gerade, or even, 
wavefunction with no node between the nuclei, the latter 
represents an ungerade, or odd, wavefunction. This 
complication only applies in the case of a homonuclear 
system where nuclei A is indistinguishable from nuclei B. 
In the asymmetric atom case the wavefunction is no 
longer a mixture of separate atom states and it may be 
assumed that the wavefunction is localised solely on one 
atom rather than being an even gerade or ungerade mixture 
of seperate atom states. Otherwise the same 
relationships of quantum numbers hold (equations 4.2.9, 
4.2.11 and 4.2.12). However since there is no symmetry 
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with respect to reflection in the inter-nuclear axis mid-
point and therefore the symmetry classification of 
molecular orbitals as g or u is redundant. 
Considering the symmetric case first of all. These 
rules can be more simply put as follows. A single 
electron atom has the quantum numbers T1rl 	and 
representing the properties already described. 
This atom is approached by a nucleus and as R decreases 
a molecule is formed. The three molecular quantum 
numbers corresponding to the atomic quantum numbers above 
are given thus: 
n = nr 	 (eq 4.2.14) 
= 21 SA  or 215A + 1 	 (eq 4.2.15) 
depending on the existence or otherwise of a symmetry 
node and 
no= Re 
SA 	 (eq 4.2.16) 
As R continues to decrease the system becomes less like 
a molecule and returns to an atom like state, the united 
atom, and the quantum numbers of this new atomic system 
are given thus. 
SA nrUA = 	ne = n, 
UA le - m? = fl,7 = 297 or 
275 + 1 





Now consider the effect on the principle quantum number 
in the separate and united atom limits. 
For the separate atom 
SA 	SA 	SA n = n, ~ 	 + 
 ff, SA  + 1 	(eq 4.2.18) 
and for the united atom in the gerade case 
nuA =nr 	 + 2 
SA + m, 	+ 1 	(eq 4.2.19) SA  
and in the ungerade case 
nUA = nr 	+ 2 	+ m 	+ 2 	(eq 4.2.20) 
Thus, unless 2SA  is zero and the wavefunction 
symmetric, n changes in value. This has been called 
promotion and this effect is of very great importance to 
the construction of accurate diabatic correlation 
diagrams. 
It is this promotion model that provides the key to a 
model which has proved to be of considerable value in 
interpreting electronic excitations in collision 
processes, and it is by these rules that the required 
diabatic correlation diagram may be drawn. 
Table T4.2.1 depicts the correlation of separate 
quantum numbers via the corresponding molecular states to 
the united atom limit. States which experience promotion 
have been pointed out. 
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The same set of rules, described by equations (eq 
4.2.9) (eq 4.2.11) and (eq 4.2.12), may be applied in the 
asymmetric case where the wavefunction is assumed to 
collapse to only one centre, thus an effective increase 
in nodal surfaces is observed, though the actual number 
of nodes may not increase, due to vanishingly small 
contribution from a state on the second centre, as the 
united atom limit is approached. A typical correlation 
diagram for the asymmetric case is depicted in 
Figure F4.2.2 where Za > Zb. 
Also shown in this diagram is the energy shift of 
electronic levels of atomic systems due to Stark shift. 
In the one electron model all states having the same 
principle quantum number have the same energy, i.e. are 
degenerate. In the multi-electron systems normally 
encountered, the electrons are perturbed by 
interelectronic potentials and incomplete shielding, or 
penetration of inner shells by outer shell electrons,, , . - .  
This removes the degeneracy of states of identical 
principle quantum number in both the united and separate 
atom cases; this is the Stark effect. The qualitative 
result of this energy shifting effect can be demonstrated 
in the separation of states in the correlation diagram 
depicted in Fig F4.2.2 . It may be noted that frequently 
the states which are most relaxed due to the Stark effect 
are also those which are strongly promoted in the united 
atom limit - the net result of this is to greatly 
increase the number of interstate crossings particularly 
between a states at large internuclear distances. A 
similar series of crossing close to the united atom limit 
is observed where strong internuclear fields are present 
but these are of limited relevance for large impact 
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Table T4.2.1 
United, Seperate and Molecular Quantum Numbers Correlation 
Promotions are indicated. 





UA M np 
SA 
n. 
 SA SA SA 
1 000 1 	000 isa 1 000 
P. 2 010 2 	010 2pa 1 000 
2 001 2 	001 2pir 2 0.01 
2 100 2 	100 2sa 2 100 
P. 3 110 3 	110 3pa 2 100 
P. 3 020 3 	020 3da 2 010 
P. 3 01]. 2 	011 3d7r 2 001 
3 002 3 	003 3d8 3 002 
3 101 3 	101 3pir 3 101 
3 200 3 	200 3Sa 3 200 
DP. 4 0 3 	0 4 	0 3 0 4fa 2 0 1 0 
P. 4 120 4 	120 4da 3 110 
P. 4 210 4 	210 4pa 3 200 
P. 4 021 4 	021 4dir 3 011 
P. 4 012 4 	012 4f6 3 002 
4 003 4 	003 4fo 4 003 
4 102 4 	102 4d6 4 102 
4 201 4 	201 4p?r 4 201 
4 300 .4 	000 4Sa 4 300 
and so on.. 
= Principle quantum number, other notation as in text. 
P = Promoted., principle quantum number 
DP = Double promoted principle quantum number 
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MO Correlation diagram for slightly asymmetric 
diatomic system A=B. 
The 2p B electron is multiply promoted 
over a short range of internuclear distances 
crossing other states - excitation is possible 
at these crossings 
Fig F4.2.3 
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Energy 
parameter excitations of valence electrons. 
The type of crossings of greatest relevance for the 
charge exchange process observed in the He/Ar system are 
those brought about by electron promotions. 
The removal of the degeneracy of states of identical 
principct- quantum number in poly-electronic systems also 
means that the radial and parabolic quantum numbers nr and 
n,7 are no longer strictly 'good', thus the rules for 
correlation diagram construction in this case may be 
expressed as a close approximation, rather than as the 
exact transposition, of rigorous quantum numbers, where 
although the values of n, the princip(. quantum number 
and 2, the orbital angular momentum quantum number, may 
change from the separate to the united atom limit, the 
value of n-2 is unchanged in both limits and in the 
pseudo-molecular state. 
The effects of electron promotion in atomic collisions 
may readily be seen on examining the general form of the 
correlation diagram for a slightly asymmetric system, 
fig.F4.2.3. The correlations shown in this diagram are 
the same as would be found for a symmetric system, the 
asymmetry mearly allows different orbitals to be readily 
identified. Where an electron undergoes strong 
promotion, for example as a 2p B electron is multiply 
promoted over a small range of internuclear distances 
crossing a number of other states. Coupling can occur at 
these crossings resulting in excitation, such a mechanism 
will be observed experimentally to have a sharp collision 
energy threshold at the point where there is sufficient 
energy for the impact parameter to be reduced to the 
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region where the crossings occur. Other electrons in 
orbitals not so strongly promoted may still be expected 
to undergo excitation where they are crossed by promoted 
orbitals. For instance the 2s B electron in Fig. F4.2.3 
is not promoted, but is crossed by the 3pir orbital, the 
2s B electron, having the character of 3pa, can undergo 
rotational coupling and again excitation may be expected 
to occur, resulting in the transfer of the 2s B electron 
to the 3p A state. Experimentally this will be observed 
to have a much less sharp threshold, rotational coupling 
occurring over a much wider range of internuclear 
distances. 
Given then that this theoretical treatment can readily 
be shown to be consistent with experimental evidence, it 
is apparent that we have a powerful and relatively simple 
model by which to explain observed excitation processes 
in atomic, and by extension of the model, molecular 
collisions. The model has indeed been found to be useful 
in a large number of studies given some modification in 
specific cases. (Bar-76 (Sid-27) (Bre-7511) (Dow-81). 
4.3 	He - Ar Diabatic Correlations. 
We have examined the basic rules for the generation of 
diabatic correlation diagrams for asymmetric diatomic 
systems, we shall now apply these rules to the specific 
case of the He'-Ar collision system. 
Argon in its ground state, as it certainly will after 
cooling in the target nozzle expansion beams system, has 
18 electrons filling the K, L and the 3s and 3p M 
orbitals, giving the 'S state. 
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The first requirement of constructing the correlation 
diagram is that we know the energy of the He is electron 
relative to the Argon valence electrons, and the 
appropriate energies of Ca orbitals, the united atom of 
these two species. Calculations of the relative energies 
of atomic orbitals are readily available (Sla-60) (Lu-
71), and it is found that the energy level of the He is 
orbital lies between the Argon 3s and 3p orbitals and the 
energies of the Ca united atom orbitals are slightly 
lower in energy than the equivalent Ar orbitals. With 
this data we can draw the separate and united atom limits 
for the collision system as shown in fig F4.3.1. 
Now following the rules detailed previously we can make 
the electron correlations required to complete the 
diagram as shown in fig F4.3.2. 
Notice in this basic diagram that the normal 
correlations for the is He electron and the 3p Ar 
electron have been exchanged (compare this with the 
correlations in fig F4.2.3). This is a result of the 
strong asymmetry of the system and the change is called 
swapping. As a general rule in the construction of 
correlation diagrams for asymmetric systems one must 
begin with the correlation diagram for many electrons in 
the field of two slightly differently charged nuclei. 
The electronic levels are then moved to the correct 
positions in terms of relative energy for the system 
being considered. Any two levels which change their 
relative order must be examined, here the He is and the 
Ar 2p have changed their order, as have the He is and the 
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of levels which have the same value of m and n-I, here 
this is the case for the former pair of levels, He is and 
Ar 2p. Where such a pair of levels are found their normal 
correlations are swapped. This swapping is normally/ case 
and it is therfore what would be expected to be observed 
in the He - Ar system. Fig. F4.3.2 therefore is the 
completed correlation diagram for the He-Ar collision 
system, however, the general trends predicted by this 
classification must be compared to those observed 
experimentally. 
One of the first studies to use this system for 
examining He-Ar collisions was that of Brenot et al. 
(Bre-75). The correlation diagram as depicted in Fig. 
F4.3.2 implies that the He atom would be preferentially 
excited as a result of its strong promotion to the 3da a 
orbital. This, however, is totally at odds with the 
experimentally observed fact of strong and almost 
exclusive excitation of Ar, and it was ascertained that 
the pattern of excitation was largely consistent with the 
strong promotion of the outer 3p Ar electrons. 
Brenot proposed that the He-Ar system could be better 
explained by a correlation diagram based on the He-Ne 
system they had also studied, in this system the level 
swapping discussed above does not arise. Thus a 
correlation diagram was proposed which contained an 
avoided crossing of the 3da and 3pa diabatic molecular 
orbitals, for at least low velocities (<3 key), as a 
result of the observed very low probability for 
transition between these MO's. This view was confirmed 
by the study of Sidis and co-workers when they examined 
the He-Ar collision system (Sid-77). (It has long been 
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accepted that the experimental results of ion-atom 
collision systems are more accurately accounted for by 
the same correlation diagrams of the equivalent neutral 
systems than by using energy levels generated by 
considering the ionic states). Sidis observed a very low 
cross section for charge exchange from the Ar 3p orbital 
into the He is orbital again implying the crossing 
between the related diabatic molecular orbitals was 
avoided. Thus a new correlation diagram was drawn to 
account for these observations, see Fig. F4.3.3 which 
includes the shape of the diabatic energy levels. 
Here the 3da - 3pa crossing discussed in the text is 
avoided, this is rationalised by considering the He is 
orbital effectively as a core orbital and thus cannot 
cross the filled 3p orbital of the Argon. Thus, the 
crossing is avoided and the 3p orbital of Argon promoted. 
Having constructed this diagram single electron 
correlations in the He - Ar system, we can further 
develop the model by using this as a basis on which to 
construct a diabatic correlation diagram for many 
electron states in this system. 
The diagram, fig F4.3.4 has been constructed in the 
following way. First consider the lowest energy separate 
atom system, namely He (1s2 ) and Ar(2p5 ). From the 
diabatic correlation diagram we see that the two is 
electrons of the He atom will correspond to the two 3p 
mi=o electrons of the united Ca atom, note the crossing 
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Fig F4.3.4 
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The orbitals to which the 3p electrons of the Argon ion 
correspond depends on whether the odd, unpaired electron 
is in a ir or a MO forming orbital. If it is the former 
then a 2  MO is formed, according to the normal rules of 
constructing diatomic MO's, hence the a forming pair, 
xtt2=o, will correlate to the 3d orbital of the Ca united 
atom, putting two electrons in that orbital. The three 
remaining electrons are then correlated to positions in 
the Ca 3p orbital giving a final united atom state of Ca 
(2p5 ) ( 3d2 ) via a 21r  molecular orbital. 
If, however, it is a a NO forming electron that is 
unpaired, then only this electron will be correlated to 
the Ca 3d orbital via a 2E molecular orbital. while the 
remaining four Ar 3p electrons fill the remaining 
vacancies in the Ca 3p orbital 
This procedure is then repeated for each of the 
separate atom states of interest. Because there are so 
many states in which the (Ar-He) + quasi-molecule could 
potentially be found, it is normal practice to represent 
related states, for example, those with an identical 
core, as band series. This is represented in the diagram 
as a broad block of related NO states bound at high and 
low energy by the limiting states of the series, for 
example, the C series representing molecular states which 
terminate at the. united atom with a filled 3p shell plus 
one other electron is bound by a molecular state 
corresponding to 3p 6 4s in the united atom, and at the 
upper extreme by a state correspondingto doubly ionised 
Ca with a full 3p shell. 
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4.4 Excitation Mechanisms in He - Ar Collisions. 
With the construction of this molecular state 
correlation diagram, we have completed the modelling of 
the He Ar collision system and we can begin to use both 
the diabatic MO correlation diagram and the multi-
electron molecular state diabatic correlation diagram to 
interpret our observed experimental results in terms of 
the mechanisms of electron transitions. 
Sidis et al employed this scheme to interpret the 
excitation of argon ions and neutrals in their paper on 
inelastic ion collisions of He and Ar (Sid-77), the third 
in a series of three dealing with rare gas collision 
processes. By employing energy loss measurements on 
helium ions and neutrals they were able to identify 
various groups of excited states in the argon collision 
partner, although for the most part resolution 
limitations made the observations of individual states 
impossible. However, they were able to propose a number 
of probable important mechanisms operating in the 
collisions by use of MO correlation diagrams based on the 
Barat and Lichten model and incorporating Brenot's 
modifications. Sidis et al furthered their experimental 
observations by including in their paper a series of ab 
initio calculations based on the lowest combination of 
atomic orbitals, self consistent field theory and Slater 
type orbital-molecular orbital approximations. 
There were two principle mechanisms proposed to be 
operating in valence electron excitation and charge 
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exchange excitation in the He-Ar collision system, both 
may be readily understood in terms of the diabatic MO 
diagram and the multi-electron diabatic molecular state 
diagrams already discussed and it is worth examining each 
of these mechanisms in some detail the states of the 
united atom. 
First of all consider the process termed diabatic I 
(Bren-75) this may be summarised as being the result of a 
filled and promoted incident orbital crossing an empty 
MO, one and two electron transitions between the two MO 
can occur, resulting in excitation of one or both 
collision species at the separate atom limit. This 
process has been found to be of primary importance in 
explaining the high degree of excitation observed in 
valence electrons (M shell) in heavy particle neutral 
systems.. 
In the argon-helium neutral system this type of 
excitation is represented by the promotion of the 3da MO 
fig. F4.3.3, which is of course filled, which results in 
a crossing with the empty 4sa MO thus excitation to this 
orbital may reasonably be expected. Note that MO 
crossing depicted in the single electron based MO 
diabatic correlation diagram gives only a qualitative 
description of the expected process. In a real collision 
the transition implied by the MO diagram must be 
transferred to the molecular state diagram fig. F4.3.4 
where the single MO crossing is translated into a series 
of state crossings. Only the molecular states describing 
the electronic system as a whole are involved in the real 
collision process. 
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Secondly, consider the effect of an unfilled or 
partially filled MO at a low lying level, in the case of 
the He-Ar system the 3pa orbital arising from the He is 
orbital. This initial vacancy becomes a 3p vacancy in 
the molecule and the united atom. The 3pa orbital is 
less strongly promoted than the higher energybut filled,  
MO'S resulting in a core excited configuration which, 
typically, is strongly repulsive. This core excited 
state crosses a series of Rydberg states with a ground 
state core where two electron rearrangements are promoted 
as a result of core relaxation. This type of mechanism 
has been termed the Diabatic II mechanism, and it will 
clearly be of significance to our studies of 
ion-atom/molecule collisions, and the notable differences 
between excitation observed in neutral species and 
ion-neutral species collisions can readily be ascribed to 
its effects. 
To confirm the validity of these mechanisms, consider 
the predicted processes with those experimentally 
observed in the He Ar system. The entrance channel of 
this system is, of course, the B 2E state depicted in the 
many electron state correlation diagram, Fig. F4.3.4. 
The first crossing involving the Diabatic II mechanism 
would be with the low states of the C series. The lowest 
state of this series, C 2E, correlates directly to the 
separate atom states He 12  and Ar+* 3p 4 ('D)4s. The C 
series representing a band of Rydberg states terminating 
at Ca 2+  and possessing a ground state core. Thus, as has 
been described, a two electron process is expected, 
resulting from core relaxation, and considerable 
excitation of Ar+*  to states with a 	core is expected. 
This radial coupling resulting:in the excited Ar susequent 
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to charge exchange is one of the principle mechanisms 
operating in He-Ar collisions in this energy range and 
may summarised notationally thus: 
He 4 (ls) + Ar(3p6 ) [ B2E]-----+ He(ls 2 ) + Ar(3p4 ,nl) (C2E) DII(a). 
For ease of reference we will call this process DII(a). 
Note the higher C series states cross the D and E state 
series; these higher C states may differ from the D and 
E states by only one core electron, and so a crossing 
would only require a [He-Ar] 2' core rearrangement. The 
predicted interaction may then be considerable, resulting 
in an avoided crossing between the high C states and the 
D, E states. This would result in a reduction in the 
degree of excitation of the higher Ar+*  (3p4 ,nfl states in 
favour of excitation of the neutral species. He*('s,nfl 
or Ar*(3p5'nfl. This was found to be the case by the Sidis 
study. Indeed, a very similar picture is evidenced in 
the case of He Ne collisions (Bar-76) except that even 
the lowest C state crosses the D E series; in that case, 
the intensity of Ne+*  excitation is much reduced compared 
with Ar+* excitation observed in the He-Ar system, while 
Ne* or the He* excitation is more predominant than Ar* 
excitation, although the latter is still observed as has 
been described at the expense of excitation of Ar+*  higher 
states. Thus, the observation of He* , Ar* and  Ar+*  with 'D 
and 'S cores is to be expected, and as they arise from the 
same initial process, i.e. diabatic II mechanisms 
resulting from B-#C state crossings, the behaviour of the 
respective cross sections for these excitations are 
expected to be broadly similar. Experimentally this is 
observed (Sid-77) and these excitations do predominate in 
the behaviour of the He Ar collision induced excitations 
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at moderate energies. 
How then does this analysis affect our observations of 
strong excitation of Ar+*  states with a 3P core? Since 
the argon ion species we observe are not members of the 
important C series (singlet core), excitation of these 
states is not directly linked to the principle 
Diabatic 11(a) mechanism involving B+C state crossings, 
and as would be expected the cross sectional behaviour, 
in terms of its threshold behaviour and variation with 
respect to incident collision energy, differs 
considerably from that of those processes resulting in 
the excitation of 'S and 'D core Ar+*  (Isl-74) (Lip-71), 
this tends to suggest that the former results from some 
mechanism unrelated to the main DII(a) channel and is not 
a by-product of it. Furthermore, since no modification 
of the Ar 3pir 4 core is involved in the B-C crossing, the 
mechanism being exchange of an Ar 3pa 2 into the He ls 
orbital and promotion of the remaining Ar 3pa electron, a 
triplet ( 3P) core could not result. Returning to the 
state correlation diagram, fig F4.4.1 shows the relevant 
area of the of the multi electron correlation diagram in 
greater detail. The two excited states we are concerned 
with are the 2D° and 2P° states of Ar, combining these 
with the 'S state of, post collision, neutral Helium 
reveals that the molecular states which may be formed by 
this pair are 2E, 2  and 2 in the case of 2 D° Art , and 2E 
and 2 in the case of 2P° according to the application of 
the normal symmetry rules (Her-66) (Sal. ). Of these 
states the 2 and 2  of 2D° Ar+* have symmetry which can 
not mix with the B state ( 2E) or the C states ( 2E). The 
position of these states relative to the entrance channel 
and the C series states is shown in fig F4.4.1. From this 
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diagram and consideration of the resulting symmetry of 
the 2P° state in combination with He 2S we see that direct 
radial coupling to the incident channel can occur since 
both have 2E symmetry. However the position of the 
crossing of this channel lies above the first crossing of 
the C series states which results in the post collision 
species of He [is 2 ] and Ar+* [3p 4 ('D)4s']. Thus we could 
reasonably expect to observe charge exchange and 
excitation directly to the 2P° state of Ar as a result of 
a diabatic II process, although this process would be 
weaker than the competing processes resulting in ( 1D) 
core Ar+*. This then is the first mechanism which may be 
operating and it may be summarised notationally thus: 
He(is) + Ar(3p 6 ) [ B'E] ----p He( 1S2) + Ar(3p4 ( 3P),4p) 	DII(b) 
For ease of reference we will call this process DII(b). 
This mechanism does not explain the population of the 2D° 
state of Art , the symmetry of those species, 2-, 2,1 and 
2 
forbids radial coupling with the entrance channel and 
therefore we are required to identify a second process to 
account for their presence this will certainly be a two 
stage process. 
From the symmetry of the 2D° states it is clear that a 
rotational coupling mechanism will have to be invoked at 
some stage if a diabatic II route is to be found, and 
thus we are led to search for states which can couple in 
this way. as well relating more directly to the entrance 
channel. The first state which is an obvious candidate 
for such coupling is the 	state we have just discussed 
terminating in He (1s 2 ) and Ar 2P° . Rotational coupling 
between this state and the 2,1  symmetry state of He (1s2)+ 
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Ar 2D° is of course possible (tiO=+l) also the rotational 
coupling between these states, although less efficient 
than radial coupling as is normal, will be relatively 
strong since the two states remain close in energy over a 
considerable range of internuclear distances see Fig 
F4.3.4. This mechanism is very attractive as a 
description of our observations as not only does it 
supply a credible route from the entrance channel to the 
states we observe but it also explains two of the main 
features of our data. First of all this mechanism 
explains the unexpected relative population of the two 
argon ion states, as was noted the 2O312 - 2p112 transition 
was found to be 2 to 2.5 times more intense than the 
- 2P3,2 transitions. If the 2P° state of Ar results 
from a radial coupling process, mechanism DII(a), then it 
is reasonable to expect efficient population of that 
state. Likewise if the 2D° state results from a rotational 
coupling process then a smaller relative population of 
that state would normally be expected. Secondly the 
constancy of the population ratio of the 2P° and 2D° states 
across the full range of collision energies observed is 
explained by this mechanism, as the population of the 2D° 
state is dictated by the population of the 2P° state from 
which it deriqes. 
This route to the 2D° state may be summarised notationaly 
thus: 
DII(b)--* Ar 2P° + He 'S ['E]= 	Ar (3p4 ,4p) 2D° + He 'S [ 2 7r] 
where -- means radial coupling and == mean rotational 
coupling. 
For ease of reference we will call this mechanism DII(c). 
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This proposed mechanism appears very attractive however 
we must continue to examine all other possibilities, 
either to eliminate them, or to identify possible 
competing or complimentary processes. 
The second main mechanism which we can reasonably expect 
to encounter in this collision system is the Diabatic I 
mechanism. To assess the possibilities of such 
interactions consider how the DI mechanism arises. 
Looking at the single electron correlation diagram Fig 
4.3.3 it can be seen that diabatic I transitions are a 
result of the promotion of the 3da MO arising from the Ar 
4p orbital. The 3da MO correlates in the UA limit to the 
3d orbital of Ca t . Excitations occur when an electron in 
this 3da MO is transferred to another orbital at a 
crossing. Such crossings are frequent when an MO is 
strongly promoted, and transfer to higher Rydberg MO's 
occurs readily. Both one and two electron transitions may 
be observed in the general case. 
Examining fig. F4.3.4 it is apparent that the next 
nearest series of states to the entrance channel is the D 
and E series. The D series terminating at the SA limit in 
Ar and He* (ls,nfl and the E series terminating in He 
and Ar*. If we consider the symmetry of D series states 
asymptotic to the products He (ls,rii) Ar (3p5 ) 2P° we find 
they have symmetries of 2E, 2, or 2E (2), 2E, 2,1  (2), 
2, 
depending on the state of the He* species, as well as 
quartet states. Therefore direct radial coupling can 
occur between the entrance channel and .the states with 2E 
symmetry. In the Sidis study (Sid-77) the products of 
coupling, by a DI mechanism, between the B entrance 
channel and the D,E and F bands are observed.  
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States corresponding to those which would arise from 
Ar in the excited states we observed in our experiments 
combined with He*  have been included in fig F4.3.4 we can 
see the positions of the states asymptotic to 
(3p4 1 4p') 2P ° , 2D° + He*ls,nl are higher in energy than the 
united atom limit of the B 2  entrance channel, thus there 
is no actual crossing between the entrance channel and 
the states of interest to us. However if there is strong 
coupling between the B state and D/E series or between 
the B state and the F series then population of the 2P° , 2 D° 
states of Ar can still occur by means of secondary 
couplings between those states and specific states of the 
D,E or F series. In particular population of 2D° Ar 
(3p4 1 4p') could occur as a result of rotational coupling 
between this state and the 2+  symmetry state arising from 
He* (ls,nl) + Ar (3p 5), which as has been shown may be 
populated directly from the entrance channel. This 
mechanism appears quite possible and may be summarised 
notationally thus: 
He(ls) + Ar(3p6 ) [ B'E]--' He*(ls,nl) + Ar 4 (3p5 ) (2P°) [2+] 
followed by rotational coupling thus 
==4 He*(ls,nl) + Ar(3p 4 4p 1 ) { 2D° } 
This mechanism will be referred to as Diabatic 1(a) or 
DI(a) and is shown schematically in fig F4.4.2 
The attractiveness of a mechanism involving the DI is 
increased as it has been shown that 2p0  and 2 D excitation 
not exhibit a sharp threshold whereas this is the case 
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for states with a 	or 'S core (Isl -71) (Lip-71). This 
is consistent with the behaviour we would expect to 
observe if excitation of 3P core states occurred at a 
smaller internuclear radius than those states excited as 
a result of the DII mechanism. In the latter case, 
excitation occurs at the internuclear distance of closest 
approach of the 3pa and 4sc orbitals (Fig. F4.3.3), 
around 3-4 a 0 . This value of internuclear separation is 
easily reached in low energy collisions and thus above a 
certain energy, approximately 20 eV in this case, (Lip-
71), a threshold for excitation is observed. For 
processes resulting from a mechanism occurring at smaller 
internuclear distances we expect to observe less 
excitation at low energies and a less distinct threshold. 
This is precisely the behaviour observed for 2P0 , 2D° state 
emission both here and in previous studies (Lip-71). 
This mechanism however does not allow the population of 
the 2P° Ar(3p 5 ,4p') state we have observed, although a 
third interaction may possibly produce the population of 
this state this could only be a very weak process and 
certainly would not produce the higher population of the 
2P° compared with 2D° Ar we observe. If, on the other hand 
population of 2P° Ar occurred by some similar, but not 
directly related mechanism then the constancy of the 
population ratio across the collision energy range 
observed would be difficult to adequately explain. This 
becomes an even more difficult problem if we are to 
suggest that 2D° and 2P° Ar (3p4 ,4p') are populated by 
completely difficult and unrelated processes. 
Having identified these main processes as the most 
likely direct routes the 2P° and 20  states it is worth 
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considering the possible indirect routes which may 
operate in this system. The first and most important is 
certainly cascade. At the end of the previous chapter the 
possibility for cascade was reviewed in general terms. 
Now having seen which states are strongly populated in He 
Ar collisions it is possible to be more specific, thus it 
is worth while to briefly recap on the possible cascade 
processes which may make some contribution to the 
excitation we have observed. It is clear both from 
previous studies of this system (Sdi-77) (Lip-71) that 
predominately doublet states with 'D and 'S cores are 
excited. For efficient cascade, and given the brief 
observation time of the target species allowed 
experimentally and cascade would have to be efficient to 
have an influence on our observations, it is reasonable 
to expect the upper state will be fairly close in energy 
to the terminal states. Again it is the 'S 'D core states 
which fulfil this criteria, the nearest in energy being 
the Ar (3p 4 ['D] 3d) and (3p4 ['S] 3d) 2D configurations, 
both in 2D and 2P states. Most of these states were 
eliminated from consideration as the possible source of 
cascade for two reasons, first cascade, from these states 
would necessarily require core relaxation and as has 
been noted such processes are generally very weak, 
secondly when each of the core excited states was 
examined in view of the known data it was generally found 
that the relative intensities of emission to the 2pU  and 
2D° states of different X value were at variance to the 
populations of these X values implied in our spectral 
data. Neither of these reasons should be considered 
inviolable and so it seems very possible that some 
contribution to the population of our states occurs via 
cascade processes although the identification of the 
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states from which it arises is impossible purely by 
consideration of the simplest spectroscopic rules. A full 
spectroscopic study would be required for identification 
of the source of any cascade beyond the likelihood that 
it is from the nearest neighbouring excited core states. 
Finally there is one more possible indirect source of 
state excitation which we must briefly consider, that of 
auto-ionisation. Normally doubly excited states are 
extremely unstable with respect to auto-ionisation, this, 
in turn, means that auto-ionisation is a rapid process 
and where double excitation occurs, provided sufficient 
energy is available, there will be strong coupling to 
continuum states and ionisation, which may be followed by 
ion spectral emission could be observed within the short 
time within which we observe the target species before 
they exit the collision zone. Auto-ionising states were 
observed to be excited by Sidis, and by other researchers 
(Bau-70) for example the excitation of Ar**  (3p 4 ['D] 4s 2 ), 
resulting from two electron excitation as part of a DI 
mechanism. Conceivably such a process could result in the 
excitation of 3P core Ar states. For auto-ionisation to 
occur double excitation to-'. - 	eV ionisation 
limit must be achieved, for the specific states of 
interest to us at least a further 1.97 eV must be 
available to populate the 2P° 2D° states after auto-
ionisation. This requires that in total some 17.7 eV be 
transferred to the target species. This in the sub key 
collision energy region is a very substantial amount of 
energy and already this mechanism begins to loose its 
attraction as an explanation for 2P° 2D° Ar excitation as 
processes requiring such a large transfer of energy are 
likely to be weak in this collision energy range. 
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Furthermore, Sidis in the 1977 paper looking at the He Ar 
system (Sid-77) gives an energy loss graph for He+ 
subsequent to collisions with Ar at 200 and 400 eV, there 
is clearly little He energy loss above 16 eV, while we 
have shown that population of 2p0 2D° states of Ar is 
substantial at that collision energy. Thus although auto-
ionisation is a possible source of a contribution to the 
population of lower ion states it seems very unlikely 
that the large population of the 2P° and 2D° levels of 
interest to us could be brought about in this way. 
4.5 	Conclusion 
The experimental work described in this chapter was 
carried out as an initial test of the beam generation, 
detection and recording apparatus. The He 4 Ar collision 
was selected for study as it was a relatively simple 
system on which there was a substantial amount of 
literature available. Our experiments proved that the 
experimental apparatus was operating satisfactorily and 
we were able to observe the same excitation processes as 
had been previously reported, also the spectral 
intensities of emission lines studied were broadly in 
line with those described by other research groups. 
Our attention was particularly attracted to the strong 
emission of the 2P° and 2D° states of Ar4 (3p4 [ 3P]4p'). The 
production of these states had also been noted in 
previous studies of the He Ar collision system but to our 
knowledge no satisfactory explanation of the excitation 
mechanism from which they resulted had been provided, 
other than that cascade may be of importance in their 
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population. We therefore conducted a detailed examination 
of the emission arising from these states and in 
particular. the variations in the ratios of the line 
intensities with respect to collision energy. This 
revealed a striking consistency in the ratio of 
excitation for the two states suggesting that a common 
mechanism was operating in their population. Also the 
value of the population ratio of the two states as 
implied by the relative emission intensities was not in 
the expected statistical ratio. Given these facts we 
first examined the published data tables on the Ar 
spectrum in order to identify any states which were 
likely to produce the effects we observed by cascade 
alone. This failed to reveal any obvious candidates and 
thus we were led to question the cascade hypothesis as 
the so(esource of 2P° , 2D° population. Thus we examined in 
greater detail the possible sources of direct collisional 
excitation for these states. 
By employing the Barat and Lichten rules for diabatic 
electron correlations we were able to construct accurate 
correlation diagrams for the single electron case and for 
the many electron system. By the logical application of 
the diagrams it was possible to identify possible 
mechanisms which would result in the excitation we have 
observed. 
The two most likely routes to the population of the Ar 
(3p4 ( 3P° ) 4p') 2P° and 2D° states are as follows first of 
all the diabatic 11(b) mechanism populates the 2P° state 
by radial coupling, in competition with population of the 
C series states with 1S and 'D cores by a very similar 
mechanism. The 2D° state is then populated by rotational 
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coupling with the 2P° state, the diabatic 11(c) mechanism. 
Alternatively the 2D° state of Ar may be populated as a 
result of rotational coupling to the 2P° state of Ar (3p 5 ) 
as we have seen above by the diabatic 1(a) mechanism 
while population of the 2P° state of Ar (3p 4 [ 3P] 4p') 
occurs by some other route (possibly by the DII(b) 
mechanism). As we have seen both these principle 
mechanisms can explain some of the features of excitation 
behaviour we have observed, but neither fully accounts 
for all features by itself. It is likely then that both, 
these processes, and quite possibly more are operating to 
some degree, however more data would be required to 
define the relative importance of all the possible 
mechanisms. 
More complex mechanisms could also be operating however 
with the limited data available to us there is little to 
be gained in theorising on the possibilities of multiple 
couplings and increasingly obscure and unlikely routes to 
excitation. 
It has been found that cascade, if it occurs, must 
result from decay from the higher -1D and 'S core Ar 
states. Normally this would be expected to be a weak 
process however these states are the major products of He 
Ar collisions and as such a significant contribution may 
be made to the 2P° and 2D° levels in this way. It is 
impossible to identify the likely path of such cascade 
processes however from the normal considerations we 
expect that any significant contribution will arise from 
those singlet core states closest in energy to the 
triplet core states of interest. Thus it should be 
possible to determine the extent of cascade if further 
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spectroscopic studies were to be carried out. Finally 
auto-ionising states have been considered as a source of 
population for the 2P° and 2D° levels. It has been shown 
that although a contribution could be made in this way 
the total effect of auto-ionising states will be small 
and certainly insufficient to account entirely for the 
relatively high population of the lower ion states. 
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CHAPTER 5 
The HC1 - He Collision System: Experimental. 
5.1 Background 
To further develop the range of collision systems 
observed it was decided that the excitation of HC1 
resulting from fast Helium ion impact should be 
investigated. There were a number of factors which made 
this a potentially attractive experimental system. A 
literature search revealed that very little work had been 
done using HC1 as a collision partner with any rare gas 
ions and those studies which had been undertaken were 
rather less sophisticated than it would be possible for 
us to achieve. From a purely practical point of view, 
the spectroscopy of the HC1 molecule and ion lends itself 
well to the limitations of our optical analysis 
equipment, with the vibrational level separation in all 
atomic and singly ionised states being comparatively wide 
thus ensuring any fluorescence observed with vibrational 
structure would be easily resolved, similarly, the 
multiplet splitting in appropriate excited states is 
again quite large and hence easily resolved. Finally, 
because of the nature of the HC1 molecule, i.e. a small 
hydrogen atom bound to the comparatively large and heavy 
Cl atom, it was foreseen that there was likely to be 
comparatively little rotational excitation of the 
molecule, thus avoiding another source of spectral 
broadening. 
HC1 is of course isoelectronic with Argon which we had 
already studied (each with an atomic number of 18) and 
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their ionisation energies (12.74 - 15.22 eV respectively) 
are similar, so the possibility that we may be able to 
draw comparisons between the two systems also arose. 
Finally the use of HC1 as a target gas introduced some 
interesting practical experimental problems in terms of 
gas handling and control which would allow us to develop 
and test the full potential of our gas mixing and 
delivery apparatus, it was generally felt that this would 
supply both useful experimental experience and generate 
valuable data on the scope of the experimental apparatus. 
Very little work has been undertaken with respect to 
the collision spectroscopy of HCl. The only previous 
study of the He - ' HC1 system of which we are aware, was 
carried out in the 1970's by M. J. Haugh (Hau-72) and 
(Hau-73), and by Haugh in co-operation with B. Schneider 
and A. Smith in 1974 (Hau-74). The salient points of 
these papers may be summarised as follows. 
In his first paper Haugh examined the production of 
excited states in HC1 and HBr by collisions with He. He 
made observations of the spectrum of HCl of the region 
200 nm to 600 nm and reported the appearance of a 
strongly non Franck Condon distribution in emission. In 
particular, he noted that the intensity of the (0.0) 
vibration line of the A 2E state to the X2 ir ion ground 
state was greatly in excess, compared to the intensity of 
higher vibrational lines of the A state. The greater 
bond length of the A ion state compared to the X neutral 
state (ROA+=1.514 x10_ 8  cmR0x l.274 x10 8cm ) implies that 
the Franck-Condon factors' for excitation of the A ion 
state from the ground neutral state would favour 
population of the higher vibrational levels. Thus one 
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would expect to observe an approximately Poisson 
distribution of intensities for emission from an envelope 
of upper vibrational levels rather than a strong 
preference for any single level. Haugh did propose, 
however, that it was possible to observe a distribution 
more acceptable in terms of the expected F.C. 
distribution where the pressure of the HC1 target gas, in 
the gas cell system he used, was sufficiently low (of the 
order of 5 x 10 Torr). This he interpreted as 
demonstrating the existence of a complex intermediate 
which could exist in collisions with He at higher 
pressures resulting in preferential population of the A 2E 
v'= 0 level. This intermediate, he proposed, involved a 
highly reactive species involving two neutral molecules. 
He made no suggestions as to the nature of this species, 
nor could he offer any explanation as to the mechanism by 
which this intermediate could result in the excitation of 
only the A v'= 0 level. 
In his 1973 paper, Haugh re-examines this problem 
pointing out that a similar non F.C. distribution was 
observed in the molecular ion A state resulting from 
excitation by He metastables at thermal energies in 
Penning ionisation studies (Ric 1 71). Thus, he proposes 
that the reactive intermediate discussed in his first 
paper was a helium metastable He*, i.e. He2 3S or He 2 1S, 
although he presents no direct evidence for their 
presence. The highest ratio of the intensity of the 0-0 
transition to the 1-0 transition was 3.6, rather greater 
than the value of 2.2 reported for the thermal metastable 
excitation process. This effect Haugh ascribed to the 
fact that any metastables produced in his apparatus would 
have an energy of 2.5 key. This interpretation 
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introduces a number of problems, a point conceded by 
Haugh. First of all the observation of excitation which 
is not Franck-Condon in Penning ionisation is rare, 
examples where this does occur have been interpreted as 
resulting from the formation of a metastable-molecule 
complex which exists for several vibrational periods 
producing an adjustment of the nuclei to a new 
equilibrium inter-nuclear separation. However, at 
energies of 2.5 key, it would be unlikely for such a 
complex to be formed. This requires that the forces 
exerted on the HBr or the HC1 molecules studied, by the 
He* metastable, be quite exceptionally large to account 
for the observed effect, even at large impact parameters. 
Finally, the cross-section for the excitation process by 
high energy metastables implied in this treatment is not 
only high, but is equivalent to the value encountered in 
thermal energy processes, this again is fairly 
unexpected, although not unique. 
The implication of Haugh study is clear either the 
interaction of He' 4 with HC1 is a highly unusual one, or 
alternatively, there is a different mechanism resulting 
in the unusual distribution of vibrational levels in the 
upper excited state. 
The final paper mentioned in this' series is a study of 
the transition moment of HC1", DC1' 4 and HBr'4 , studied by 
ion beam excitation, it contained a considerable amount 
of useful spectroscopic data, however, nothing new was 
added to expand or clarify the details of Haugh's 
proposed excitation mechanism of HC1 by He. 
Clearly then, there remains some confusion as to the 
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exact process occurring in this system. Thus, it was 
believed that it may be-possible to clarify the route by 
which HC1 A state excitation occurs by observing this 
process in the experimental apparatus available to us. 
In our system we can observe specific single collision 
effects and thus we are at an advantage in that secondary 
effects and processes may easily be eliminated and hence 
our observations are considerably simplified. Our initial 
intention was to study the A2E ion state emission, 
resulting from collisions with He, at a single collision 
energy over a broad range of wavelengths thus building a 
complete spectrum. This would be analysed carefully with 
particular care being given to the vibrational 
distribution observed. This would be compared to the 
known Franck-Condon factors which apply in this system in 
order to confirm that the expected FC distribution was 
observed in transitions in this system. The next stage 
was to be a full investigation of the energy dependence 
of this charge exchange process and on the basis of these 
results it was hoped that it would be possible elucidate 
further the detailed mechanisms by which this process 
occurred. Finally it was hoped that we may obtain 
sufficient data on the He'-HCl collision system to make 
further comments on the likely mechanisms observed by 
Haugh which resulted in non FC distributions in the A 2E 
state emissions at high target cell pressures. 
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5.2 The HCl A 2Z - X2 ,r 112 , 312 Spectrum 
A series of experiments were conducted in which we 
observed collisions between He and HC1 at a constant beam 
energy and observed a series of overlapping spectral 
windows both lower and higher in energy than the one 
containing the v'-'v'' (0,0) transition. 
The total ion beam current and photon counts were 
monitored and this, along with the overlapping of 
sequential spectra allowed us to scale the whole spectra 
and thus a complete and accurate spectra could be built 
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The experimental conditions for this series of 
observations are broadly outlined in Table T5.2.1, (of 
course, specific lens voltages were adjusted according to 
the required beam energy as outlined in chapter two where 
the apparatus is described in full). One feature which 
differed from previous experiments was the use of a 
seeded target beam. This was necessary due to the highly 
toxic and corrosive effects of HC1 gas which made the 
pumping of large volumes of this material unacceptable. 
Thus small concentrations of HC1 gas were mixed with 
larger flows of He prior to being introduced to the 
target gas line. Care was taken to ensure full diffusion 
would occur before the target nozzle was reached. Thus it 
was unlikely that any substantial clustering effects 
could occur in the target beam. 
Table T5.2.2 lists the central position at which each 
spectrum was recorded both in grating rotation and 




Emission of HCl A2E resulting from collision with He at 
1000 eV 
The Source 
He source gas line pressure = 1.98 mr 
Filament current 	 = 6.5 Amp 
Bias voltage 	 = 200 V 
Discharge current 	 = 80 mA 
Typical ion beam current = 1.5 to 2.5 x lO Amp 
at the collision zone 
The Lens Power Supply Values 
Extraction lens system 	= 4 kV (to chain) 
Energy analysis supply = 499V 
Ion optics system supply 	= 6.8 kV (to chain) 
3. The Target Beam 
He carrier gas line pressure = 
He carrier gas line flow = 
HC1 target as line pressure = 
HC1 target gas line flow = 
1.5 Bar 
457 scczn 1 (corrected) 
1.8 Bar 
16 sccm' (corrected) 
Target pulsar frequency 	= 33 Hz 
Target pulsar open time = 0.89 ms' 
4. Spectroscopic Recording Conditions 
Signal gate open time 	 = 0.9 ms 
Signal gate delay rel. to target pulse = 1.1 ms 
Noise gate open time = 0.9 ins 
Noise gate delay rel. to target pulse = 20 ins 
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Slit Horizontal Position = 9165 DVM = 4mm from target dump 
Slit Width 	 = 540 DVN = 0.6 mm width 
Grating focus position = 0 DVM 
Data collection 	= 1000 blocks per run 
Grating position focus = 0 DVM 
Data Collection 	= 500 blocks 
Duration of Observation 	33 mins (Typical) 
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Table T5.2.2 
Grating Rotational Position and Equivalent Central 
Wavelength for Each Spectrum Recorded. 
Spectrum Grating Position Central Wavelength (nm) 
HC1IK A 235 351.8 
HCLIK B 231 348.7 
HCLIK C 223 341.9 
HCLIK D 213 READ ERROR 
HCLIK E 205 326.4 
HCLIK F 195 316.8 
HCLIK H 187 309.6 
HCLIK I 200 321.7 
HCLIK J 218 READ ERROR 
HCLIK K 243 359.1 
HCLIK L 250 357.6 
HCLIK N 258 364.9 
HCLIK N 268 380.7 
HCLIK 0 280 392.0 
HCLIK P 290 400.8 
READ ERROR - This denotes a failure in the computer 
data collection system, thus data from 
these spectra were lost. 
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Table T5.2.3 
The Total Ion Beam Current and Total Time for Each 
Spectrum Recorded 
Coulomb Secs 
Spectrum Total Ion Beam Total Time 
HCLII< A 3.894 x iO 2190 
HCLIK B 6.648 x 10 1968 
HCLIK C 3.846 x 10 1938 
HCLIK D 4.854 x 10 2046 
HCLIK E 3.269 x 10 2004 
HCLIK F 3.755 x 10 1998 
HCLIK H 3.016 x 10 2352 
HCLII( I 2.741 x 10 2124 
HCLIK J 3.560 x 10 2268 
HCLIK K 3.404 x 10 2112 
HCLIK L 3.030 x 10 2262 
HCLI1( M 5.196 x 10 1980 
HCLIK N 3.144 x 10 1704 
HCLIK 0 2.700 x 10 1722 
HCLIK P 2.766 x 10 1992 
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collection time and total ion beam flux recorded during the 
observation time. 
Thus a series of spectra were obtained between the 
wavelengths of 300 and 410nm. Since each individual spectriu 
contained at least one peak which also appeared in the 
neighbouring spectra it was possible to scale each of them 
to a common standard with reasonable accuracy. Thus the 
series of spectra could be superimposed resulting in a 
single spectrum over a llOnm range. Although this method 
could not be accurate in absolute terms it was sufficient 
to allow the identification of specific regions of interest 
where particularly strong or unusual emission occurred. The 
spectrum recorded in this manner is depicted in Fig.F5.2.1 
along with the identification of the various features 
observed. Table T5.2.4 lists 	 the wavelength and 
intensity of each line clearly observed. 
Examining the spectrum it may be seen that under 
conditions which eliminate secondary collisions, we 
observed not the Franck-Condon distribution Haugh claimed 
to have observed under low pressure single collision 
conditions, in which the intensity of the (1,0) lines would 
be of greater intensity than the (0,0) lines, but the same 
predominance of the (0,0) A-X ion state transition observed 
by Haugh at higher (5 x 10 Torr) target gas pressures in 
his gas cell based system. There are, of course, a number 
of possible explanations for this observation and a 
considerable amount of further experimentation was required 
to eliminate each possible effect that could generate a 
misleading result, great care being taken to ensure that no 
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Identification, Wavelength and Intensity of Lines 
Observed in HCL A 2E Emission Spectra Shown if Fig F5.2.1. 
Line Identification A Intensity 
(V 1 ,v3 11 ) (nm) (arbitrary units) 
(1 1 0 3 ,2 ) 333.9 25 
(1 1 0 1 , 2 ) 341.2 21 
(0 1 0 3/2 ) 351.4 115 
(0 1 0 1 ,2 ) 359.9 110 
(0 1 1 3/2 ) 386.7 not sufficiently 




(0 1 1 1/2 ) 396.5 
Note:- (1) Of particular interest is the intensity ratio 
between the (0,0) lines and the (1,0) lines, the 
ratio is approximately 5:1 with the (0,0) lines 
being the stronger. This is at variance with the 
Franck Condon principle which predicts that the 
(1,0) lines should be the more intense of the two 
emissions, as will be shown in the text. 
(2) The intensities of the (0,1) bands are not 
recorded as the presence of the strong He emission 
at 388.9nm between those two lines prevents 
accurate nieasuement at this resolution. 
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Lacking any clear or straightforward explanation for 
the observed intensities, we were required, to ensure that 
no extraneous effects were present or that any experimental 
errors were affecting the data. There are a number of 
possible mechanisms by which rapid and vibrational 
relaxation can occur in an excited molecule which would 
result in the type of vibrational distribution we have 
observed and it was necessary to eliminate each of these 
effects to prove beyond doubt that we were observing a true 
spectrum. 
First of all, we considered the possibility of 
secondary collisions. It is quite possible for collisions 
with the chamber walls or other obstructions to cause 
vibrational relaxation and induce emission. However it is 
not possible for collisions with the chamber walls to be 
responsible for the observed emission in the experiments 
that have just been described for a number of reasons. 
First the emission is localised in the region of the 
collision zone, this being proven by varying the position 
of the optics cone and observing the fall in photon signal. 
The photon signal at the optimum optical cone position is 
far too intense to be explained by small numbers of excited 
molecules returning to the collision zone after rebounding 
from wall collisions, the typical observed signal is, at 
optimum in the region of 40 counts per second - (real 
time), when focused on the intense (0,0) transition. 
The only possible type of process of this nature that 
could occur would be if the target beam collided with the 
optics cone rather than passing into the dump tank. This 
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was ruled out by the following considerations. The position 
of the cone was set prior to the commencement of this 
series of experiments in the following way. 
Clearly the optimum position for the optics cone is one 
which allows the maximum rate of data collection. This is 
at the closest possible point to the collision zone, which 
still allows the target beam to traverse the collision 
chamber without interference. The cone was set to this 
position by driving it into the target beam and observing 
when the intensity of the signal from the target beam 
detector first began to fall off, ie the point where the 
target beam is first interrupted by the optics cone. The 
cone was then driven away from the target beam, restoring 
the full signal intensity of the target beam detector, to a 
value on the cone position monitor equivalent to the cone 
having moved more than 2 mm away from the target beam. 
After this procedure was carried out a standard 
spectral window was observed at a wavelength range of 329 
to 356nin, under the conditions described In table T5.2.5. 
This region includes both (1,0) lines and one of the two 
(0,0) lines of the A 2E - X2 ir emission. The resulting 
spectrum, showing the same (0,0) line dominance as was 
observed in experiments described previously with the ratio 
of line intensity (0,0):(1,0) being 5:1, is depicted in Fig 
F5.2.2. After this experiment had been carried out the 
collision chamber was opened for servicing and the position 
of the cone was confirmed to be just under 3 mm from the 
direct line between nozzle shimmer and the dump tank 
entrance slit and therefore that distance from the target 
beam. To finally 	eliminate the possibility of surface 





























Spectrum of Two (1,0) lines and One (0,0) Lines 




The Source Ion Beam Energy = 900eV 
He source gas line pressure = 2.00 Torr 
Filament current 	 = 6.0 Amp 
Bias Voltage 	 = 200 V 
Discharge Current 	 = 50 mA 
Typical ion beam current at collision zone =1.5 x 10 Amp 
Lens Power Supply Values 
Extraction Lens System 	= 5.0 kV (to chain) 
Energy Analysis Supply = 490 V 
Ion Optics System Supply = 5.2 kV (to chain) 
The Target Beam 
He carrier gas line pressure =1.5 Bar 
He carrier gas line flow =580 sccm (corrected) 
HC1 target gas line pressure =1.5 Bar 
HC1 target gas line flow =40 sccm (corrected) 
Target pulser frequency =33 Hz/Target pulser 
open time =1.01 ins 
Spectroscopic Recording Settings 
Signal Gate Open Time 	 =0.95 ins 
Signal Gate Delay relative to target pulse =1.05 ins 
Noise Gate Open Time =0.95 ins 
Noise Gate delay relative to target pulse =18 ms 
Slit width = 608 DVN = 1.1 mm 
Slit Horizontal position = 2738 = 2.9 mm from target 
Grating position = 228 DVM = 345 nm central wavelength 
Grating focus position = 0 DVM 
Data collection = 1000 blocks per run 
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completely, a further experiment was conducted again under 
the conditions detailed in table T5.2.5 except that the 
optics cone was retracted further from the target beam, 
leaving it 4.4 mm at its closest point from the axis of the 
target beam. This reduced the photon signal considerably, 
however, it. was possible to collect a spectrum over a 
58 minute period, equivalent to 1000 data blocks. 
The spectrum resulting from this experiment may be seen 
in Fig F5.2.3b which depicts the (0,0) and the (1,0) 
vibrational transitions of A2E-+X2 ir emission, also shown 
(Fig F5.2.3a) is  reproduction of a photograph showing the 
same spectrum as displayed by the data collection computer 
immediately after the experiment (note the wavelength scale 
in this display is reversed). Clearly, the ratio of 
intensity of the two lines is as before (0,0):(1,0) = 5:1, 
thus we can eliminate beyond any doubt the possibility of 
vibrational relaxation due to collisions between excited 
species and chamber walls or the optics cone generating the 
unusual intensity distribution for the observed lines. 
Further experiments were carried out at this time under 
identical conditions to those just described (table 5.2.4) 
each designed to eliminate a specific process which could 
produce the observed spectrum. In these experiments we 
were interested only in the relative intensities of the two 
vibrational lines noted above, the ion beam intensity was 
monitored but not recorded. 
The second possible relaxation process considered was 
quite simply the possibility of rapid vibrational 
relaxation in the excited state over a short period of time 
































and noise gate open time was reduced to 0.40 ins, thus only 
the 'early' photons, resulting from the collision process 
were observed. Fig F5.2.4a shows the intensity of photons 
emitted (y axis) versus time (x axis) as observed on the 
multi channel analyser (MCA) operating in scalar (MCS) mode 
during a typical data collection experiment. The x scale is 
made up of 1024 channels, each representing a 10 ps time 
period. Each sweep of the MCA is initiated by the signal 
gate trigger; i.e. the observation begins 1.05 ins after the 
nozzle opening pulse is activated, the rise and fall of 
signal photons is clear. In this case the vertical cursor 
is set on the 100th channel, i.e. 1.00 ins after the onset 
of signal recording. In Fig F5.2.4b the same display is 
depicted except that the cursor has been moved to reflect 
the reduction of signal gate open time to 0.40 ms. It is 
clear that only the earliest signal photons are being 
recorded. This should eliminate any possibility of 
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	observing photons due to emission after vibrational 
relaxation, or any other rapid relaxation process. The 
spectrum recorded as a result of this experiment is 
depicted in Fig F5.2.5 as the 'raw' display (a) and as a 
processed spectrum (b) as before. The intensity ratio is 
slightly less than before, approximately 4:1 but the (0,0) 
line remains far stronger than the two observable (1,0) 
lines and the slight change is within the measurement error 
for this weak spectrum. Thus, 	can eliminate rapid 
vibrational relaxation in the excited A state as a possible 
source of the non FC distribution. 
Next we investigated the possibility of dimerism 
between HC1 molecules producing the observed distribution 
of vibrational levels. Our calculations had shown that this 









































the HC1-He gas mixture reaching the nozzle valve. However, 
HC1 is a very polar molecule and thus dimerism or the 
formation of aggregate systems, clustering, may occur where 
there is a sufficient concentration of HC1 molecules. To 
eliminate this possibility, a spectrum was recorded where 
the conditions were those described in table T5.2.5 except 
with regard to two features. The first of those is the 
conditions governing the generation of the target beam. 
The stagnation pressures of both the carrier and the HC1 
target in the gas line was reduced to 1.0 bar. The flow 
of HC1 at this stagnation pressure was 15 Sccm while the 
flow of the carrier gas was 435 Sccm, i.e. a 3.4% mixture 
of target to carrier reducing the time required for full 
diffusion to occur and hence reducing the possibility of 
dimerism or clustering. The second change to the 
experimental conditions was with respect to the generation 
of the ion beam. As was discussed in the experimental 
section if the source filament to source anode voltage 
exceeds the energy requirement of the first ion excited 
state of He thus it will be possible to generate 
metastable ion states in the ion beam which are difficult 
to remove and may result in the observation of spurious 
processes in collisions. Thus in this experiment the 
source anode voltage was reduced from 200 V to 56 V below 
the threshold for direct excitation of He (2)  metastable 
states (at 65.4 eV). It is possible that some metastable 
states remain in the ion beam as a result of the He ions 
undergoing electron bombardment in the source. The 
threshold for this process being 40.8 eV, however, it is 
most unlikely that the number of these species as a 
percentage of total ion beam would be significant. 








































recording of a spectrum more difficult. The reduction of 
the ion beam intensity from a normal value of 1.7 - 
2.5 x 10 to 3-4 x 108 and the parallel reduction in the 
target density resulted in a reduction in the photon signal 
from a normal value of approximately 50 Hz to 8 Hz. 
The spectrum recorded in this way is displayed in Fig 
F5.2.6. The photograph of the data as collected initially 
Fig F5.2.6a clearly shows that the overall signal is 
considerably reduced and it is much less clear whether the 
ratio of the (0,0) line to the (1,0) transitions has 
changed. However, computer processing of the spectrum by 
summing neighbouring channels greatly clarifies the data. 
As may be seen in spectrum Fig F5.2.6b where channels are 
summed together and the resulting graph printed out. The 
relative intensities of the three observed transitions have 
remained constant with strong (0,0) domination with the 
ratio of (0,0):(1,1) emission approximately 5:1. Thus, we 
can rule out the possibility of clustering or metastable 
ion states producing the observed spectral distribution. 
The penultimate experiment in this series was carried 
out with unusual target beam conditions. The ion beam 
conditions were returned to normal as outlined in 
Table 5.2.5. The target beam, however, was altered such 
that the HC1 target was introduced on its own without He 
carrier gas. The reason for doing this was to eliminate 
the remote possibility that He ions, He atoms and HCl 
molecules could in any way interact during a single 
collision as proposed by Haugh (Hau-73). This method does 
have other implications however. Since the pressure 
difference between the nozzle valve stagnation volume and 
the expansion chamber is greatly reduced, the target beam 
can no longer to be truly described as a nozzle expanded 
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beam thus the vibrational rotational temperature of the HC1 
beam can no longer be guaranteed to be as low as when a gas 
mixture at higher flows is used and for the same reasons 
the translational energy will also be reduced. Thus the 
target is no longer observed to be a sharp pulse but rather 
has an effusive component arriving after the initial beam 
pulse. This can be seen in a photograph of the multi 
channel scalar display under these conditions, shown in 
Fig F5.2.7 where the profile of photon emission after 
initiation of the target beam pulse can be observed. 
The flow of target HC1 at a stagnation pressure of 
0.2 Bar, was 50 sccm. This was used with a signal gate time 
of 0.95ins ., (thus largely avoiding the effusive portion 
of target delivery). The spectrum recorded in this way is 
displayed in Fig F5.2.8 and as shown immediately after 
collection on the computer (a) and after processing and 
print out (b). Clearly the intensity distribution of this 
spectrum is unchanged from those previously recorded. The 
interpretation of this particular experiment is complicated 
as a result of target beam conditions discussed above, 
where clearly clustering effects cannot be ruled out. 
However, what can be ascertained is that the presence of 
the He carrier in the previous experiments does not in 
itself create the (0,0) transition predominance. 
The final experiment in this series involved using an 
argon ion incident beam instead of helium. The target beam 
conditions were as outlined in table T5.2.5. The ion beam 
conditions were largely as described in that table also 
except for fine tuning of the focusing conditions required 
to obtain a sharp intense Ar beam. The line pressure of 
Ar was 1.0 Torr. Also the source filament to anode bias 
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voltage was reduced to 50 V, this value would still allow 
the production of excited ion states, however, it was the 
minimum value at which a sufficiently intense ion beam for 
practical purposes could be obtained. The ion beam 
intensity was typically in the region of 4 X 10 Amps. The 
photon signal rate under these conditions was strong at 
75 Hz. 
The spectrum recorded in this way is shown in Fig 
F5.2.9. Where at last, we observe a new distribution of 
intensities. It is clear that the relative intensities of 
the (1,0) lines compared with the (0,0) transition is 
greatly increased, with an apparent slight predominance of 
the former, i.e. an intensity distribution more in keeping 
with the Franck-Condon distribution. This final experiment 
confirms beyond any doubt the existence of an unusual 
excitation mechanism operating in He-HCl collisions which 
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5.3 The HC1 A2 f excitation energy dependence. 
Having proved to our satisfaction the non FC 
distribution of vibrational levels, observed in A 2 
excitation, was genuine, it was 
experiments should be conducted 
dependence of this charge transi 
the X2 1r 1 neutral ground state to 
collisions with fast He ions. 
decided to that a series of 
to elucidate the energy 
er excitation of HC1 from 
the ion 2+  state by 
A series of nine measurements were made at 100 eV 
intervals for incident He energies of 200 eV to 1000 eV 
inclusive, with the spectroscopic diffraction grating 
positioned so that a window of 28 nm band from 342 nm + 
370 nm may be recorded. This region of course includes the 
two multiplet lines for (0,0) emission from excited to 
ground ion state, the A 2 - X 22 ir 312 line being observed at 
351.8 nm and the A 2 - X2 W1/2 line at 359.9 nm. 
The experimental conditions for this series of 
observations are broadly outlined in Table 5.3.1, (specific 
lens voltages being adjusted according to the required beam 
energy as outlined in the section dealing with the 
description of the apparatus). 
The He ion beam was generated, and was typically 
characterised, as has been described previously in chapter 
2. The nature of the nozzle beam, however, was rather 
different to that used with the argon or nitrogen target 




Experimental Conditions - Energy Dependence of A 2E 
Excitation 
1. The Source 




Tvoical ion beam current 
= 1.91 Torr 
= 6.0 Amp 
= 200 V 
= 40 mAmp 
at Collision zone 	= 1.5-2.5 x 10 Amp 
Lens Power Supply Values 
Extraction Lens system 
	= 4 kV (to chain) 
Energy analysis supply = 480 V 
Ion Optics System Supply 	= 7.2 kV (to chain) 
The Target Beam 
He carrier gas line pressure = 1.5 Bar:. 
He carrier gas line flow 	= 460 sccm' (corrected) 
HC1 target gas line pressure = 1.7 Bar: 
HC1 target gas line flow 	= 24 scciu' (corrected) 
Target pulser frequency 	 = 33 Hz 
Target pulser duration of Open time = 1.01 ins 
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4. Spectroscopic Recording Settings 
Signal gate open time 	 = 0.85 ins 
Signal gate delay relative 
To target pulse 	 = 1.05 ins 
Noise gate open time 	= 0.85 ins 
Noise gate delay relative to 
Target pulse 	 = 18.0 ins 
Slit width = 587 DVM = 0.9 mm 
Slit horizontal position = 9165 DVM = 2.4 mm from 
target dump 
Grading position = 235 DVM = 355.3 nm 
Grading focus position 	= 0 DVN 
Data collection 	 = 150 blocks each run 
Typical signal photons collected 25,000 photons 
Typical noise photon collected 	2,000 photons 
Typical duration of observation = 60 to 80 mins 
Typical photon collection rate (ungated) (real time) = 52H 
Typical photon rate gated (livetiine) = 1600 Hz 
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During these experiments the ion beam current was 
carefully monitored on the post collision zone ion 
detector, described in section 2.4. The output of this 
monitor was fed to an X,Y chart recorder so that a 
permanent record of the ion beam behaviour and the total 
ion beam current could be recorded for each spectrum 
collected. The total signal and noise photon counts 
collected were also recorded on digital scalers. 
Each of the spectra observed in this way ts shown in 
Figs. F5.3.1 to F5.3.8 and details of the total photon 
counts for each are tabulated in table 5.3.2 along with the 
total ion beam current recorded during their collection. 
Table 5.3.2 
HC1 A2E 	(0,0) Emission at Beam Energies From 1000 to 200eV 
Beam Energy Total Photons Total Photons 	Total ion Collection 
Signal Noise Beain(±5%) Time 
(eV) (Counts) (Counts) (Coulombs) (Secs.) 
1000 277800 20190 4.81 x 10 4650 
900 231700 28257 4.62 x 10 4320 
800 258230 19441 7.20 x 10' 4302 
700 221950 23247 4.08 x 10 4560 
600 258890 18325 5.76 x 10 4122 
500 Read Error 5.28 x 10 4065 
400 205110 17841 4.48 x 10 4164 
300 292280 16090 8.04 x 10 3840 
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Fig 5.3.8 
The values given for the total ion beam observed during 
the collection of each spectra were calculated by 
measuring the total area beneath the instantaneous ion 
current trace recorded on the X,Y chart recorder. This 
trace was not constant throughout the duration of each 
measurement and displayed some ripple. Therefore an error 
of 5% applies to these values. This error was estimated 
by evaluating the minimum total ion beam by measuring the 
total area just under the trace line in a consistent way 
for each spectra as well as evaluating the maximum total 
ion beam from the total area measured from just above the 
trace in the same way. The values obtained this way were 
compared and the error between them was never found to be 
greater than ±5%. Thus we can confidently use this value 
as a maximum error for our best estimate of total ion 
charge for each spectra. 
As was the case for the Ar spectra described in 
chapter 3 we attempted to apply a fitting curve to the 
spectra collected here. unfortunately the problems 
inherent in estimating the total number of rotational 
lines which contribute to each of the vibrational lines 
of the HCl emission made the accurate fitting of the data 
to such a curve extremely difficult. Similarly the shape 
of the vibrational lines, again a function of the number 
and relative importance of a number of rotational lines 
which contribute to them, made simple fitting of a single 
curve for each vibrational line virtually impossible. 
Certainly the accuracy of the values obtained for the 
total number of photon count contributing to each line in 
this way could not be assured. Thus for the purposes of 
this series of experiments on the energy dependence of 
HC1 A2E excitation the total number of photons arising 
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due to the emission of that state have been derived 
directly from the values of total signal and noise photon 
count recorded at the time of data collection. This 
should be accurate in that virtually all photons recorded 
in the spectrum arise from 2E state emission by virtue of 
the subtraction of noise counts which occurs during data 
collection. In all the spectra there appears a low 
background level of photon 'noise' resulting in a random 
baseline, this will be included in the total signal 
counts recorded however the error represented by this 
feature will be minimised by virtue of the fact that this 
background represents not 'true noise' but photons 
emitted out of the area defined by the collision zone and 
thus focused by the holographic grating to random 
positions on the imaging photon detector, and none the 
less these photons do largely result from the same 
process as is being recorded as distinct lines. Thus we 
have applied an estimated error of a maximum of ±4% to 
the total number of photons contributing to the (0,0) 
lines recorded in each spectrum. This is the maximum 
contribution of the low, random background recorded in 
these spectra. 
Given these facts it is then possible to evaluate the 
variation in total cross section for the excitation of 
HC1 A2E by He, in arbitrary units, with respect to beam 
energy. This is depicted in Fig.F5.3.9 where the ratio of 
the total emission, from the (0,0) lines of the 2E state 
to 2 r 1 ,2 , 3 ,2 state, to the total ion beam producing that 
emission in Coulombs is plotted as a function of beam 
energy from 200 to 1000eV. 
In this graph we observe a linear dependency of 
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Cross Section of A State Excitation 
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emission intensity, and therefore excitation cross 
section with respect to beam energy, however the gradient 
is not large and so the cross section is not strongly 
dependant on collision energy. The energy dependence for 
excitation exhibits no sharp threshold above 100eV 
suggesting that the crossing which produces this charge 
exchange excitation occurs at a relatively large 
internuclear distance. 
5.4 Vibrational Distribution and Collision Energy. 
The next logical stage in this series of experiments 
was to observe the changing ratio of the (0,0) to (1,0) 
line intensity over the 100 to 1000eV collision energy 
range. This was carried out by shifting the grating in 
order to observe a spectral window centred at the 
wavelength of 346nm. Within the wavelength range 
observable at that position it was possible to collect 
emission data from the (0,0) line at 351.8nm as well 
as from both (1,0) lines at 341.2 and 333.9nm. Initial 
observations were made at beam energies of 200, 400, and 
600eV as part of the calibration process and the ratio of 
the intensities of the (1,0) lines to that of the (0,0) 
line were observed to be approximately the same as was 
observed at a beam energy of 1000eV. This was an 
important observation as it showed that the anomalous non 
FC distribution of excited state vibrational levels was 
independent of beam energy. Unfortunately this line of 
experimentation was curtailed at this state by a serious 
equipment failure, caused largely by the corrosive effect 
of HC1 gas and trace levels of water vapour. This was a 
major disappointment as no hard data of the vibrational 
level ratios had been retained and we were unable to make 
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accurate measurements of the variation in those ratios 
for the three lower beam energies observed. Likewise 
measurements of those factors could not be carried out at 
other collision energies leaving a gap in the 
observations between 600 and 900 eV. Had it been possible 
to collect this data for the full energy range we would 
have had a very valuable indicator of the nature of the 
excitation process being observed and it would be of 
great interest if this line of experimentation was taken 
up at a future date. For present purposes however it is 
necessary that the data that has been obtained be used as 
far as possible to provide an explanation of the observed 
process. 
Observation of the relative ligt strength of the (0,0) 
and (1,0) lines at beam energies of 200, 400, and 600 eV 
showed that the ratio of emission was not greatly 
different to that observed at a beam energy of 1000 eV 
where the (0,0) emission is a factor of 5 times stronger 
than the (1,0) line emission, because hard copies of this 
data were not retained it is not possible to state that 
the relative intensity of thee lines did not change but 
it was clear that the general trend observed at 1000 eV 
still applied at the lowest collision energy observed, as 
well as at the two intermediate collision energies. 
It is a reasonable assumption then that this relative 
intensity of the (0,0) and (1,0) lines will be preserved 
across the whole energy range between 200 and 1000 eV. 
This information is still useful, in spite of the absence 
of accurate information on the absolute ratio of 
intensities of the two line observed, as it allows the 
evaluation of one of the most common mechanisms by which 
non FC vibrational distributions can be induced, that is 
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the formation of a collision complex which exists for the 
duration of at least one vibrational period of the 
molecule which undergoes excitation. This type of 
interaction would be unusual at the collision energies 
observed here however it is worth evaluating both the 
vibrational period of the ground state HC1 species and 
the velocities of the He ion with which they interact to 
produce the A2E ion state excitation. 
Calculating the period of vibration of HC1 X 1 v"=o. 
It may be shown that the oscillation frequency w, of a 
vibrating molecule is given by equation. 
Wosc = W e (l - Xe (V + )) cm 
-1 
	 (eq 5.4.1) 
where the higher terms of the anharmonic oscillator 
equation (Y e W e etc) are regarded as negligible at low 
values of v the vibrational quantum number. 
Thus w0 = WOSC . C 	Hz 
	 (eq 5.4.2) 
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum in cms'. Thus 
for the v" = 0 level of the HC1 X 1 state 
WOSC = 2990.946 (1 - 0.018 (½)) 
= 2964.028 cm' 
osc = 2964.028 x 2.997925 x 10 
10 
= 8.886 x 10' Hz 




= 1.125 x 10-14 . sec. 
This is the time taken for one vibration to occur. 
Now the velocity of He at kinetic energies of 200 to 
1000 eV must be calculated. The kinetic energy of the He 
ion may be treated classically in this regime. Thus the 
equation relating KE to velocity may be applied. 
KE = ½ my2 	 (eq 5.3.4) 
V = 12 KE 	 (eq 5.3.5) 
I 	mJ 
where KE is in joules 
m in 	kg 
and 	v in ius' 
The kinetic energy of the He ion in joules is readily 
converted to the more convenient electron volt units thus 
Ke = kinetic energy in eV 
where 
1 eV = 1.6022 x 1019 Joule 	(eq 5.4.6) 
thus the velocity of a He ion may readily be evaluated as 
tabulated in table T5.4.1 where the mass of a He ion is 
4.000 amu = 6.64226 x 10 -27 kg. 
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Table T5.4.1 
Velocity of He ion at energies of 200-1000 eV 
Ke (eV) Ke (J) V ms V cms' 
200 3.20 x 10 0.98 x10 5 98 x 10 
5 
300 4.81 x 10' 1.20 x 120 x 
i05 
400 6.41 x 10 -17 1.39 x 10 139 x 
105 
500 8.01 X 10 1.55 x 
10 5 155 x 105 
600 9.61 x 10' 1.70 x 1O 5 170 x 10 5 
700 1.12 x 10 16 1.84 x i05 184 x 
105 
800 1.28 X 10's 1.96 x 10 196 x 10 
5 
900 1.44 x 10 16 2.08 x 10 5 208 x 105 
1000 1.60 X 10's 2.20 x 
10 5 220 x 
105 
As we have seen the period of vibration of the HC1 
molecule in its ground state with v''= 0 is: 
IrOSC 
= 1.125 X 10" S. 
This value is quite low, typifying a rapidly vibrating 
molecule, when compared with the values of r 0 , for other 
common or related gases as shown in table T5.4.2. 
As has been previously noted, non Franck-Condon 
distributions in excited species are not uncommon where 
the process producing the excitation develops from the 
formation of an intermediate which exists for the period 
of at least one molecular vibration. Thus, knowing the 
velocity of the impinging ion and the molecular vibration 




for common gases in their ground state with v=o 
Gas 	 7- 0 (approx) (s) 
H2 	= 7.7 x 10- 15 
N2 	 = 1.4 x S 
02 	 = 2.1 x 1014 s 
C1 2 = 5.2 x 
10-14 S 
HC1 	= 1.125 
X 10-14 
 s 
to describe a complex existing for the required period 
may easily be evaluated and this value will be useful in 
that it will give some indication of whether this type of 
interaction is realistically possible. 
The excitation process was observed with incident He 
ion energies of 200 to 1000 eV with the excitation 
probability rising to a maximum at the higher energies. 
The interaction distance may be evaluated at the maximum 
and minimum energies thus. 
d0 = r 0 x V0 cm 	 (eq 5.4.7) 
Thus for He at 200 eV 
d200 = 1.125 x 10 14 . 98 x 10 	 (eq 5.4.8) 
= 1.105 x iO cm 
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and for He at 1000 eV 
d1000 = 1.125 x 10' 4 x 219 x 10 	 (eq 5.4.9) 
= 2.471 x 10 cm 
These values d 200 and d 1000 are the distances travelled 
by the He ions while the HC1 molecules have executed a 
single vibration. Thus the excitation process must 
operate over this distance if the observation of non F.C. 
distribution in emission is to be explained in terms of a 
complex intermediate being formed during the collision. 
It is clear from the value of d 200 and d 1000 however, that 
the required interaction distance is very great, compare 
this with cross section estimated by Haugh (Hau 1 73) for 
the He - HC1/HBr interaction, which is itself 
surprisingly large, of approximately 90 x 1016 cm2 . It is 
clear then that the interaction of HC1 and He at these 
energies can only endure for a fraction of a vibrational 
period. That this is the case is unsurprising at the beam 
energies observed here. The likelihood of long range 
interactions resulting in non FC vibrational 
distributions in the excited state appeared unlikely 
even on a superficial examination of the experimental 
evidence, and certainly it would have been impossible to 
explain why excitation of the A ion state of HC1 by the 
slower Ar ions was apparently more in keeping with the 
predictions of the FC principle. Non F.C. distributions 
have been noted for HC1 excitation by Ar but only at 
incident ion energies below 500 eV, equivalent to 
velocities of 5 x 10 6 cms' (Tom-72) i.e half that of the 
lowest velocity studied here. However, considering that 
the emission from A2 v'=o is relatively weak at He ion 
energies of 200 eV and increases with increasing beam 
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energy we can rule out any similarity between the 
processes producing the observed vibrational distribution 
in those experiments and the case observed here. 
Having considered the data obtained in the experiments 
detailed herein no obvious explanation for the 
observations of anomalous, non Franck-Condon, excitation 
of the A2E state of HCl, as a result of a charge 
exchange process occurring in collisions between HC1 and 
He, has been found. Thus a more detailed investigation of 
the excitation mechanisms involved must be made. This 
will be carried out in the following chapter where a more 
rigorous comparison between the observed population of 
the vibrational levels of the A 2E state and that 
predicted by the FC principle will be made. The likely 
mechanism by which the excitation process occurs will 
also be examined in terms of diabatic state correlation 





Interpretation and Discussion the HC1 - He System 
6.1 	Introduction 
The previous chapter has broadly described the spectrum 
observed as a result of emission from the HC1 A 2Z+ state 
which is excited in a charge exchange process between HC1 
and He at collision energies between 200 and 1000eV. It 
was noted that the relative intensities of the various 
vibration lines observed were not in the distribution 
expected by consideration of the Franck-Condon principle 
which predicted that the populations of the upper v'=l 
state would be a little higher than that of the v'=O 
state, while it was observed in the experiments described 
here that the population of the v'=O level was very much 
in excess of that of the v'=O level. It was also noted 
that the cross section for excitation of the A 2E state 
was only weakly energy dependant and exhibited Do strong 
threshold behaviour. 
Before investigating the possible mechanisms by which 
the behaviour described above could be brought about it 
will be worthwhile to examine the data described above 
more rigorously and in particular to make an accurate 





The vibrational intensity distribution observed in a 
spectrum may readily be explained in terms of the Franck-
Condon principle. The principle may be simply summarised 
as follows: 
"The electron jump in a molecule takes place so rapidly 
in comparison to the vibrational motion that immediately 
afterwards the nuclei still have very nearly the same 
relative position and velocity as before the jump." 
(Hertz 59). This means that transitions are most likely 
to occur between vibrational levels where the nuclei are 
in the same or very similar positions, ie vertical 
transitions are favoured. Likewise variation in nuclear 
velocity between potential curves promotes transitions 
between levels where the nuclear velocity is low in both 
cases, in general this is near or at or near the 
vibrational turning points, at all other positions on the 
relevant curves the rate of change of velocity of the 
nuclei is high. 
Where the difference in the mean internuclear separation 
of two potential curves is great, as in the case of the 
HC1 ground state and the HCl A state, where the mean 
internuclear distance of the lower state is substantially 
less than that of the upper state, applying the 
principles above shows that the favoured transitions will 
result in excitation of the higher vibrational level of 
the upper state. The resulting spectrum will reflect 
this with more intense emission occurring from those 
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higher levels than the lower vibrational levels. 
When applying a more rigorous treatment involving the 
wave mechanics of an electron transferring between 
potential curves it becomes apparent that a final 
requirement for a strong transition is that the 
eigenfunction of the electron in both initial and final 
states is high, this is to say no more than there must be 
a high probability of an electron being found at a 
particular position with respect to the nuclei. The 
variation in eigenfunctions, and hence the probability of 
finding an electron at a particular position, across the 
range of internuclear bond further promotes the 
observation of vibrational spectral envelopes, rather 
than single lines. The probability of transition between 
two states , the Einstein transition probability of 
spontaneous emission (A), and the Einstein transition 
probability for absorbtion (B), may be shown to be 
proportional to the square of the relevant electric 
dipole moment matrix element or transition moment 
Thus: 
= 	-'- 	2 	 (eq 6.2.1) 
3h 
and 
B = 8 	1R1 	2 	 (eq 6.2.2) 
3h2c 
It may be shown that the transition moment is given 
thus 
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R = f' * N " 6i- 
	 (eq 6.2.3) 
where N is a vector of components Eex 1 Zejyj Eez 1 and ' = 
ev where te  is the electronic wavefunction and 0, the 
vibrational wave function, rotation may be neglected. 
Now assuming that the variation of the transition 
moment for a given electronic transition (R 0 ) with 
internuclear distance (r) is small then it may readily be 
shown that 
R" = 'e f Ov , b.. d 
	 (eq 6.2.4) 
where Re is an average value over the possible range of 
internuclear distances. The Franck-Condon factor (FCF) for 
a given transition being given by 
= f Ov, Ov.. dr 
	 (eq 6.2.5) 
Thus actual transition intensities will be given thus 
Iab.v 	 = 1L 	1 0  AX 	v Re2  [J' sb.. dr] 2 (eq 6.2.6) 
3hc 
= &iL 	lo  tX Ny .. V 	
2 	 (eq 6.2.7) 
3hc 
and in absorption 
- 	?r C N. v 1e2 [fuI . 7/'v' dr] 2 	(eq 6.2.8) 
3 
(Equations ref- (Her-50) 
This more rigorous treatment may be seen to be 
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consistent with the principle outlined previously. For two 
potential curves both with minima at the same internuclear 
distance then the intensity of the (0,0) transition will be 
high compared to transition to other vibrational levels. 
This may be seen to be the result of the overlap of the 
maxima of the upper and lower vibrational eigenfunctions 
for the two v=0 levels. The overlap of, for instance, the 
v" = 0 and v' = 1 levels on the other hand are largely 
self cancelling and thus the intensity of that line will be 
low. 
In transitions to higher vibrational levels where the 
minima of the upper electronic state lies at a higher 
internuclear distance than the minima of the lower 
electronic states we observe that the eigenfunctions of 
higher vibrational levels have broad maxima near the 
turning points of vibration while the oscillations of the 
eigenfunction away from the turning points have a much 
reduced intensity. Clearly this serves to promote 
transitions, overlap with the lower state permitting, near 
those turning points where the internuclear velocity is 
low, as predicted in the general principle. 
These then are the features of the general Franck 
Condon principle which are of principle importance the 
observations we have made. The particular case of the HC1 
and HCl states we have observed will now be detailed. 
6.3 Franck Condon Factors and HCl spectra 
Consideration of the Franck-Condon factors for 
transitions between the HC1 (X'E) ground state and the HCl 
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(A2E) excited state, and the A 2 and the HC1 (X2 ir 1 ) ground 
state reveals the nature of the expected HCl A-'X emission 
spectrum. Several studies have been carried out 
investigating both experimental values and values based on 
ab initio calculations for these factors (SAT-83). We may 
use these values, and other spectral data, to estimate the 
expected relative intensities of the vibrational lines 
observed as emission from the A 2E HCl state. 
Table T6.3.1 details the Franck-Condon factors for 
emission from the HCl A state to the ion ground state. 
Only values for emission to the V' 1 = 0 level are included 
as only transitions to this level are clearly observed in 
our experiments. 
Table T6.3.1* 
Franck-Condon Factors HCl 	A2E 	- 	 X2 7r 
A(nm) A 2  E 	V 1 <(HCl, v'/X(HCl v'' = O> 
351.4, 359.8 0 0.1388 
333.6, 341.1 1 0.2262 
318.2, 325.0 2 0.2168 
304.8, 311.1 3 0.15622 
293.2, 298.8 4 0.1061 
282. 9, 288.3 5 0.0673 
The strengths of these vibrational transitions under 
normal conditions will be proportional to the value of the 
product of these FC values and the transition dipole moment 
for each of the possible transitions. The values of these 
transition dipole moments are listed in table T6.3.2 
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Table T6.3.2* 
A2E 	v' 	 <b(A2E+v)IpIA(X2 1rv hl )>2 
(10 2 bohr2 ) 
0 	 0.4077 
1 0.5732 
2 	 0.4791 
3 0.3043 
4 	 0.1834 
5 0.1040 
*Data_ (Ibu-83) 
The products of these two factors which will determine the 
relative intensities of the various vibrational transitions 
are listed in table T6.3.3. 
Table T6.3.3 
Weighting of Vibrational Transitions in HC1 A-X v"=O 
Relative Transition 
A2z v' 	Strength 
0 	 0.0566 
1 	 0.1297 
2 0.1039 
3 	 0.0475 
4 0.0195 
5 	 0.0070 
Final emission intensities from the excited vibrational 
levels will of course be strongly dependent on the relative 
populations of those upper levels. Thus the FC factors for 
excitation during the ionisation of HC1 (X'E) to the A ion 
state are of equal importance and a similar treatment of 
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this case will provide measure of the relative transition 
strength of the ionisation process under Franck-Condon 
conditions. Table T6.3.4 lists the relative populations of 
various vibrational levels in the A2E ion state resulting 
from ionisation from the v''=O level of the HC1 molecular 
ground state as determined by calculation from the RKR 
potentials of those states (Hot-75). 
The relative intensities we can expect to observe in A-X 
HCl emission following an excitation ionisation processing 
originating from the neutral X state may be estimated as 
being proportional to the product of the transition 
Table T6.3.4* 
Relative Population of A2E HC1 Ion State Resulting 
Vertical (FC) Ionisation from the HC1 v''=O Ground State 









probability for a transition between the two vibrational 
levels of the origin and terminating states and the 
relative population of the origin level. 
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The line intensities which we would expect to observe 
were the ionisation and decay processes governed by the 
Franck Condon principle are tabulated in table T6.3.5. 
In this table our approximate PC evaluation of the line 
various line strength is very considerably different from 
those which we have observed experimentally. The prediction 
is that considerably stronger emission will be observed 
between the v'=l and v 1 =2 levels and the v''=O level than 
Table T6.3.5 
Predicted Line Strengths for HCl A v'- HC1 Xv" Emission 
A(nIn) Av' Xv'' Relative Line 
Strength 
351.4, 359.8 0 0 11.3% 
333.6, 341.1 1 0 41.2% 
318.2, 325.0 2 0 31.1% 
304.8, 311.1 3 0 13.2% 
293.2, 298.8 4 0 2.8% 
between the v'=O and the v''=O level. 	The trend depicted 
is clear, in an excitation process obeying normal rules and 
therefore governed by the PC principle we would expect to 
observe a spectrum where the dominating emissions were from 
the (1,0) and (2,0) transitions with the (0,0) transition 
being of considerably lower intensity and approximately of 
the same strength as the (3,0) transition. 
The degree to which this occurs is probably overestimated 
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however the general trend is consistent with the emission 
observed as a result of direct photoionisatiOfl (Ibu-83) 
where the line strength of both the (2,0) and the (1,0) 
transitions are approximately twice the strength of the 
(0,0) transition, with the (0,0) and (3,0) line strengths 
being nearly equivalent. (Ibu-85) 
Having obtained the values of relative line strengths 
as predicted by the FC principle it is possible to 
extrapolate the implied population of the various A state 
vibration levels. This is done by assuming that the 
emission from the A state to the X state of the HCl ion is 
in fact governed by the FC principle, and there is no 
reason to believe otherwise at this stage, and calculating 
the relative populations of the various vibrational levels 
of the upper state that would account for the line 
strengths observed. This has been carried out for our data, 
as tabulated in table T5.2.4 and is shown in table T6.3.6 
along with similar data from a number of research groups 




Relative Populations of HC1 A 2Z+ Vibrational Levels 
Extrapolated fron FC Principle and Experimental Line 
Strengths 
vI 	 0 1 2 3 
He 	collision (l)  100 16 -- -- 
He 	collision (2)  100 17 12 6 
FCF (ab initio) 3 66 100 96 74 
He* Photoionis. 3 71 100 125 97 
PES 4 61 100 98 78 
PIOS(He*)( 4 ) 100 46 42 46 







6.4 	Excitation Mechanisms in He - HC1 Collisions. 
In our study of excitation of the HClA state by a 
charge exchange process in collisions with He' an 
unexpected vibrational distribution in the emission 
spectrum of HC1 A2E was recorded, with strong domination 
of the spectrum observed of A-X transitions of the (0,0) 
line. Calculations have shown that such a domination of 
the (0,0) transition is not in accordance with the 
distribution predicted by the Franck-Condon principle and 
can only result from the preferential population of the 
v'=O level in the A 2E state, contrary to the normal rules 
governing excitation processes. The means by which this 
occurs will be discussed. 
To summarise the observations made as a result of these 
experiments we note firstly that the vibrational 
distribution of the A state of HCl excited as a result of 
He/HCl collisions in the energy region of 200 -1000 eV is 
clearly in violation of the Frank-Condon principle. 
Secondly that excitation of this state in Ar-HCl 
collisions under identical conditions does result in the 
population of vibrational levels broadly in accordance 
with the FC principle, as does excitation of that state 
by other methods, e.g. photon excitation, penning 
ionisation etc (Ric-73, Ibu-83, Sny-83). Thirdly, 
excitation of HCl(A) by He collisions is only very 
weakly velocity dependent with the relative cross section 
increasing at increasing energy, the observed vibrational 
distribution is, as far as was observed, constant. 
Finally, this process has been carefully observed under 
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the most rigorous experimental conditions where secondary 
collisions, collisional relaxation, other possible 
vibrational relaxation process, target species dimerism 
or any other spurious event or condition can confidently 
be said to have been eliminated. 
The conclusions which may be drawn from these 
observations are as follows. First of all, we can state 
that there is a genuine and intrinsic difference in the 
excitation process occurring in collisions between HC1 
molecules and helium ions and that occurring in 
collisions with drgon ions in the same, (<1 key) energy 
region. Secondly it is clear, from comparison with the 
data of other research groups that the vibrational 
population observed in the A 2E state as a result of He 
collisional excitation of HC1 is considerably more 
similar to that observed under PIOS (Penning Ionisation 
Optical Spectroscopy) (Sny-83,Ric-73) than to that found 
as a result of direct photoionisation processes (Ibu-83). 
Finally consideration of the FC principle reveals that it 
is the He/HCl process that is in some way unusual and we 
must, therefore, re-examine the He-HCl collision system 
and assess the various possible mechanisms by which our 
observations may be explained. It is apparent from the 
considerations outlined above that the effect we observe 
is real, and not an artifact of the target beam 
conditions, i.e clustering effects or rapid relaxation 
since such mechanisms would be reasonably expected to 
operate with equal efficiency when excitation resulted 
from Ar collisions. This is very clearly not the case. 
Likewise it seems unlikely that the electron transition 
is not sudden with respect to the vibrational period of 
HC1 as again this effect would be expected to be similar 
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for both He and Ar collisions, indeed any non FC 
behaviour would be rather more likely where Ar, the 
velocity of which is much less in the energy range 
observed, was the incident species, than for He the high 
velocity of which with respect to the vibrational period 
of HC1 has been demonstrated (sec.5.4). Another possible 
mechanism which was initially considered was polarisation 
effects where the charge of the incident ion causes bond 
stretching in a polarised HC1 molecule, this possibility 
was also rejected as again the difference in behaviour 
between He and Ar collisions could not be explained (and 
indeed this would have no bearing on the similar 
observations of different vibrational populations 
resulting from PIOS He* and Ne* which are broadly in line 
with the case observed for He and Ar*  respectively. 
Thus we are led to consideration of the electronic 
mechanism of the excitation process and we must look in 
greater detail at the interacting states of HC1, HCl and 
the collision complex of (He-HCl) in order to clarify the 
source of our experimental observations. 
Since HC1 is iso-electronic with Ar which we have 
already studied in detail, the task of building a clear 
picture of the single and many electron correlation 
diagrams of the He - HC1 system which will shed more 
light on the electronic mechanisms of this process is 
made considerably easier. We may simplify the 
complexities of the three body ion-molecule system by 
considering the HC1 molecule as equivalent to its united 
atom, which is of course Ar, and first of all correlating 
the electronic molecular states of HC1 to atomic states 
of Ar before introducing the effects of the He ion. The 
case of HC1 is of course very simple since the core 
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Electron Configuration of HC1 Molecule 
in Ground State X'Z 
Fig F6.4.1 
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electrons of the Cl atom all correlate to the core 
electrons of Ar, due to the great difference in nuclear 
charge between H and Cl, while the 3p electrons of the Cl 
atom and the is electron of the H atom correlate to the 
3p electrons of Ar via a and ir orbitals. The correlation 
of excited states of HC1 and HCl follows logically.. There 
are very few stable states of the HC1 molecule, and fewer 
stable ion states, this can be seen to be a result of the 
electronic configuration of the molecule as shown in Fig 
F6.4..1 where the interaction of the H is electron and the 
Cl 3p electrons are shown to result in the formation of a 
filled pa  bonding orbital with the remaining Cl pit 
electrons producing two filled non bonding orbitals. The 
result of this configuration is that in the molecule only 
one non bonding electron can be excited, to an anti 
bonding orbital, excitation of a second electron, or of a 
single electron from the pa bonding orbital results in 
rapid dissociation of the molecule. Similar effects 
govern the excited states of the HC1 ion where, in the 
ground state one of the non bonding electrons is absent, 
in this case excitation of a bonding pa electron to a non 
bonding orbital is permissable and this is in fact the 
observed configuration of the HCi A2E state. Only two 
other bound HC1+* states have been observed and these are 
poorly characterised (Sve-88). These facts considerably 
simplify the task of making correlations between HC1 and 
HCl states and the Ar and Ar united atom limits, and the 
correlations for all the three states of HC1 which are 
known to be involved in the collision process (i.e. HC1 
X', HCl A2E and HCl X2 7r3/2,1/2) are depicted in fig 
F6.4.2. The configurations of the various states of HC1 
and HCl and the corresponding states of Ar are also 
listed below. 
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The three states of HC1 and HCl directly involved in 
the collision process between HC1 and He, and the 
corresponding states of the Ar united atom are: 
HC1 KL(3 Sa ) 2 (3pa ) 2 (3p 7r ) 4 	 Ar KL(3s) 2 (3p) 6 	's 0 
5 	2o 3 2 	 KL(35)2(3p) [2p 3/2:i HCl KL(3Sc) 2 (3p0) 2 (3P11) 	3/2,1/2 	Ar 










Pt-Il X l z+ 
Ar 
I 	 Correlation of HC1 and HCf States 
To Equivalent Ar and Ar' United Atom States. 
Fig F6.4.2 
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Having equated the HC1 states of interest to the Ar/Ar t 
united atom states, the Ar/He diabatic correlation 
diagram developed in chapter 4 may now be invoked in 
order to identify the likely interacting states and the 
type of mechanism producing the observed excitation. Fig 
F6.4.3 shows the multi electron state correlation diagram 
of the Ar/He system, this is of course the same diagram 
as was given in fig F4.3.4 however the states of 
particular interest to us here are highlighted. In Fig 
F6.4.3 the important channels are the He(ls)Ar(3p) 6 [B2 ] 
entrance channel, equivalent to the initial state of a 
collision between He and ground state HC1, the 
He( ls) 2Ar(3p) 5 [A2 ir] channel, which terminates at the SA 
limit to ground state helium and Ar 2P° 112 which in turn is 
equivalent to HC1+*  in the A2 excited ion state, and 
finally the He( ls) 2Ar(3p) 5 [X2 ] channel which terminates 
at the SA limit in He 'S 0 and Ar 2P°3/2, which in turn is 
equivalent to HCl in the ground ion state. 
From this diagram we can see that the most obvious 
route to the A2 ir state of (He-Ar) from the incident 
channel is via interaction of the lowest C series states. 
In the paper by Sidis and co-workers which has previously 
been referred to (Sid-77) strong interaction by radial 
coupling of the incident BE state and the C series of 
the He-Ar system was observed and was proposed as the 
source of strong excitation of Ar+*  (3p) 4 'D (4s) this 
arose essentialy as a result of the filling of the core 
vacancy of the He is orbital and thus was described as a 
DII mechanism. It seems reasonable that similar radial 
coupling could occur for the equivalent states in the He -
HC1 system. Assuming this B state to C series radial 
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He+HC1 x2 : 
He+HCf A2L 
He +HCf X27 
Translationof the He-HC1 Collision system into 
the equivalent He-Ar system. Important HC1/HC1 +  
states are highlighted. 
Fig F6.4.3 
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coupling does occur in He-HCl collisions the states 
equivalent to the A 2 7T state of He-Art could then be 
accessed by rotational coupling between that state and 
the lower C series states. If this were to be the case 
then we would again expect to observe the equivalent 
process occurring in the He-Ar collision system. The 
equivalent process in He-Ar collisions would result in 
the production of Ar (3p)5 
2p0112• This state was observed 
by Sidis and is referred to as channel x in the 1977 
paper and the mechanism for the production of this 
species proposed by Sidis involved multi step interaction 
between the B incident state and the A state via other 
configurations, the possibility of Demkov type coupling 
between the two being rejected on the basis of the large 
energy separation between the incident channel and the 
A2ir state. 
If we consider the HC1 ion as being in a state 
analogous to that of the lowest C series state in the 
He-Ar system we find that the resulting electron 
configuration would be (3s) 2 (3p) 4 'D (4s). This state 
combines with He (ls) 2 to form the a 2E state of the 
(He-Ar) quasimolecule where the two He electrons fill the 
orbital equivalent to the 3p, orbital of Ar thus the 
analogous HC1 state to the Ar (3s) 2 (3p) 4 'D (4s) has no 
electrons in the 3pa bonding orbital while there is an 
electron (4s) in an anti-bonding orbital, giving an 
overall configuration for the HCl ion of [Ne],(3s) 2 
(3pa) ° (3pir) 4  (4s), one state of a Rydberg series. This of 
course results in a strongly dissociative molecular 
configuration in the HC1 analogue of this Ar ion. This is 
important for as the collision progresses along a 
strongly dissociative potential, bond stretching would 
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occur, thus the internuclear distance the H and the Cl 
atoms would be increasing prior to transfer to the 
potential curve equivalent to the A2 ,r state of the 
(He-Ar) quasiinolecule, the HCl A 2z ion state. Given this 
bond stretching the vibrational distribution of the final 
state of the HC1+* molecular ion would appear markedly 
different to that predicted by the Franck-Condon 
Principle. 
An estimate can be made of the forces required to 
stretch the HC1 bond from its initial value of the ground 
state r e l in the entrance channel to a value which would 
produce excitation of predominantly the v'=O level of the 
A2>f state. Normally (0,0) vibrational transitions are at 
their most efficient when the average bond length of the 
molecule are the same. Thus we assume that the ground 
state bond length of r e i= 1.275 A would have to be 
increased to the same value as the A ion state r e2=1.514 A 
in order to obtain predominately v'=O population in the 
excited state. This is an increase in bond length of 
0.239 A (2.39x10" in). Assuming a minimum collision 
lifetime of the order of lx10 15 secs the acceleration 
represented by the required change in internuclear 
distance may be calculated by approximating the repulsive 
potential curve to a linear potential thus: 
distance = 1/2 . acceleration . time 	(eq 6.4.1 11  
so 
2.4x10 11 = 1/2 . a . (lxlO' 5 ) 2 	(eq 6.4.2) 
a 	= 	4.8xlO 19 ms -2 
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The force required to produce this acceleration is 
given thus: 
Force = mass . acceleration 	(eq 6.4.3) 
the mass in this equation is the reduced mass (mr) of 
the HC1 molecule in Kg where: 
Thus: 
mr =-i!H__ Tfl ( 1_ = 1 
m0 + mci 
F 	= 4.8xlO' 9 . 1 . 1.66x10 27 
F 	= 8.0x10 8 Newtons 
(eq 6.4.4) 
(eq 6.4.5) 
So the a required force of 8.0x10 8 Newtons operates 
over a distance of 2.4x10" meters in order to produce 
the required change in internuclear distance that will 
result in population of predominatly the v'=O level of 
the HCl A 2Z+ state. The force constant (k) of a repulsive 
state which could produce this displacement (x) is given 
thus: 
k 	= 	F/x 	 (eq 6.4.6) 
so the force constant in this case is: 
k 	= 	8.0xl0 8 
2. 4x10" 
= 	3.33x10 3 Nm 
This value of the predicted force constant is very large, 
however such a value is not impossible for a strongly 
repulsive potential, as HC1 in a state analogous the Ar 
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ion produced by the lowest state of the C series in the 
(He-HCl) system has been shown to be. 
A depiction of this process in terms of the potential 
curves of HC1 and HCl is shown in Fig F6.4.4. 
This mechanism would certainly account for the 
experimental observations of the effects of He-HCl 
collisions however the same treatment must be applied to 
the Ar-HCl collision system in which we observed a 
vibrational distribution in the resulting HC1 A 2Z+ state 
which exhibited a much higher population of the v'=l 
level, more in keeping with a FC governed process. 
In order to carry out such a treatment a diabatic state 
correlation diagram for the Ar k-Ar collision system was 
developed in the same way that has been described for the 
He-Ar system, the relevant region of this is depicted in 
Fig F6.4.5. The individual electron correlations are much 
more complex for this symmetric multi electron system and 
so the state correlation diagram has been restricted to 
those states of direct interest to us. 
The first important feature of the Ar-Ar t system there 
is no core vacancy, the 'missing' electron being in a 
valnce orbital, thus the DII mechanism has no relevance 
to this system. For Ar-Ar t the entrance channel is a 
mixture of the Ar 2P° 112 and 2P ° 32 states, since the spin 
orbit states of the incident Ar ion are unspecified, and 
the 1S 0 state of the ground state Ar atom. The ratio of 
the 2P ° 112 and 2P ° 312 states of the ion can be assumed to be 
in the statistical ratio given by their (2j+1) values 
i.e. 1:2. The exit channel of greatest importance is 
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~ HCl A  State 
X 'Y Ground State 
Proposed mechanism for the production of HCf 
in the v'=O vibrational level shown in terms of 
HC1 potential curves 
Fig F6.4.4 
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of course that which correlates to the A 2E state of HC1 
and this is the 2 quasimolecular state formed by the 
2P° 112 state of the HCl united atom and the 1S 0 state of Ar 
atom which has received the electron in the charge 
exchange process. Thus the A2 ir entrance channel is also 
the exit channel producing the Ar ion which correlates to 
the HCl A2 ion state. Only the identity of the Ar ion 
has changed the actual states involved have not. This 
means that in the Ar-HCl collision system there is no 
requirement for any intermediate states and since no 
repulsive curve is 
involved in the mechanism there is no bond stretching and 
the expected vibrational distribution of the A 2Z+ state of 
HCl may reasonably be expected to exhibit a much more FC 
like population distribution than was the case for the 
He-HCl collision system. The state corresponding to the 
lowest C state of the (He-Ar) quasimolecule is included 
in Fig F6.4.5 for completeness. 
Other differences which we may reasonably expect to 
observe as a result of this mechanism would be a much 
greater cross section for excitation of the HC1 A 2 
state for Ar incident ions than for He ions. Empirically 
this would seem to be the case in our experiments as very 
much higher photon count rates were achieved for the Ar k-
HC1 collisions than for the He-HCl collisions, however 
the magnitude of this increase was not directly 
calibrated and so no definitive statement on this can be 
made. Also it would appear likely that there will be a 
considerable cross section for ionisation of HC1 directly 
to the X2 ,r ion state under Ar collisions and -this cross 
section would be expected to be very similar in magnitude 
to that for ionisation to the A 2Z+ state. Under He 
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Electron Configurations of the United Atom corresponding 
to these three quasimolecular states are: 
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collision conditions however the X2 ir ion state would be 
populated by indirect mechanisms and cascade from the A 2 
state, thus the apparent cross section for that process 
would be expected to be rather different to that observed 
for the A 2  excitation process. No measurements of the 
relative importance of these processes were made for 
either Ar or He collisions but such data, obtainable by 
energy loss measurements of the scattered neutral species 
would be useful in confirming the validity of our 
proposed excitation/charge exchange mechanisms. 
6.5 Conclusions 
The excitation mechanism proposed on the basis of 
diabatic correlations between the incident ion species 
and the equivalent united atom species of the molecular 
target appears to be successful in accounting for the 
general properties observed experimentally. The basic 
principle of this mechanism is that, in the He-HCl 
collision system, charge exchange and the resulting 
excitation of HC1 to the A 2E ion state occurs as a result 
of radial coupling of the entrance channel to an 
intermediate state in which HC1 is on a strongly 
repulsive potential curve. Thus the HC1 bond is 
stretched, and as rotational coupling to a second 
potential, from which the A ion state is accessed, occurs 
the distorted vibrational distribution of the stretched 
species is imposed on the new state. The normal bond 
length of the A 2E state being similar to that of the 
stretched intermediate. This results predominantly in the 
population of the v'=O vibrational level and thus we 
observe predominately (0,0) transitions as the A state 
decays by photon emission to the X ion state. In Ar 
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collisions with HC1 however the exit channel 
corresponding to the A2E state of HC1 is formed by the 
same potential curve as the entrance channel, thus 
population of the A ion state occurs directly by the 
transfer of an electron from the target to the incident 
species and no intermediate state is involved. This means 
that the vibrational distribution of the molecular ground 
state is transferred to the final A ion state undistorted 
and thus we can reasonably expect an FC or a near FC 
vibrational population to be observed in the excited ion 
state as is in fact the case. 
Having developed this mechanism we must also consider any 
alternative mechanisms which could produce similar 
results. Likewise it is also important to compare and 
consider the findings and proposals of other researchers 
who have observed HC1 excitation and ionisation. 
Most of the likely mechanisms by which the unusual 
vibrational population of HCl A2E could occur relates to 
rapid relaxation processes occurring in the target 
species prior to the emission of a photon and decay to 
the ground ion state. These mechanisms have in general 
been described and eliminated experimentally (section 
5.2) however there remains some observations and 
suggestions made by other researchers, both in published 
papers and in discussion that should be dealt with. 
First of all the apparent similarity of our data on the 
vibrational population of the excited A 2E state of HCl 
to that observed in PIS, (Penning ionisation optical 
spectroscopy) studies (Ric-73) ,(Sny-83),(Tsu-86), has 
already been noted. At the time this study was carried 
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out there was considerable debate on the discrepancy 
between the observed vibrational population in excited 
HCl as a result of PbS studies, which demonstrated a non 
FC distribution with excitation predominantly of the v'=O 
level of the A state, and the observation of FC 
distribution in PES studies, (photo electron 
spectroscopy). Although the mechanism of Penning 
ionisation was likely to be considerably different to 
that operating in ion collision excitation the similar 
results found in PbS work was intriguing and so this 
debate was followed with interest. The conditions under 
which PIOS studies were carried out were very different 
to those implemented here however and as other 
researchers investigated the He2 3S-HC1 system it became 
clear that observed vibrational population distribution 
of the A state of the HCl ion was dependant on the 
conditions of the He bath in which the penning ionisation 
was observed. The strongest evidence of this being 
furnished by Simon et.al . (Sim-88) who observed Penning 
ionisation of HC1 by He and Ne metastable under very low 
pressure conditions. His observations were that the 
vibrational populations of the HCl species were 
essentially FC in nature, given an error band of ±10%. 
Thus he proposed support for the earlier suggestion of 
Tsuji (Tsu-86) and that post ionisation collision of the 
HCI excited species with He resulted in an selective 
removal of HCl A2E in excited vibrational levels so 
disrupting the nascent vibrational population by the 
following mechanisms. 
HCl (A,v') + He -, HeH + Cl ( 2P) 
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or 
HCl (A,v') + He - HCl (X, high v'') + He 
or alternatively they suggested that excess population of 
the A2E V , =0 level was brought about by the following 
mechanism: 
HC1 +Cl ('S 0 ) -. HCl (A,v'=O) 
These mechanisms may be operating under the conditions 
under which the PIOS studies were made but it can not be 
accepted that they are the source of the observations 
hw madep Lrst of all under the collision regime operating 
in this beam study secondary collisions are unlikely to 
occur and certainly not on a sufficient scale to alter 
the observed vibrational distributions in any significant 
way. Also the brief time allowed for the observation of 
emission from excited species (10 6 sec.) requires that 
the mechanism that causes redistribution of the 
vibrational population operate very rapidly, again it is 
doubtful whether the type of mechanism outlined above 
could do so with sufficient efficiency to grossly affect 
our observations. The principle evidence against the 
effect of secondary collisions causing vibrational 
redistribution is however the fact that no such 
redistribution is observed in Ar collisions were the 
target beam conditions were identical to the standard 
experiments made with He ions (included using He as a 
target carrier gas the most likely source of He atoms 
which could cause the post excitation collisions required 
by two of the mechanisms outlined above). Also it is 
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notable that the predominance of the v'=O levels was also 
observed in the one experiment where a pure HC1 target 
was used. From these considerations we feel confident in 
ruling out the possibility that the observations we have 
made are in any way affected by the type of mechanism 
that has been proposed affects the vibrational 
populations observed in penning ionisation studies. 
An other mechanism suggested (Singleton-Edinburgh 
University laser spectroscopy group, private discussion) 
was that clustering effects between the MCi and the He 
carrier gas caused distortion in the H-Cl bond and hence 
apparent non-FC vibrational population. A considerable 
amount of research has recently been carried out (Mar-
85), (Ray-86), (Cla-89) on such HC1 - rare gas complexes 
however no evidence of clustering in HC1-He systems has 
been observed and the effects of such clustering even 
where it is strong for example with argon are too weak to 
have a strong effect as is observed here. Finally of 
course such an effect would be expected to be identical 
in Ar collisions. 
In conclusion then we have proposed a possible 
mechanism by which the surprising results of our 
investigation into He HC1 collisions can be explained. 
Also we have examined the evidence of other research 
groups and considered both their data and the 
propositions they have made with respect to their 
observations, we have also considered a number of 
alternative explanations for our observations. It is 
clear from this study that there is a considerable amount 
that could be achieved by further investigation .of the 
He - HC1 and the Ar - HC1 collision systems. To our 
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knowledge no other research on collisional excitation has 
been conducted on these systems since of Haugh (Hau-
72),(Hau-73),(Hau-74) investigated collisions in a gas 
cell. Thus would suggest that further investigation of 
this and other generic systems be carried out in order to 
clarify some of the points raised herein. We await such 
investigation with interest. 
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Chapter 7 
The N2 - He Collision System 
7.1 Background: 
Many studies of collisions between fast ions in the 
sub-key energy range and nitrogen molecules have 
previously been published, however, there are several 
factors which made this a collision system of particular 
interest to us. First of all, an understanding of 
excitation mechanisms resulting from such collisions is 
important in clarifying many aspects of atmospheric 
chemistry. Furthermore, the strong triple bond of N 2 
produces a short vibrational period, typically 10 14s, 
this is of the same order of magnitude as the HC1 
vibrational period, which has already been investigated, 
and is in a region where the FC principle can be expected 
to apply at the high energy range of lkeV but at the 
100 eV collision energy the FC principle may begin to 
break down as the collision lifetime approaches the 
vibrational period, thus this system is of interest as an 
indicator of the behaviour of vibrational excitation over 
the region where the Franck-Condon principle is beginning 
to break down. 
Finally the emission resulting from direct excitation 
of N 2 is of interest because of the predominance of C-+B 
transitions under certain conditions. This is, of 
course, the nitrogen laser line and thus has attracted 
some attention from groups interested in laser physics. 
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It is for these, and other, considerations that 
collisions between N 2 and rare gas ions have attracted 
particular attention in recent years (Dow-81) (Dhu-84) 
(Dhu-85) (Gis-82). However, there are further and 
compelling motives for studying these, collision systems 
using the experimental apparatus devised at Edinburgh 
University and described herein. The most pronounced 
feature of N2 in terms of its electronic properties is the 
extreme density of states, indeed no other diatomic 
species is known to have so many stable neutral and ion 
states. This presents some difficulties in the execution 
and interpretation of collision experiments based on the 
conventional techniques of spectroscopic or energy loss 
measurements as described previously. In the former 
case (Dow-81) the possibility of misinterpretation 
resulting from unobserved cascade processes is enhanced 
by the sheer density of states from which this process 
could originate while in the latter (Dhu-84), that so 
many states exist with very similar excitation energies, 
means that only broad and general conclusions may be 
drawn from the limited resolution of energy loss 
measurements. For these reasons it was believed that the 
study of He-N 2 collisions using the apparatus described 
herein to detect coincidences between photon emission and 
particle scattering with its associated energy loss would 
represent a considerable step forward in our 
understanding of collision induced excitation processes 
in this system. Thus we undertook a spectroscopic study 
of the observable excitation processes in the He-N 2 
collision system in order to ascertain the optimum 
experimental conditions under which a coincidence study 
would have the greatest probability of success, and 
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subsequently attempted to record such a coincidence. 
Early studies of N2 excitation by electron collisions 
showed the vibrational level population of the excited 
states were in good agreement with the expected values 
calculated from the known Franck-Condon factors (FAN-56). 
Later interest focused on the apparent non-F.C. 
distribution resulting from ion impact excitation where 
the projectile ion could, at low (<108 ms') velocities 
cause a perturbation in the target molecule's vibrational 
wavefunction (Moo-69). This effect being particularly 
notable in charge exchange collisions resulting in the 
excitation the N2 B2EU state (Lip-69). Later 
investigations of atom-molecules collisions in the 3- 
25 key energy range revealed that deviation from the F.C. 
distribution was more marked in ionising collisions 
(producing N2  B 2Z,+ excitation) for H or D incident 
species than for the equivalent ions at equivalent 
velocity, (Although the onset of these deviations 
occurred at higher velocities for the atomic incident 
species (Bir-74) and the vibrational population of N 2 C3 1r 
excited under the same conditions produced a distribution 
predicted by the F.C. principle). 
Cross sections for excitation of the N. 1st negative 
and second positive systems were also measured in this 
series of experiments, however, measurements were based 
on the assumption that little or no cascade occurred to 
the upper state, a reasonable assumption in this case but 
none the less indicative of the limitations of purely 
spectroscopic studies of which this work was a typical 
example. 
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In the same year Moore extended this work to the 
observation non ionising collisions of H H2 and N on N2 
at collision velocities ranging from 2 to 7 x 10 7 cm/sec. 
Again, the vibrational populations of the excited states 
were found to be in agreement with the F.C. principle. 
Thus increasing the evidence for a sharp contrast between 
the mechanisms and effects of non ionising and ionising 
collisions. 
This investigation raised some important questions 
about the relative importance of the so called isolated 
Franck-Condon (IFC) and the distorted Franck-Condon (DFC) 
mechanisms, (the latter derived from the observations of 
Moore) (Moo-69), or indeed the validity of either under 
certain conditions. 
Such work raised considerable interest and the problems 
posed by ion-diatom collisions at the lower energy 
region, (at 0.2 to 4 key) This was taken up by Dowek and 
co-workers who applied the alternative experimental 
method of measuring the scattering and energy loss of the 
incident ion after collision (Dow-81). Dowek et al made 
some important statements on the principles which apply 
in this sort of collision and on which they based their 
subsequent work and these are worth restarting as they 
are of equal significance to our own work. First of all, 
there is the significance of the period of duration of a 
collision T C  between atom orion and a target molecule. 
Because the times required for a molecule to make a 
rotation TO  or a vibration, T, are different then the 
importance of these degrees of freedom will vary 
according to the duration of T. Following from this, if 
T c < T or T then electronic excitation will occur 
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independently of any excitation of the internal motion of 
the molecule, this follows logically from the Born 
Oppenheimer approximation which separates nuclear and 
electronic motion and ultimately allows us to consider a 
rotating, vibrating molecule as a stationary target when 
T C  << T, or TR  where variations in the internuclear vector 
may be ignored. This essentially is the sudden 
approximation. Secondly, they note that to invoke the 
quasimolecular model, based on rare gas ion-atom 
collisions, as they do in their interpretation of He N 2 
collisions and as has been applied herein to He HC1 
collisions, is necessarily speculative on the grounds 
that this implies an understanding of the dynamics of 
several triatomic energy surfaces, an area of study which 
had achieved very limited success at their time of 
writing (1981) and has advanced little since. 
The results of these investigations into N 2 excitation 
by He ions at low energies (0.2 to 4 key) and low 
scattering angles (0 ° to 
30)  showed that processes 
resulting in the excitation of positive band systems 
produced vibrational distributions consistent with the 
F.C. principle, and furthermore that significant 
excitation of vibrational levels within the ground state 
did not occur. This was found to hold for all well 
defined, i.e. non dissociative states excited directly 
within the energy and scattering angle regions observed. 
Dowek et al, however, were able to take their 
interpretation of their observations a stage further. By 
observing a large number of states, the relative 
excitation probabilities of those states and how those 
probabilities varied with reduced scattering angle, a 
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clearer picture of an actual excitation mechanism, which 
was self consistent, could be implied. This was achieved 
by interpreting the significance of the asymmetry in the 
population of exothermic and endothermic channels in 
charge exchange and the energy dependence of these 
processes. 
What was observed was as follows, first that charge 
exchange processes dominate at low energy and low 
scattering angles and secondly that endothermic charge 
exchange (where the energy defect is positive; i.e. 
energy is absorbed in the collision) dominate exothermic 
charge exchange processes, the latter being strongly 
energy dependent. These features were considered to be 
sufficiently similar to those observed in the He - rare 
gas collisions that a similar mechanism was implied. 
Thus it was logical to apply the same quasimolecular 
model to interpret those observations and this was indeed 
carried out with some success, using the characteristics 
of diabatic I and diabatic II transitions in the same way 
as has been employed both here and in previous studies 
for ion - rare gas atom collisions. 
The broad implications of this investigation were 
treated in greater detail by Dhuicq et al in 1985 (Dhu-
85) when the vibrational population of the B 3lr4 state of 
N2 and the a 3   state of Co excited in collisions with He 
in the 200-1000 eV energy range were observed. It had 
become clear by this time that although the general rule 
holds that collisions, the duration of which is much less 
than the period of vibration of the target species 
(r V b = 10' 4s), produce F.C. vibrational distribution, 
while those involving slow species (V <10
7 cms') result 
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in excitations with apparently distorted vibrational 
distributions, there was a considerable grey area where 
the velocity of incident species is between 10
7 and 
108 cms'. 1n this region the likelihood of the observed 
vibrational distribution conforming to the F.C. 
prediction had been found to be highly dependent on the 
chemistry of the colliding partners, the type of 
excitation and the parameters describing the collision 
itself. Indeed, it was the apparent difference in this 
respect between N 2 excitation and the excitation of the 
isoelectronic molecule CO that prompted Dhuicq et al to 
carry out a rigorous high resolution energy loss study of 
vibrational populations after collisional excitation 
(Dhu-85). 
This work was particularly notable in that it was the 
first energy loss experiment sufficiently high in 
accuracy to be able to resolve individual vibrational 
levels, excited in the target, from energy loss 
measurements on the scattered ion. 
Dhuicq and his group concluded from their observations 
that the excitation of N 2 to the B3 ir 8 state by He ions at 
energies in excess of 500eV was consistent with the FC 
principle. For Co however excitation to the a
3 ?r state 
under identical conditions theFC principle appeared to 
be violated. In discussing the possible mechanisms by 
which this might have been brought about, Dhuicq proposed 
long range interactions existed in the latter system 
which resulted in the formation of a charge dipole prior 
to excitation. Such interactions could not of course 
apply to the hoinonuclear N 2 system and thus the difference 
in behaviour of the two molecules were explained. 
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Deviations from the predicted vibrational distribution in 
both N2 and Co at collision energies below 500eV were 
attributed to perturbation of the initial vibrational 
wave packet at long ranges, a mechanism that had 
previously been invoked successfully in this type of 
interaction. 
It was at this stage that the Edinburgh University 
Molecular Beams Group began to look at the possibility of 
improving the sensitivity and resolution of collision 
experiments in this field with the aim of gaining a 
fuller picture of the mechanisms involved in these 
electronic and vibrational excitation processes. In 
particular broadening the applicability of such 
experiments to less favourable systems where small values 
of the vibrational frequency reduce the spacing of 
individual levels beyond the resolution of the impressive 
energy loss apparatus of Dhuicq. 
To achieve a full description of a molecular inelastic 
collision process we are required to ascertain the 
following information. First, the nature of the 
electronic orbitals from which transfer occurs. 
Secondly, the nature of the orbitals into which the 
electron is captured and finally the extent to which 
these transfers are dependent on the collisional impact 
parameter, centre of mass velocity and orientation of the 
collision partners. In experimental terms this means we 
must determine or specify the initial quantum states of 
the incident species, analyse the exit states of the 
species, including the molecular vibrational-rotational 
distribution, and obtain angular scattering data. 
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Finally, these measurements must be made at a variety of 
collision velocities. All of these factors can be 
accommodated by the experimental apparatus described 
herein. The final factor, the significance of molecular 
orientation on excitation processes will not be 
considered, however; it is foreseen that with minor 
adaptation such measurements could be made. 
The means by which the data outlined above may be 
obtained is by means of a 'coincidence' experiment where 
the initial states of the species involved are defined by 
the experimental conditions that have already been 
outlined, that is the state of the incident ion is 
determined by control of the energy of electrons used in 
the electron bombardment source, and by careful selection 
of the kinetic energy of the ion beam at the analyser 
stage. Similarly the initial state of the target molecule 
is restricted by the conditions of the nozzle expansion 
of the target beam. Data on the angular scattering of the 
incident species after collision can be monitored on the 
angular detector described in section 2.8, and more fully 
in the thesis of co-worker I.Abbas (Abb-88). The apparent 
state of the excited species can be ascertained by 
observation of photon emission from the collision as was 
the case in the observations of the He/Ar and He/HCl 
collision systems however the possibility that cascade or 
other relaxation effects could result in misleading 
fluorescence data has already been made amply clear. Thus 
in order to obtain definitive data on the excitation 
processes involved in a given collision we are also 
required to obtain data on the energy loss of the 
incident species. Thus it was principle of the 
coincidence experiment that not only the emission of the 
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target species be observed but a correlation be made 
between that emission and the arrival at the detector of 
the ion species which gave rise to the excitation from 
which that emission arose. This required that 
sophisticated timing techniques be used so that the time 
of arrival of a photon at the imaging photon detector be 
recorded and the arrival of an ion at the particle 
detector, after an appropriate gate period corresponding 
to the expected flight time of that species, also be 
recorded. Thus a spectrum of time differential between 
photon emission and ion detection could be accumulated, 
with a large number of such events being recorded a peak 
was expected to develop from amongst a background of 
random noise events in the spectrum, which would 
correspond to the time delay between emission of a photon 
and the detection of the ion which caused the excitation 
from which the emission arose. Thus we would obtain data 
on the scattering angle of the incident species, the 
energy loss of that species as a result of an excitation 
process occurring in a collision (by means of an accurate 
measurement of flight time) and the emission spectrum of 
the target species the excited state of which may or may 
not correspond to the energy loss of the exciting ion 
depending on cascade and other relaxation processes. Thus 
we would be able to fully define the parameters of the 
excitation process observed and the accurate description 
of the mechanisms involved would be considerably more 
certain and easily developed. 
This chapter will describe in greater detail the 
principles of the coincidence experiment, the preliminary 
observations made in preparation for that experiment and 
the execution and results obtained. 
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7.2 	Coincidence Feasibility Calculations: 
The feasibility of the coincidence study which was 
undertaken was highly dependent on the rate at 
which useful data could be collected. The aim of these 
calculations is, therefore, to demonstrate that the 
experiment could be run within the parameters which would 
allow a reasonable possibility of obtaining a 
recognisable coincidence peak. 
The rate of detection of coincidences is given by the 
product of the photon detection rate (N 	) and the 
probability of detecting the associated scattered 
particle, this probability being given in turn by the 
product of the ratio of the differential and total 
cross-sections, a 1g and c it, t for the scattering process, 
the solid angle subtended by the detector element and the 
detector efficiency. The following gives the rigorous 
treatment by which we reach a conservative evaluation of 
the coincidence detection rate. 
The Photon Detection Rate 
The rate at which photons are detected is an 
experimentally determined factor, but the strict 
evaluation of this parameter is given as follows: 
NP o) = 	F . 	. v . a i tot 	 qS 	(eq.7.2.l) 
where 
= the photon count rate (Hz) 
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F1 = the ion flux density of the incident beam (cm 2&
1
) 
nT =the number of density of target molecules (CM-3) 
V 	= the volume of the collision zone (cm 3 ) 
aj tot = the total cross-section for excitation of 
channel i 
e f 	= efficiency of the photon detector 
= the solid angle subtended by the photon 
detector 
Similarly the scattered ion count rate may be given 
thus: 
N (0 ) = F1 . 	V . aiO  . f . 	 (eq.7.2.2) 
where 
N ( 0 ) = 	the particle collection rate at angle 
f 	= the particle detector efficiency 
= the solid angle subtended by the ion 
detection element 
= the differential cross-section for the process 
Clearly the rate of coincidence counting will be the 
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product of the minimising factors in the photon and 
particle count rates. 
The coincidence detection rate is then given thus: 
Nci = 	F 1 	nT 	. V 	. 	aje 	. f 	. 	e 	. . LO (eq.7.2.3) 
from equation (eq.7.2.1) we may write 
Np (A)/ajtot = F1 . nT . V . e f . 	 ( eq.7.2.4) 
thus equation (eq7.2.3) is simplified to 
N1 =ar io• (NP(A )/a.) . f . AO 	 (eq.7.2.5) 
Thus since the photon detection rate Np (A) is known our 
calculation is simplified to evaluating the ratio 
ai8/critot 
where 
aitot = 2ir I Cj Slfl 	 (eq.7.2.6) 
oJ 
typically a jola it, t is high in these types of collisions 
dure to the predominance of forward scattering. However, 
to ensure that our estimate of coincidence detection rate 
is conservative, we will assume a 'worse case' scenario, 
i.e. that of isotropic scattering. 
Assuming then, that after collision the ions have an 
equal probability of being scattered to any point on the 
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surface of a sphere, of which the point of collision is 
the center, then 
aiO = 	 ( eq. 7.2.7) 
Thus, from equation (eq.7.2.4) 
F . n . V . e . 	. 	= NP(A ) /41r 	(eq.7.2.8) 
Substituting these values into equation (eq.7.2.5) 
gives the following: 
Nci = 	(NP(A ) /47r) . f . AO 	 (eq.7.2.9) 
Thus the problem of evaluating a coincidence count rate 
is reduced to evaluating f the particle detector 
efficiency and M, the solid angle subtended by the ion 
detector element. 
The solid angle of particle detection may be evaluated 
quite simply from the known dimensions of the vacuum 
system after the collision zone, and the dimensions of 
the particle detector. 
The distance from the collision zone to the detector 
injector is 126.2 cm It may be assumed that no further 
angular divergence occurs after reaching the injector 
entrance as the ions at this point are accelerated very 
rapidly by a high potential (>50 kV) onto the detector 
plate. The effective dimensions of the detector element 
are 1.5mm in the horizontal plane and 14mm in the 
vertical plane (corresponding to an angular resolution of 
0.07 ° ). Thus the value i9 is found to be. 
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te = 0.15 x 1.4/(126.2) 2 	(eq.7.2.10) 
= 1.3 x 10 5 sr 
Thus 
Nci = 	. f . M 
The value of f the detector efficiency is another 
experimentally determinable factor (see (Abb-89)) and it 
is found to be between 0.5 and 0.75 depending on the 
detector voltage. •(The percentage efficiency being 50% 
for a detector voltage of 50 kV rising to 75% at a 
detector voltage of 80 kV). 
Thus 
Nci =  NP(A) 6.6 x 106 . 
	 (eq.7.2.11) 
Thus the rate of detection of coincidence signals is 
governed by the rate of photon data collection. However 
the value which determines the feasibility of the 
experiment is not the rate of coincidence detection, but 
the time (t) taken for such a signal to become evident 
above the inevitable noise signals. This time value 
determines the duration for which the experiment must be 
run continuously before a useful signal is observed and 
may be calculated as follows. 
First consider the rate at which noise signals are 
accumulated. 
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Nnoi se = 	(NP(A) + Nbackgro d) 	T . (N particle) (eq.7.2.12) 
Nno i se is the rate of collection of false coincidence 
signals. 
Nbackgrotmd is the photon channel noise in the gate open 
period. 
T is a time factor, it represents the time period after 
a collision even in which a useful photon may be 
recorded, and it is determined by two factors, first the 
decay time of the excited species and secondly by the 
time variance in the arrival of a photon from a specific 
collision event due to the variation in position of 
where, within the collision region, that event took 
place. Thus .the value of T under the conditions 
described herein and observing emission from N 2 3Cir is no 
greater than 10 ns. 
Nparti c i e  is the particle count rate at all channels 
monitored for ion detector for the purpose of coincidence 
detection. Other noise events occur, however if they 
occur outside of the time of valid collection these 
events are gated out. 
Normal statistical analysis requires that a peak in a 
spectrum with a noise background must rise above the 
noise level by a factor of 3 x (Noise)'~ in order to 
achieve a high statistical significance. 
Thus: 
N(A). 6.6x10 6 . t ~: 3 {(N 	+ Nbackground) • T 	(Nparticle) t}½ 
(eq.7. 2. 13) 
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Since NpcA) >> Nb ackgrou d in the gate open time T: this is 
readily achieved thus equation (eq.7.2.13) is simplified 
t = 	9 • T 	1patic1e— 	 (eq.7.2.14) 
(6.6 x 10 ) N(A) 
t = 	(9 X 10 X i0) (Nparticiel 
(6.6 x 10 6 ) 2 (N (A ) ) 
t = 2.1 X iO 	Lpartic1ei_ 
(N (A ) ) 
Thus the time (t) for which we expect that a continuous 
observation must be made, for a statistically significant 
coincidence signal to be observed depends on the ratio 
.Lliparticiei__ 
(N (x ) ) 
Typically NP(A)  for emission from the N2 C 3 ir state, 
excited by collision with He can be maintained between 
200 and 250 counts s', the value of Npartj cje under the same 
conditions is 280 to 320 counts s'. Thus we could expect 
the value of t to be approximately: 
t = 2.7 x 10 4 secs 
Allowance must be made however for the probability that 
the coincidence signals will not all be observed within 
one period of T (equivalent to one channel of recorded 
data) We can reasonably expect timing jitter and the rise 
times of the electronic signals used in data collection 
and recording to spread this signal over several 
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neighbouring channels. If this occurs then the 
observation time (t) must be increased by a factor of n. 
Estimating the number of channels which the signal may be 
spread over at 5 we obtain a final value for the minimum 
observation time of: 
t=6.Oxlo 4 secs 
17 hours 
During this time approximately ioo coincidences will be 
recorded. 
7.3 Initial Observations of the N2/He Collision System. 
The first requirement in initiating such an ambitious 
experiment was of course to observe N2 - He system 
collisions spectroscopically, under a range of energy 
conditions and spectral regions in order to determine the 
optimum conditions under which the required photon and 
particle detection rates outlined above could be 
achieved. 
Our initial experiments concentrated on the observation 
of photons emitted as a result of an excitation process 
between He - N 2  which occurred without charge exchange, 
(since we are required ultimately to detect an ion as a 
scattered particle). 
Available evidence predicted that the most useful 
process we were likely to observe was excitation of the 
nitrogen C 3 7r state which may be observed in emission to 
the B 3 ir, state where the (0,0) transition is at 337.0 nm. 
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A scan of the relevant spectral region at a collision 
energy of 900 eV was carried out and this rapidly 
revealed that C-B state emission was indeed the most 
intense process resulting from a non-ionising collision 
processes which could be observed, therefore the 
experimental apparatus was set up to observe this region 
of the spectrum while collision energy and a variety of 
other experimental parameters were adjusted in order to 
obtain the maximum consistent photon signal possible. 
Spectra were recorded at ion beam energies of 300 eV to 
800 eV in steps of 100 eV, and at 650 eV and 850 eV, in 
order to find the conditions where the excitation of C 3 7r,, 
was strongest. This could be achieved by monitoring the 
total rate of photon signal collection and by observing 
the development of the spectrum arising out of C 3 r, 
emission relative to the intense line representing 
emission from the N 2 B2E U state to N 2 X'; the (2,0) 
transition being represented at 330.4 nut. The 
experimental conditions which applied are in table T7.3.1 
Note a slit width of approximately 1 mm was used to 
compile the spectra as this provided sufficient 
resolution to allow the identification of the wavelength 
of maximum emission, (although compared to the best 
possible this resolution is poor). After these spectra 
had been collected and the position of the grating 
optimised for observation of the C-+B state emission the 
slit width was opened further in order to achieve a 
photon collection rate in the region of 300 photons per 
second. 
One of the spectra obtained in this way is shown in Fig 
F7.3.1 with the assignments of the various peaks 
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Table T7.3.1 Experimental Conditions 
Energy dependence of N 2 C3 ir excitation 
The source 




Typical Ion Beam at CZ 
Lens Power Supply Values 
Extraction Lens System 
Energy Analysis Supply 
Ion Optics Supply 
Target Beam 
N2 gas line pressure 
Target pulser frequency 
Target pulser open time 
= 	1.87 Torr 
= 	6.4 amp 
= 	200V 
= 20 MA 
= 	3xl0 7 A 
= 	4.0 kV (to chain) 
= 	480V 
= 	7.0 kV (to chain) 
= 2Bar 
= 25 Hz 
= 	1.10 ms 
4. Spectroscopic Recording Settings 
Signal gate open time 
Signal gate delay relative to target pulse 
Noise gate open time 
Noise gate delays rel. to target pulse 
Grating focus position 
Grating angle setting 
Central A 
Slit Width 	 = 600 DVN 
Typical photon collection rate 	= 80-100 Hz 
= 0.90 ms 
= 1.05 ins 
= 0.90 ins 
= 2oins 
= 0 DVN 
= 333 DVM 



























Nitrogen Emission resulting 
from He collisions with N 
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Assignment: 
Wavelength Species States 
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FIG F7.3.2 
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FIG F7.3.7 
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FIG F7.3.8 
























observed. The spectra obtained at each beam energy 
measured are depicted in Figs. F7.3.2 to F7.3.9. The 
increase in importance of the neutral excitation process 
compared to the charge exchange excitation process is 
quite evident. This is, of course, the expected effect, 
in the most simple visualisation of this effect one can 
imagine that as the velocity of the ion passing the N 2 
molecule increases then there is less and less time for 
an electron to 'jump' from one species to the other. Thus 
at increasing velocities an electron is more likely tobe 
pulled to the 'outer' or excited shells and less likely 
to make a transition to the He ion. The low resolution of 
the spectra makes it difficult to evaluate accurately the 
intensity of individual lines, however the relative 
importance of the charge exchange process compared with 
neutral excitation process is approximated in fig F7.3.10 
where the peak heights of the (2,0) line of the B 2 U - 
X2 g emission of N 2 and the (0,0) line of the C 3ir -' B 3 ir g 
emission of N2 are shown as a ratio against collision 
energy. In this graph it is apparent that even within the 
large error for the estimated height of the peaks there 
is a strong linear dependence for the degree of N 2 C 3 ir, 
state excitation with respect to beam energy. 
Another feature of interest shown in the spectra is the 
development of the emission attributed to N 
[2s 2 ,2p( 2P ° ),3pj 'S 	[2s2 ,2p,( 2P ° )35] 'P ° at 343.7nm. The 
increasing intensity of this feature appears to 
correspond closely to the increasing N 2 C state emission, 
(given the error in the estimated peak heights) this is 
shown in Fig F7.3.11. This may be an important clue to 
the excitation mechanism resulting in N 2 C state 
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involved in both the production of that state and a 
proportion of N ions in the [2s 2 ,2p,( 2P ° ),3p] 1S state. 
7.4 	Nitrogen Excitation Mechanisms 
The details of mechanisms operating in collisions 
between He and N 2 are very complex, as is the case for 
any three body collision system where the structure of 
the relevant potential surfaces is far from clearly 
defined and is often highly dependent on the internal 
energy characteristics of the molecular target. It is 
difficult to draw credible diabatic state correlation 
diagrams for the He-N 2 collision system based on the 
collapsing the molecular target to its equivalent united 
atom as has been done for the He HC1 collision system (N 2 
is isoelectronic with Si). In the case of He-HCl this was 
possible because the HC1 target was iso-electronic with 
Ar. For HC1 the extreme asymmetry of the target molecule 
results in an electronic structure not greatly dissimilar 
to the Ar united atom, the single and many electron 
correlation diagrams of which had already been evaluated 
and tested experimentally. (This experimental comparison 
being very important as one of the crucial features of 
the He 1 -Ar system was the correlation, in the single 
electron state diagram Fig F4.3.3, of the He is orbital 
to the 3pa MO and hence to the 3p UA orbital, in contrast 
to the prediction of the Barat and Lichten model that 
that orbital would correlate to the 3d UA orbital). 
However in the case of N. the electronic structure of the 
molecule is considerably different to that of its Si 
united atom, also little experimental data is available 
on the He-5i system making the value of correlations 
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based solely on the theoretical predictions of the Barat 
and Lichten model rather doubtful. Thus our 
interpretation of the excitation observed in the He-N 2 
system will necessarily be less specific in terms of the 
potential surfaces and quasimolecular states involved 
than has been the case for the systems previously 
discussed. None the less previous researchers have found 
that the behaviour of N. in collisions with He in general 
terms is very similar to that observed for He-rare gas 
collisions (Dow-81), and it is possible to explain the 
general features of the observed excitation mechanisms of 
these collisions in terms broadly derived from the 
observations of those He - rare gas collision systems. We 
can expect that the effects of a core vacancy produced in 
an He - N2 triatomic quasimolecule by the He is vacancy 
to remain to be of primary importance. It being this 
vacancy which results in the possibility of Diabatic I 
(DI) and Diabatic II (DII) mechanisms. 
The first interpretation of this type for the He-N 2 
system was made by Dowek et al (Dow-81) for excitation 
processes resulting the production of N 2 in the B3 ir 
state. Dowek and his co-workers invoked a two step 
mechanism, the first stage of which was the relaxation of 
an outer electron of N 2 from the 2pa 8 orbital to the is 
orbital of He, which in the quasimolecule represents a 
core vacancy. Thus the mechanism is described as the 
formation of a triatomic quasimolecule by N 2 and He, 
followed by a rearrangement of the electronic structure 
of that quasiinolecule resulting in the filling the core 
vacancy and exciting the remaining electron from the now 
half empty orbital. The driving force for this processing 
being inter-electronic repulsion in the valance orbital. 
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In the second stage of the mechanism the quasimolecule 
begins to separate and the electron which had relaxed to 
the He is orbital is returned to the N 2 molecule, while 
the partner remains in its excited state. Thus the 
excitation mechanism for N 2 B 3 ir g was described as 
resulting from a two stage process where the first stage 
resulted directly from the DII type mechanism which was 
then followed by some secondary rearrangement process in 
much the same way as has been described for the 
excitation of the 'C' series of states in He-Ar 
collisions. Other processes discussed in the Dowek paper 
(Dow-81) include the population of the B 2E state of N21  
which we have observed in our spectra, the mechanism for 
which was ascribed to direct 'Demkov' type transitions 
due to its strength. The observation of N and N species 
was also noted and this was ascribed to population of the 
repulsive N2 C2 , state (electron configuration 2a2, 31, 
17r 3 , 17r 9 1 ) by a DII curve crossing which then resulted in 
dissociation of the N 2 to N and N. The mechanism for the 
population of the N 2 C 
3 w u state which is of primary 
importance to the experiments described herein was not 
explicitly described in this paper however from 
comparison of the other processes described above the 
implication is clearly that population of this state also 
results from an initial DII type mechanism followed by a 
secondary process, as with the N 2 B state. there is little 
which we can add to this interpretation on the basis of 
the spectra obtained in the experiments so far described, 
however our data with respect to the relative importance 
of the charge exchange process to the N 2 B2U state and 
the excitation of neutral N 2 to its C 3 N, state is 
consistent with the mechanisms outlined above, likewise 
our observations of the constancy of the ratio of 
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emission from the N 2 C 37r (0,0) line, at 337.OflIfl, and the 
N line at 343.7fl1fl supports the proposal that the same 
type of mechanism is operating in the production of both 
species. 
Applying these general principles to the excitation of 
the C 3 1r state of N 2  we can devise the following mechanism 
thus.The entrance channel is as follows: 
He (is) + N2 (X') 
disregarding the nitrogen core orbitals the distribution 
of electrons amongst the available orbitals and the 
symmetry species of those orbitals are thus: 
He (a') is' 
N2 	(a') 2sci 2 , ( a') 2sa 2 , ( a") 2p1T 2 1 (a') 2pir 2 , (
a') 2pa 92 
We assume then, that a DII mechanism is invoked in the 
triatomic pseudomolecule, therefore an electron in one of 
the N2  orbitals must be transferred to the He orbital 
while its partner is excited to a higher orbital, in the 
case of excitation to the C state of N 2 the ultimate 
effect is to remove an electron from the 2sa orbital and 
replace it in the 2Pr orbital. We shall assume no other 
electron rearrangement occurs, so the intermediate state 
of the collision complex after the DII mechanism is 
applied is thus: 
(He-N-Ni 
(Note no particular collision geometry is implied) 
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In terms of the symmetry species of orbitals this gives 
the following: 
He (a') is 2 , 
N2 	(a') 25ci 82 , ( a')2sa
0
, ( a") 2pir 82 1  (a') 2pir 2 , 
(a') 2por 82 , ( a') 2pir' 
Thus the symmetry species of each electron is 
preserved. The orbital corresponding to the 2sc in 
molecular nitrogen has been emptied, one electron filling 
the core vacancy represented by the He is orbital, the 
other excited by the energy released by the driving force 
of inter electronic repulsion to the orbital equivalent 
to 2pir 8  in molecular nitrogen. This is typical of the DII 
type mechanisms as we have seen in the He'-Ar system where 
the existence of the He vacancy results in a core vacancy 
in the quasimolecule. The first stage of excitation is 
complete. 
The second stage occurs as the species separate with 
the electron which had filled the core vacancy returning 
to its original orbital leaving the collision species in 
the following states after collision. 
He (is) + N2 (C 3 1r) 
in terms of orbital symmetry this gives: 
He (a') is', 
N2 	(a') 2sa 2 , ( a') 2sa, 1, ( a") 2p7r 2 , ( a')2pir 2 , 
(a') 2pa 2 , ( a') 2pir 1 
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This mechanism, although necessarily speculative, is 
consistent with both the data obtained in our experiments 
and the more general data recorded by Dowek and his co-
workers. For a more specific interpretation to be made a 
great deal more information would be required on the 
potential surfaces involved in the triatomic 
quasiniolecule, such information is not as yet available. 
The most important implication of our projected 
mechanism for N 2 C 3 ir. excitation in N2-He collisions is 
the fact that the population of that state occurs as . a 
result of curve crossings in the quasimolecule and not as 
a result of the relaxation of some higher state after the 
collision has occurred i.e. by cascade or other 
relaxation mechanism. Thus on the basis of our projected 
mechanism we would expect to observe an energy loss in 
the scattered He ion corresponding to the energy 
difference between N 2 in its ground state (X 1E) and the 
C state, this is a difference of 11.05 eV. This in turn 
means that we can predict the change in velocity of the 
scattered ion and hence the time window within which a 
coincidence could be observed. This information was used 
in the execution of the first attempt to record a 
coincidence between photon emission and incident ion 
scattering for a collision process as will be described 
in the following section. 
7.5 	The He - Nitrogen Coincidence Experiment 
The requirements of the experiment designed to observe 
coincidences between the scattered helium ions which give 
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rise to the excitation of the nitrogen C state and the 
photons emitted by the excited molecules of that state 
have already been detailed. The following will describe 
how those requirements were met experimentally. 
Photon Signal 
The optics system was set so that the maximum photon 
count rate could be achieved, i.e. the optical slit 
opened to its maximum width and the diffraction grating 
positioned so that the emission from the neutral nitrogen 
state could be observed without interference from the 
nearby ion state emissions. In this way photon signal 
rates in the region of 250 counts per second were readily 
achieved, more than sufficient to carry out a coincidence 
experiment. These values were of course obtained at high 
ion beam energies (900 eV) where it had been shown that 
excitation of the N 2 C 3 ,r,, state was at the maximum that 
could be achieved within the energy range available to 
us, thus determining the energy at which the coincidence 
experiment would be carried out. 
Scattered Particle Signal 
It was ultimately our intention to monitor all 45 
detector elements simultaneously while conducting a 
coincidence experiment. This was however not possible 
' as the particle 
detector interface which was built by Edinburgh 
University's Dept. of Chemistry Electronics Workshop had 
not been completed at the time of this experiment. Thus 
we were forced to employ only a single particle detector 
element, at an angle equivalent to 2.1 0 scatter. The 
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detection rate of scattered particles at this position 
was typically found to be between 250 and 300 counts per 
second, again sufficient, according to our calculations, 
for a coincidence signal to be successfully observed. 
This high particle count rate was achieved by 
multiplexing 3 angular detector elements together, 
reducing the resolution of the scattering measurement but 
increasing the probability that the angle where a 
coincidence could be recorded was in fact being observed. 
A neighbouring channel was also observed for monitoring 
purposes, as was the particle detector element which 
recorded the non scattered ion flux. 
Signal Processing 
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In order Fecord both the data collected by the photon 
detector and the particle detector, and the time 
discrepancy between these two signals it was required 
that sophisticated electronic interfaces and processing 
apparatus be used. Fig F7.5.1 provides a schematic of 
the equipment used. Beginning with the detection of a 
photon at the IPD detector, which is chronologically the 
first observed event, we can follow the path of the 
signals generated and thus clarify the nature and 
function of each of the devices used. 
A fast output signal is read from the imaging photon 
detector 20ns after arrival of a photon at the detector 
cathode, this fast signal response was achieved by a 
modification to the IPD head, normally the signal output 
for data which also contains information on the position 
of a detected photon is .8Ons. This signal is first of all 
amplified by a specialised fast amplifier (Nuclear 
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Enterprises NE4683) and then sent to a constant fraction 
discriminator (CFD) (EG&G Ortec473). This unit serves to 
eliminate timing errors resulting from the Time to 
Amplitude Convertor (TAC) which triggers at a constant 
voltage level, were the CFD not used triggering would 
occur at different points of the photon signal rise as 
the peak voltage output from the IPD is not constant. 
After the CFD the signal is sent to a delay generator. 
Because there is a non trivial amount of noise in the 
particle detector it is required that the time between a 
start (photon) signal being offered to the TAC and the 
arrival of the stop (particle) signal be kept to a 
minimum. Thus a delay generator is used to supply a delay 
slightly less than the time delay observed due to the 
flight time of a scattered ion to the particle detector, 
in the case of N2 C state excitation this includes an 
element accounting for the loss of kinetic energy of the 
He ion resulting from the collision. From the delay 
generator the photon 'start' signal is fed directly to 
the TAC. The signal from the particle detector is 
collected as an output from the appropriate multiplexed 
photomultiplier (the detection of an ion results in a 
burst of electrons from the detector plate which are then 
focused onto individual scintillator elements which are 
observed by these photomultipliers). The output of the 
photoinultiplier is fed to a fast amplifier and then to a 
discriminator which selects out weak pulses not resulting 
from a ion detection event. From this discriminator the 
particle signal is fed as the 'stop' input to the TAC. 
• The output of the TAC is a series of pulses, the voltage 
of which is directly proportional to the time between 
'start' and 'stop' events. This output is fed to the 
PDP11 system control computer and to a multi channel 
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analyser where the accumulation of data may be observed 
as a visual display. This MCA was operated in pulse 
Height analysis mode. This means that the channel to 
which an incoming signal is credited to depends on the 
voltage of that signal. The result of this is that the 
MCA screen displays 1024 channels where channel 1 
represents time = t and channel 1024 represents 
time = t + 5s, where t is the fixed delay imposed upon 
the photon prior to input to the TAC. 
All stages and individual processing units used in this 
complex data collection system were calibrated by an 
extensive series of tests using 'dummy' pulse sequences. 
This allowed all sources of spurious events to be 
eliminated and the signal rise times and output 
fluctuations of each element of this apparatus to be 
accounted for and where necessary for appropriate 
countermeasures to be applied. 
He Flight Time and Predicted Timing of Coincidence 
The flight time of the He ions which are involved in 
the collisions producing N 2 in its C state is of course 
crucial to the prediction of the time at which we expect 
to observe a coincidence. It is necessary to make this 
prediction in order to calibrate the gate and delay steps 
of the signal detection process so that the expected 
coincidence time lies in the middle of the available 
detection window. This maximises the probability that we 
would still observe a coincidence should any unknown 
abberation occur. The flight time of He ions which have 
undergone collisions of interest to us may be calculated 
as follows: 
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The incident energy (E 1 ) of the He ion prior to collision 
is 900eV in the laboratory reference frame, at this 
energy its velocity is given thus: 
VI 	= 	2 x E1_ 1 	 (eq.7.5.l) 
I 	 J 
where ThHe+ is the mass of the He ion. 
thus 
V1 	= 	2.082 x 10 7 ms' 
the energy lost in the production of the N2 C 	state is 
equivalent to AE the energy difference between the ground 
vibrational level, which is assumed to be the initial 
state of the N2 target and the v'=O level of the C state 
which is the source of the emission being observed. 
AE = 11.03 eV 
thus after collision the He ion has energy 
	
= 	E' - LiE 
= 889.0 eV ±0.2 eV 
the new velocity of the He ion is then: 
Vi,, = 	2.071 x 1 	cms' 
Now the distance from the collision zone to the detector 
entrance is 126.3cm (at an angle of 2.1 ° ) therefore there 
is a delay of t secs between a collision occurring and 
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the ion entering the particle detector where, 
t 1 = s/Vp 	= 126.3 / 2.071 x 1O 7 
t 1 = 6.099 x 106 s 
In addition to this there is an added delay for the 
time taken for the ion to travel through the detector. At 
the entrance the ion is rapidly accelerated to an energy 
equivalent to the detector voltage which is 50kv. The ion 
travels 20cm in this region thus the second delay factor 
is: 
= 20 / 1.55 x 10 8 
t2 = 0.129 X 10 s 
giving a total delay time (t) of: 
t = 6.228 x 10 S 
To this must be added the rise time of the detector 
signal, however this is 	negligible, '.' less than 2 ns. 
and the various delays in the data processing units this 
has been evaluated to be approximately 30ns. 
From these calculations which give a value for t, the 
time delay between a collision occurring and the 
detection of the scattered particle, of 
t = 6.260 p5 
Thus we were able to set the delay unit in the signal 
processing equipment described previously to give a delay 
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for the input to the TAC of 5s. The TAC unit was set so 
as to allow a window of- a further 5ps in which a stop 
signal would be accepted after a start signal had been 
received. Thus the full screen of the MCA depicted the 
recording of coincidence signals for a time period of 5-
1Oj2s after a collision occurring. 
Other Experimental Conditions 
The conditions maintained for the generation of the He 
ion beam and the N 2 target were as has been detailed for 
the observation of the N2* emission spectra, except with 
respect to photon collection. For the coincidence 
experiment the spectral window was narrowed to minimise 
interference from the strong N 2 B state (2,0) line. 
Secondly the slit width of the optics cone was set to its 
maximum value in order to achieve the required photon 
detection rate of 200-300 counts per second. All other 
experimental conditions are listed in table T7.5.1. 
Table T7.5.1 
Conditions During Coincidence Experiment 
Ion Beam Energy 	- 	- 900eV 
Energy Loss due to Excitation- 11.03 eV 
of N2 Target to C 3 w state 
The Source: 
He Source Gas Line Pressure 	- 	1.86 Torr 
Filament Current 	 - - 6.3 Amps 
Bias Voltage 	 - 	200 V 
Discharge Current 	 - 30 mAmp 
Typical Ion Beam Current at CZ 	- 	5 x 10 
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Ion Optics Power Supplies: 
Extraction Lens system - 
Ion Optics System - 
V3 	 - 
Target Beam Settings: 
Target Gas 	 - 
Target Gas line Pressure - 
Target Pulser Frequency - 
Pulse Open Time 	 - 
4.5 kV to chain 
12.4 kV to chain 





Spectroscopic Recording Settings: 
Slit Width 
Grating Rotation 
Equivalent Central Wavelength 
Focus Position (DVM Position Sensor) 
- 1.6 mm 
- 335 DVM 
- 338.5 mu 
- 0  
Data Collection Control: 
Signal Gate Open Time 	 - 	0.95 ins 
Signal Gate Delay wrt Nozzle pulse 	- 1.05 ins 
Noise Gate Open Time 	 - 	0.95 ins 
Noise Gate Delay wrt Nozzle Pulse 	- 20 ins 
Signal / Noise Rates 
Photon Signal Collection Rate (real time)- 220 - 260 Hz 
Photon Noise Collection Rate (real Time)- 20 - 25 Hz 
Particle Signal Collection Rate (real time)- 280-300 Hz 
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The Coincidence experiment was run for a total of 20.0 
hours rather longer than the required time for a 
statistically significant peak to have developed. The 
result obtained however can be seen in Fig F7.5.2, this 
figure was plotted directly from the coincidence count 
readings for each channel of the MCA which was down 
loaded to a computer at the termination of the 
experiment. (Appendix III lists the original copy of this 
data.) In order to observe any peak more clearly the 
coincidence count values of neighbouring channels were 
summed together, hence in the figure shown the number of 
channels depicted is half the number actually used for 
recording coincidences. The region where, according to 
our calculation of the scattered ion flight time, we 
expected to observe a coincidence signal is highlighted. 
Clearly no peak of significance can be determined in this 
region, or elsewhere in this spectrum. This was extremely 
disappointing however it is worth analysing the likely 
reasons for the failure of this experiment. 
First of all our failure to observe a coincidence 
signal may be due to variations in the ion beam profile 
during the 20 hour period for which the system was run. 
It is extremely difficult to maintain a constant beam 
current and profile for that period of time when the ion 
beam generation apparatus has been highly tuned on order 
to achieve the best possible conditions. Maintaining 
these optimum conditions for the long duration of this 
experiment requires not only all the attention of the 
operator but also a measure of good fortune in that the 
position of the ion beam in the collision region can be 
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under the control of the operator. For example any oil 
traces on any of the collimating slits or lenses could 
cause charging of those slits deflecting the beam from 
its normal position. Any such shift of the collision zone 
due to ion beam movement would have a severe smearing 
effect on the position of scattered particle detection. 
The ion beam current was monitored during this experiment 
and although no gross changes in position or intensity 
were observed it is difficult to quantify how small 
changes would affect our observations. Another possible 
reason for our failure to observe a coincidence signal is 
quite simply that we did not monitor the correct 
scattering angle, at the time this first attempt at this 
experiment was conducted the apparatus which was designed 
to allow us to monitor all 45 ion detector elements had 
not been completed thus for the purposes of this 
experiment we observed only 3 channels at an angle of 
2.1 0 . This value was chosen as a very reasonable estimate 
however it is possible that ions scattered from 
collisions involving the process in which we are 
interested may be scattered to much larger angles. This 
possibility will only be resolved when further 
experiments are conducted with all ion detector elements 
monitored. A further possibility is that population of 
the C state of N 2 occurs as a result of secondary 
processes not involving the He ion at the time of the 
collision such as cascade, in this case the energy defect 
observed could be considerably different to that expected 
and hence scattered particles associated with the primary 
excitation which eventually results in N 2 C state 
population would arrive at a different time to that 
predicted. However in the light of the evidence of our 
own experiments on observing emisssion from the C state 
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and the energy loss observations of Dowek et al this 
possibility seems very unlikely. Finally it is possible 
that this particular experiment was overambitious for our 
first attempt, the angular resolution in particular was a 
crucial factor and it may have been better in hindsight 
to observe particle scattering at a lower resolution, by 
siting an ion detector closer to the collision zone, and 
building up to the high resolution which this equipment 
is capable of progressively as we accumulated a better 
understanding of the tolerances required for the 
observation of a coincidence signal. 
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Chapter s- 
Summary and Conclusion 
This thesis has described the commissioning of a 
sophisticated ultra high vacuum apparatus which was 
designed for the purpose of observing collision processes 
in the energy range of 100 to 1000 eV. The equipment 
described allows the observation both fluorescence from 
the decay of excited target species and the scattering 
patterns of the projectile species resulting from these 
collisions, and has been designed with the intention of 
recording 'coincidence' signals between these two 
observable features. 
Chapter 1 briefly outlined the history of 
experimentation on collision processes giving a general 
review of the important landmarks in this type of study 
up to the present day. In chapter 2 a full description 
and characterisation of the performance of the Edinburgh 
University molecular beams apparatus was given. Chapter 3 
provided details of the first experiments conducted using 
this apparatus these involved the spectroscopic 
observation of Ar fluorescence as a result of excitation 
and charge transfer between He and Ar. These experiments 
were conducted as a test of our ability to confirm the 
observations of previous researchers (Lip-65) 
(Lip-71),(Sid77) who had examined these collision 
partners, the He/Ar collision system being of particular 
interest as one of the first systems in which non 
adiabatic effects effect had been observed. 
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The results of this study was that not only did we 
observe the expected spectral emission predicted by 
previous researchers but we were able to apply the Barat 
and Lichten's (Bar-72) electron promotion model for 
asymmetric collisions in order to identify the 
most likely mechanisms by which the observed excitation 
of Ar 2P ° and 2D ° states took place. The mechanisms so 
determined demonstrated the importance of the effect of 
the He is orbital vacancy in the structure of the quasi-
molecule which exists for the brief duration of the 
collision. This vacancy determines the importance of what 
has been described as the Diabatic type II mechanism in 
ion-rare gas collisions. 
Chapter 5 described the execution, and results of 
collision processes between He' and HC1. These experiments 
were designed to expand the rage of collision types 
observed to molecular species. These particular collision 
partners were selected as a logical extension of the He-
Ar experiments just described, HC1 being iso-electronic 
with Ar. This collision system had been investigated once 
before by Haugh (Hau-73),(Hau-74) who used a gas cell 
arrangement to observe emission from excited MCi and HCl 
species. He initially demonstrated the occurrence of a 
non Franck-Condon distribution in the vibrational profile 
of the HCl A state excited as a result of charge 
exchange processes between He and HC1, however he 
attributed this to pressure effect in his gas cell 
apparatus. When the same process was observed in our 
apparatus the same non FC distribution of excited state 
vibrational levels was observed, however any possibility 
of multiple collisions or other post collision relaxation 
effects occurring was eliminated. Also the same process 
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was observed using Ar as the incident species, under 
otherwise identical conditions, this gave a distribution 
of vibrational levels in the excited state much more in 
keeping with that expected by the FC principle. 
In chapter 6 these results were interpreted in terms of 
the same electron promotion model as was successfully 
applied to the He/Ar collision system and as a result a 
possible mechanism whereby the observed vibrational 
distribution for both He/HCl and Ar/HCl collision 
systems was proposed. This mechanism, for He/HCl was 
again highly dependant on the operation of the Diabatic 
type ii process already detailed, which is so important 
in the analogous He/Ar collision system •. Further 
experimentation on the He/HCl and Ar/HCl systems would 
be extremely useful, as a further investigation should 
readily show the validity of our proposed mechanism. 
The final chapter in this thesis described in detail a 
series of observation of the He/N 2  collision system which 
were carried out as part of the characterisation of the 
full apparatus prior to a 'coincidence' experiment being 
conducted. Our observations demonstrated the relative 
importance of three separate processes which could be 
observed in this system. The first was excitation through 
charge exchange of N 2 to the N 2 B state, the second was 
excitation of N2  to the neutral C state and finally some 
other process was observed which resulted in the 
dissociation of N 2  with N 'S being one of the products. 
The likely mechanisms in operation which result in the 
excitation of these states were briefly discussed and the 
importance of the same Diabatic type ii process as was 
observed in the previous collision systems, discussed. 
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Having sufficiently characterised this system we then 
detailed the feasibility calculations for a coincidence 
experiment demonstrating that the parameters observed in 
the He/N 2 collision system, and in particular the 
excitation of the N2 C state, satisfied the requirements 
that determined the feasibility of such an experiment. 
The experimental method for a coincidence experiment was 
then described and the results of its execution compared 
with the expected observations. Finally the possible 
reasons for our failure to observe a coincidence signal 
were discussed. 
The coincidence experiment we have described herein is 
without a doubt a highly ambitious piece of scientific 
work, thus we should not be too disappointed at a failure 
at the first attempt. The performance of this experiment 
did provide a considerable amount of practical 
information on the best approach, and on likely problems 
which may be encountered in future attempts. For this 
reason, if for no other the experiment proved worthwhile. 
The principle behind the coincidence experiment was shown 
to be valid and it is to be hoped that greater success 
will be achieved by others who follow this line of work, 
for success in this area will provide an important and 
highly accurate tool for the analysis of collision 
processes and as such is likely to prove to be of major 
importance in the interpretation of collision mechanisms. 
Thus it is to be hoped that ambitious and fundamental 
scientific projects of the type that has been described 
herein will continue to be funded and funded at a level 
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Appendix I 
Drawings ref ered to in this Appendix are contained 
in the flap on the rear cover of this thesis. 
The Design of the Optical Cone and Slit 
The requirement of the optical system was that the 
maximum proportion of emitted photons be collected at a 
resolution dictated by the experimental objectives. 
The optics system may be considered in three parts: 
First a cone terminating at the apex with an adjustable 
slit which was designed to have 13 mm of transverse 
motion to allow the slit to be positioned as close as 
possible to the collision zone. 
Second a commercially purchased f-2 holographic grating 
with a transmission range of 200 to 800 nm (uv/vis). 
Thirdly an imaging photon detector again purchased 
commercially from instrument technology. 
The optical cone was designed and constructed in order 
to satisfy the following criteria. 
Firstly that the physical dimension of the cone allow 
the full diameter of the holographic grating to be 
employed in the transmission of photons to the 
photoinultiplier tube, in any focusing position.. 
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Secondly, that the cone position be adjustable over 
15 irun in the transverse direction, (parallel to the 
direction of the incident ion beam), and that this 
adjustment be controlled and monitored remotely outwith 
the vacuum system. 
Thirdly that the apex of the cone be formed by a slit 
that has a width that is adjustable from 5 to 0.3 nun and 
that this be again remotely controlled and monitored from 
outwith the vacuum system. 
Finally that the position of the cone in the transverse 
(perpendicular to the direction of the ion beam) be 
adjustable by the use of shims. 
The cone was constructed in three main parts, a fixed 
base plate (drawing A2/OC1A) a sliding flange (drawing 
A2/OC2A) and the main body of the cone (drawing A2/OC3A. 
Base Plate 
The base plate was constructed from aluminium. The 
plate features a raised platform from which a square 
section groove was cut in the upper and lower edges to 
the fitting of linear bearing races (commercial 
Schneeberger. Roller linear bearings type Rl). 
Also attached to the base plate are flanges to which 
the stepper motor and microinetre screw were fitted. 
The base plate is attached to the optics tank by nine 
alien bolts on the outer edge of the plate. 
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A small flange was later added to allow a commercial 
linear position to be fitted, by which means the cone 
position was monitored. 
Sliding Flanges 
The sliding flange was designed to fit closely over the 
raised platform of the base plate overlapping on the 
upper and lower edges and thus being light tight. A 
section of the upper edge was cut out and drilled to 
allow the fitting of a linear bearing race. This section 
was then replaced in the upper edge and held in position 
by a pair of spring screws. This allowed precise 
adjustment of the bearing tension when the flange was 
placed on the base plate. (The final bearing race was 
fixed on the opposite edge). 
The sliding flange also has attached on its lower edge 
a metal tongue into which a 3 mm diameter ball bearing 
was pinched in, providing a suitable surface for the 
micrometre to drive the transverse motion. 
The Cone Body 
The body of the cone was made of four stainless steel 
plates, cut from 0.5 mm thick stainless steel sheet. 
The plates were shaped so as to form a rectangular 
pyramix ending in a slit 15 mm in length and allow the 
width to be adjusted from 0.3 to 4 mm. The upper and 
lower faces formed by plates C and D were identical. The 
nearside face was formed by plate A. The offside face 
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was formed by plate B and the tip, the moving section 
which formed the slit by plate E. The end of plate B was 
folded over into a box section into which the angled tail 
of plate E fitted, thus this face remained light tight at 
any slit width. 
A screw attachment was brazed to the outside of plate E 
to allow it to be attached to the slider to slit arm (see 
drawing A2/OC4A). 
The 4 plates A, B, C and D were vacuum brazed together. 
Dull razor blades were attached to the slit edges on 
plate E and A to produce an even edge. 
Micrometre Drive Assembly (Drawing A3/OC4B) 
The transverse motion of the cone was driven by a 
commercial stepper motor (radio Spares type 23) attached 
to the base plate. This was fitted with a length 
adjustable shaft which connected in turn to a micrometre 
screw. As the motor is turned the micrometre is driven 
against the ball bearing on the tongue of the sliding 
flange and hence an accurate transverse motion is 
produced. This was monitored by the addition of a 
commercial linear position sensor RS.317-780. 
Slit Adjustment Mechanism 
The adjustment of the slit width was achieved by 
attaching the cone slit plate (E. drawing A2/OC3A) to a 
linear slider by the slit to slider arm (see drawing 
A3/OC4A). This arm was cut from brass in a box section 
to improve rigidity. 
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The slider and slider bed were attached to the upper 
face of the cone by means of a mount brazed onto this 
face. The transverse motion of the slider, and hence the 
slit, was produced by a commercial camera release cable 
attached to the slider. This was in turn fed out through 
the wall of the collision chamber via a vacuum 
feedthrough. Thus the slit position could be adjusted 
from outwith the system. A later addition of a linear 
position sensor to measure the slit width was made. 
Commercial Radio Spares. RS. 317-780. 
Shims 
Finally four rectangular shims were cut off widths 
2 mm, 1.5 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm. These could be placed 
between the sliding flange and the cone body to allow 
precise adjustment of the slit to collision zone 
distance. See drawing A3/005. 
Assembly Drawings 
The complete assembly of the cone is shown in Drawings 
A2/OC ASS1 and A2/OC ASS2. Also a photograph of the cone 
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A STUDY OF NON-ADIABATIC PROCESSES 
IN MOLECULAR COLLISIONS 
I. Abbas, M.A.D. Fluendy, 
G. Keenan, A. Rae, K. Sheach. 
THE PRINCIPLE 
We 	are involved in the elucidation of excitation processes in 
ion/molecule collisions by a coincidence method. 	By correlating the 
detection of a photon resulting from the fluorescence of a target 
molecule with the detection of the scattered incident ion, we are able 
to record both the nature of the excited state of the target, the flight 
time of the incident ion and the scattering angle to a much higher 
resolution than is possible with energy loss methods. 
.x .9) 
ION SOURCE 	 (X) 	FCOINCIDENCE1 	(t,e) 
Lni 	 PHOTON 	I 	UNIT 	 CLE 





ION LENSES 	 -.,-.-. 	 FLIGHT 
E2Z" Q~~ 
COLLISION 
NOZZLE 	 ZONE 	 50 cm 
PHOTON/SCATTERED ION COINCIDENCE EX PT. 
THE EXPERIMENT 
He ions are extracted from a plasma source (1) and energy analysed by 
the hemispherical analyser (2), the resulting ion beam is further 
focused by a series of electrostatic lenses (3),(4),(5), into a parallel 
beam of dimensions 0.5mm x 10mm. At the collision zone (6), the ion 
beam is intersected by a pulsed nozzle expanded beam of the target gas. 
Targets have included N2,CO, and He seeded with volatile organic 
molecules. 
Photons emitted as a result of fluorescence from molecules excited in 
the collision region are collected by an f2 holographic grating (7) and 
focused on to an imaging photon detector. 	This allows fluorescence 
spectra to be collected over a period of time on a computer. 	The 
spectral resolution is controlled by an adjustable slit which may be 
positioned close to the collision zone (6). The slit width may be 
adjusted to obtain optimum resolution or maximum signal intensity. 
Ion scattering is detected at(8) by an angular detector array of 45 





WPVE L ENGT H 
Our initial studies have been directed towards the observation of 
coincidence spectra associated with the excitation of N2 by He+.As an 
initial step towards this goal fluorescence spectra over the range 
321-348nm have been collected with incident ion beam energies of 
100-900ev. The notable features in this spectral range include emission 
from the N2(C)-N2(B) (0,0) line at 337nm (see fig.2). 
By comparing spectra over the range of ion beam energies the increased 
importance of excitation compared to charge exchange processes is 
evident, and the proportion of excitation of the N2 C state relative to 
excitation of the N2 ion B state increases up to an incident beam energy 
of 850eV, the maximum measured. 	This is quantified by comparing the N2 
C-B(0,0) line at 337mm with the nearby N2 ion B-X(2,0) at 330.4nm. 
Using this initial data we intend to repeat a coincidence experiment 
based on the N2(C) state system, previously conducted at an ion beam 
energy of 500eV, at the higher energies where the ratio of excitation to 
charge exchange processes is considerably more favourable. 
Also evident from the spectra is the broadening of the lines of N2 
emission in comparison with spectra of He and Argon, collected under 
identical conditions, indicating the presence of some degree of 
rotational excitation. 
Other work, designed as a test of our experimental system, includes a 
study of charge exchange processes in a He+/Ar system, and we are 
currently investigating the feasibility of a study of excitation in a 
variety of organic molecules such as methyl-iodide using a seeded target 
beam. 
Ref s: 
Birely John H. Physics Review A 10(2) 550-562 1974 
Dowek D.,Dhuicq D.,Pommier J., 
Vu Ngoc Tuan,Sidis J.,Barat M 
Physics Review A 24(5) 2445-2458, 1981 
(and refs. therein) 
Appendix III 
The Following is a Copy of the 
Original Coincidence Data 
as Depicted in Fig F7.5.2. 
The First Column Shows the Channel Number 
All Other Columns Show Coincidence Counts 
for the Corresponding Channel. 
Numbers Written Between Columns are the 
Sums of Pairs of Channels as Depicted 
in Fig F7.5.2 Where the Data is 
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